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ExPLANATION:—The figure is drawn on the supposition

that the earth (E) is in the centre, that the sun moves in the
Ecliptic, and the precession of the equinoxes is caused by the

motion of the Ecliptic. With a given Nakshatra at the vernal
equinox, we can here at once find what Nakshatras would be at
the other cardinal points and hence also the month at the
winter solstice. [irrwo-svra.R. suavas. R.Y. Peown.ters.
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PREFA CE.
*Oe-ecºº

Soxie explanation may be necessary for the publication

of an essay on the antiquity of the Vedas by one whose
professional work lies in a different direction. About four
years ago, as 1 was reading the Bhagavad Gità, it occurred
º, to me that we might derive important conclusions from the
s statement of Krishna that “he was Mārgashirsha of the
months.” This led me to inquire into the primitive Vedic
calendar, and the result of four years' labour is now placed
:=before the public. The essay was originally written for
#he Ninth Oriental Congress held in London last year. But
£it was found too large to be inserted in the proceedings
°wherein it

s summary alone is now included. I have had
therefore to publish it separately, and in doing so I have

tº taken the opportunity o
f incorporating into it such addi

Btions, alterations and modifications, as were suggested b
y

=further thought and discussion.

" The chief result ofmy inquiry would b
e evident from the

£title of the essay. The high antiquity of the Egyptian civi
slization is now generally admitted. But scholars still hesi
State to place the commencement o

f

the Vedic civilization
`earlier than 2400 B.C. I have endeavoured to show in

the following pages that the traditions recorded in the
Rigveda unmistakably point to a period not later than
4000 B.C., when the vernal equinox was in Orion, or, in

other words. when the Dog-star (or the Dog a
s we have

it in the Rigveda) commenced the equinoctial year. Many of

the Vedic texts and legends, quoted in support o
f

this con
clusion, have been cited in this connection and also ration

$2:33(3.49



iv. PREFACE,

ally and intelligently explained for the first time, thus
throwing a considerable light on the legends and rites in
later Sanskrit works. I have further tried to show how
these legends are strikingly corroborated by the legends

and traditions of Iran and Greece. Perhaps some of this
corroborative evidence may not be regarded as sufficiently

conclusive by itself, but in that case I hope it will be borne
in mind that my conclusions are not based merely upon my
thological or philological coincidences, and if some of these
are disputable, they do not in any way shake the validity

of the conclusions based on the express texts and references
scattered over the whole Wedic literature. I wanted to
collect together all the facts that could possibly throw any
light upon, or be shown to be connected with the question
in issue, and if in so doing I have mentioned some that are
not as convincing as the others, I am sure that they will at
east be ſound interesting, and that even after omitting

them there will be ample evidence to establish the main
point. I have, therefore, to request my critics not to he
prejudiced by such facts, and to examine and weigh the
whole evidence I have adduced in support of my theory
before they give their judgment upon it

.

I have tried to make the book as little technical as pos
sible ; but I am afraid that those who are not acquainted
with the Hindu method o

f computing time may still find it

somewhat difficult to follow the argument in a few places.

If my conclusions come to be accepted and the second
edition o
f

the book be called for, these defects may b
e re

moved b
y adding further explanations in such cases. At
present I have only attempted to give the main argument

o
n the assumption that the reader is already familiar with
the method. I may further remark that though I have
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used the astronomical method, yet a comparison with Bent
ley's work will show that the present essay is more literary
than astronomical in its character. In other words, it is the
Sanskrit scholars who have first of a

ll
to decide ifmy inter

pretations o
f

certain texts are correct, and when this judg
ment is once given it is not at all difficult to astronomically

calculate the exact period o
f

the traditions in the Rigveda.

I do not mean to say that no knowledge of astronomy is

necessary to discuss the subject, but on the whole it would

b
e readily seen that the question is one more for Sanskrit

Scholars than for astronomers to decide.

Some scholars may doubt the possibility o
f deriving so

important and far-reaching conclusions from the data
furnished b

y

the hymns o
f

the Rigveda, and some may

think that I am taking the antiquity of the Vedas too far
back. But fears like these are out o

f place in a historical

o
r

scientific inquiry, the sole object o
f

which should b
e to

search for and find out the truth. The method o
f investiga

tion followed b
y

me is the same as that adopted b
y

Bentley,

Colebrooke and other well-known writers on the subject,
and, in my opinion, the only question that Sanskrit scholars
have now to decide, is whether I am or am not justified in

carrying it a step further than my predecessors, indepen
dently o

f any modifications that may b
e thereby made

necessary in the existing hypothesis on the subject.

I have omitted to mention in the essay that a few native
scholars have tried to ascertain the date o

f

the Mahābhārata,

and the Rāmāyana from certain positions o
f

the sun, the

moon and the planets given in those works. For instance,
the horoscope o
f

Rāma and the positions o
f

the planets at

the time o
f

the great civil war, as found in the Mahābhārata,
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are said to point to a period of 5000 or 6000 B.C., and it is
contended that the Vedas which preceded these works
must be older still. Bentley relying on the same data has
calculated 961 B.C. as the exact date of Rāma's birth.
This will show how unsafe it is to act upon calculations
based upon such loose statements. Sometimes the accounts
in the Purānas are themselves conflicting, but even where
they are or can be made definite any conclusions based on

them are not only doubtful, but well nigh useless for chro
nological purposes, for in the first instance they are open

to the objection that these works may not have been
written by eye-witnesses (the mention of Ráshis in the
Rāmāyana directly supporting such an assumption), and,
secondly, because it is still more difficult to prove that we
now possess these books in the form in which they were
originally written. With regard to the positions of the
planets at the time of the war given in the Mahābhārata,

the statements are undoubtedly confused ; but apart from

it
, I think that it is almost a gratuitous assumption to hold

that all o
f

them really give u
s

the positions o
f

the planets

in the ecliptic and that such positions again refer to the

fixed and the moveable zodiacal portions o
f

the Nakshatras.
Perhaps the writers simply intend to mention all auspicious

o
r inauspicious positions o
f

the planets in such cases. I

have therefore avoided all such debatable and doubtful

points b
y confining myself solely to the Vedic works, about

the genuineness o
f

which there can be n
o doubt, and using

the Purānic accounts only to corroborate the results deduced

from the Vedic texts. According to this view the Mahā
bhārata war must be placed in the Krittiká period, inas
much a
s

we are told that Bhishma was waiting for the
turning o

f

the sun from the winter solstice in the month
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of Māgha. The poem, as we now have it
,
is evidently

written a long time after this event.

Lastly, I have to express my obligations to several friends
for encouraging me to carry on the inquiry and helping me

in one way or another to complete this essay. My special

thanks are however due to Dr. Rāmkrishna Gopal Bhāndār
kar, who kindly undertook to explain to me the views o

f

German scholars in regard to certain passages from the
Rigveda, and to Khan Bahadur Dr. Dastur Hoshang Jamasp

for the ready assistance h
e gave in supplying information

contained in the original Parsi sacred books. I am also
greatly indebted to Prof. Max Müller for some valuable
suggestions and critical comments o

n
the etymological

evidence contained in the essay. I am, however, alone
responsible for all the views, suggestions, and statements
made in the following pages.

With these remarks I leave the book in the hands of
erities, fully relying upon the saying o

f

the poet—

*: €eaua Briſt fºsſfä; surfahrsſº at I

“The fineness or the darkness of gold is best tested in

fire.” It is not likely that my other engagements will
permit me to devote much time to this subject in future; and

I shall consider myself well rewarded if the present essay
does in any way contribute to a fuller and unprejudiced dis
cussion o

f

the high antiquity o
f

the Aryan civilization, o
f

which otir sacred books are the oldest records in the world.

B. G. TILAk.

Poona, October, 1893.
**
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THE ORION;
OR

Researches into the Antiquity of the Vedas.

=}=

CHAPTER I.

Introduction.
Importance of ascertaining the age of the Vedas—Linguistie
method—Its defects—Astronomical method–ſts difficulties
unduly magnified—Views of European and Native scholars
examined.

THE VEDA is the oldest of the books that we now possess,

and it is generally admitted “that for a study of man, or if
you like, for a study of Aryan humanity, there is nothing in
the world equal in importance with it.” There is no other
book which carries us so near the beginning of the Aryan
civilization, if not the absolute beginning of al

l

things, a
s

maintained by the Hindu theologians; and the importance

o
f ascertaining even approximately the age when the oldest

o
f

the Vedic Rishis, like the classical Vālmīki, ‘may have
been inspired to unconsciously give utterance to a Vedic
verse, cannot therefore be overrated. The birth o

f

Gautama

Buddha, the invasion o
f

Alexander the Great, the inscrip
tions o

f Ashoka, the account o
f

the Chinese travellers, and

the overthrow o
f

Buddhism and Jainism by Bhatta Kumārila

and Shankarāchārya.joined with several other less important

*India: what it can teach us? p
.

112. The references through

out are to the first edition of this work.
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events, have served to fix the chronology of the later
periods of the Ancient Indian History. But the earlier
periods of the same still defy a

ll attempts to ascertain their
chronology; and the earliest o

f

them all, so important to the

“true student o
f mankind,” the period o
f

the Rigveda, is

still the subject o
f vague and uncertain speculations. Can

we o
r

can we not ascertain the age o
f

the Vedas This is

a question which has baffled the ingenuity o
f many an

ancient and modern scholar, and though I have ventured to

write on the subject, I cannot claim to have finally solved
this important problem in a

ll

it
s bearings. I only wish to

place before the public the result o
f my researches in this

direction and leave it to scholars to decide if it throws any
additional light on the earliest periods o

f

the Aryan clivili
zation.

But before I proceed to state my views, it may be useful

to briefly examine the methods by which Oriental scholars
have hitherto attempted to solve the question a

s to the age
and character of the Vedas. Prof. Max Müller divides the

Vedic literature into four periods—the Chhandas, Mantra,

Brähmana, and Sūtra ; and as each period presupposes the
preceding, while the last o

r

the Sūtra period is prior, “if
not to the origin, a

t

least to the spreading and political

ascendancy o
f

Buddhism” in the fourth century before
Christ, that learned scholar, by assigning two hundred
years for each period arrives a

t

about 1200 B
. C., a
s

the

latest date, a
t

which w
e may suppose the Vedic hymns to

have been composed.* This, for convenience, may b
e

* See Max Müller's 1st Ed. o
f Rig. Vol. IV., Pref. p
p
.

v
.,

vii.

This preface is also printed as a separate pamphlet under the title
Ancient Hindu Astronomy and Chronology.” In the second
edition o

f

the Rigveda, the prefaces in the first edition are re
printed a

ll together a
t

the beginning o
f

the fourth Volume.
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called the literary or the linguistic method of ascertaining
the age of the Vedas. A little consideration will, however,
at once disclose the weak points in such arbitrary calcula
tions. There are different opinions as to the division of
the Vedic literature; some scholars holding that the Chhan
das and Mantra is one period, though a long one. But
granting that the Vedic literature admits of a four-fold
division, the question of the duration of each period is still
involved in uncertainty, and, considering the fact that each
period might run into and overlap the other to a certain
extent, it becomes extremely difficult to assign even the
minimum chronological limits to the different periods. The
method may, indeed, be used with advantage to show that
the Vedas could not have been composed later than a cer
tain period; but it helps little in even approximately fixing
the correct age of the Vedas. Prof. Max Müller himself
admits” that the limit of 200 years can be assigned to each
period only under the supposition that during the early
periods of history the growth of the human mind was more

luxuriant than in later times, while the late Dr. Haug,
following the same method, fixed the very commencement

of the Vedic literature between 2400–2000 B.C.: by
assigning about 500 years to each period, on the analogy of
similar periods in the Chinese literature. It is therefore
evident that this method of calculation, howsoever valuable

* Pref. to Rig. Vol. IV., p. vii.
# Introduction to the Aitareya Brahmana, p. 48.Prof. Whitney

thinks that the hymns may have been sung as early as 2000 B.C.
ſide Intro. to his Sanskrit Grammar, p. xiii. For a summary of
the opinions of different scholars on this point see Kaegi's Rig
veda translated by Arrowsmith, p. 110, note 39. The highest an
#iquity assigned is 2400 B.C.
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it may be in checking the results arrived at by other me
thods, is

,

when taken by itself, most vague and uncertain.
A further study of the different periods of the Vedic

literature and its comparison with other ancient literatures
might hereafter help us to ascertain the duration o

f

each
period a little more accurately.” But I think we cannot
expect, by this method alone, to be ever in a position to fix
with any approach to certainty the correct age of the Vedas.
Prof. Max Müller considers 200 years to be the minimum
duration o

f

each period, while Dr. Haug and Prof. Wilson
thought that a period o

f
500 years was not too long for the

purpose; t and I believe there is hardly any inherent impro
bability if a third scholar proposes to extend the duration

o
f

each o
f

these periods up to something like 1000 years.

In the face of this uncertainty we must try to find out other
means for ascertaining the correct age of the Vedas.

The Vedas, the Brähmanas and the Sūtras contain numer
ous allusions and references to astronomical facts, and it was
believed that we might be able to ascertain from them the
age o

f

the oldest literary relic o
f

the Aryan race. But
somehow o

r

other the attempts o
f

scholars to fix the age o
f

the Vedas by what may be called the astronomical method,

have not yet met with the expected success. Unfortunately
for us, all the Sanskrit astronomical works that we now

*In a paper submitted to the Ninth Oriontal Congress, Mr.
Dhruva has recently examined the whole Vedic literature with a

view to ascertain its chronology, and he arrives at the conclusion

that the duration assigned to the several periods o
f

the Vedic

literature by Prof. Max Müller is too short, and that “without
making any guesses at numbers of years o
r

centuries” we should

a
t present be content with arranging the Vedic literature some
what after the manner o
f

the Geological strata o
r periods.

#See Ait. Br. Intro., p
.

48; also Pref, to Rig. Vol. IV., p. viii.
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possess, except perhaps the Vedānga Jyotisha, belong to the

later period of Sanskrit literature, when the Greek influence
is perceptible in all its mathematical works. The different
methods o

f
astronomical calculations given in these works,

the various eras that were established in India after Shāli
vāhana or Vikrama, the introduction o

f

the Bärhaspatya

cycle, and the adoption o
f

the Greek division o
f

the Zodiac,

make it extremely difficult to correctly interpret the astrono
mical references in the later works; while the confusion,

caused b
y

the supposed absence o
f any definite statement as

to the character of the year and the cycle mentioned in the
Vedic works, renders it a hard task to deduce a consistent
theory out o

f

the various but stray references to astrono
mical facts in the Vedic literature. Take for instance the

question o
f

the commencement o
f

the year in the Vedic
calendar. There are grounds to hold that the ancient Aryas

commenced their year either with spring o
r

with autumn, a
t

the equinoxes o
r
a
t

the solstices;* while the later astrono

mical works and systems furnish us with facts which g
o

to
prove that the year, in the different parts o

f India, com
menced with almost a

ll

the different months o
f

the year—
Kårtika, Mārgashirsha,t Ashādha, Chaitra and Bhādrapada.
The discussion as to the number o

f

the Nakshatras and
different opinions as to their origin have further complicated

the problem; while doubts have been raised as to the
capacity o

f

the Brähmans in 1200 B.C. to make observa
tions o

f

solstitial points with astronomical accuracy. I shall

* See infra Chap. II.

# Whitney's Sūrya Siddhānta, xiv., 16, n.

: Pref. to Rig Vol. IV., p. xxix. It is very difficult:to under
stand on what grounds this assertion is made. Ancient Vedic

bards had n
o

mathematical instruments, but still they could have
easily marked when day and night became equal in length.
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have to examine hereafter how far some of these objections

are tenable. For the present it is sufficient to state that in
consequence of such doubts and objections, definite obser
vations of allusions to astronomical events in the earliest

works have been looked upon with suspicion by a good
many Oriental scholars, while some have even condemned
the astronomical method as inaccurate and conjectural.”
It is

,

however, admitted that “if the astronomical data on
which conclusions a

s to the age o
f

the Veda have been

built implied a
ll

that they were represented to imply, the
earliest periods o

f

Vedic poetry will have to be rearranged.”

It appears to me that scholars have erred too much o
n the

side o
f

overcautiousness in condemning this method. I do
not mean to say that there are no difficulties; but sufficient

care does not appear to have been taken to always keep in

view the main point o
f

the inquiry, b
y

separating it from
the mass o

f

irrelevant matter, with which, in some cases,

it becomes unavoidably mixed u
p
.

Some o
f Bentley's

speculations, for instance, are indeed ingenious and sug
gestive, but he relies too much upon Purānic traditions,

mere etymological speculations and his own calculations

based thereon, instead o
f trying to find out whether there is

anything in the earlier works to corroborate o
r support

these traditions. On the other hand, Prof. Weber's Essay,
which, as a collection o

f

astronomical allusions and referen

ces in the Vedic literature, is extremely valuable, is taken
up by the controversy as to the origin o

f

the Nakshatras
raised b

y

M
.

Biot; and the same thing may b
e said o
f

Prof. Whitney's contributions o
n

the subject. Various

* See Weber's History of Indian Literature, p
.

2
,

note,

i Pref. to Rig. Vol. IV., p. lxxi.
-

; See his essay on the Hindu and Chinese systems ofAsterisms.
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other questions, such as whether the Vedic cycle comprised

five or six years, how and when the intercalary days or
months were inserted to make the lunar correspond with

the solar year, have also caused the attention of scholars to
be diverted from the broad astronomical facts and observa

tions to be found recorded in the Vedic literature; and as a
consequence we find that while the questions as to the
original number of the Nakshatras and as to whether the
Chinese borrowed them from the Hindus or vice versa, are

so ably discussed, no systematic attempt has yet been made
to trace back the astronomical references in the later

works to the Sanhitãs, and to fully examine their bearing

on the question of the age and character of the Vedas. On
the contrary, Prof. Weber asks us to reconcile ourselves to
the fact that any such search will, as a general rule, be
absolutely fruitless!" In the following pages I have endea
voured to show that we need not be so much disappointated.

In my opinion there is ample evidence—direct and circum
stantial—in the earliest of the Sanhitãs, to fully establish
the high antiquity assigned to the Indian literature on
geographical and historical grounds.t. I base my opinion
mainly upon references to be found in the early Vedic
works, the Sanhitās and the Brähmanas, and especially in

the earliest of these, the Rigveda. For though later works
may sometimes give the same traditions and references, yet
any inference which is based upon them is likely to be re
garded with more or less suspicion, unless we can show

* Weber's History of Indian Literature, p. 7.

- + It is on these grounds that Prof. Weber believes that the
beginnings of the Indian Literature “may perhaps be traced
back even to the time when the Indo-Aryans still dwelt together

with the Persa-Aryans.” Hist. Ind, Lit., p. 5.
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something in the earliest works themselves to justify that
inference. Where the Samhitās and the Brähmanas directly

speak of the actual state of things in their time, there is
,

o
f

course, n
o ground to disbelieve the same, but I think that

even the traditions recorded in these works are more reliable

than those in later works, for the simple reason that those
traditions are there found in their purest form. Later
works may indeed b

e used to supply confirmatory evidence,

where such is available; but our conclusions must in the

main b
e

based o
n the internal evidence supplied by the

Vedic works alone. Several Indian astronomērs have

worked more or less on the lines here indicated, but their

labours in this direction have not unfortunately received
the attention they deserve. The late Krishna Shastri
Godbole published his views on the antiquity o

f

the Vedas

in the second and third Wolumes of the Theosophist,” and
though h

e has failed to correctly interpret some astrono
mical allusions in the Vedic works, yet there is much that

is suggestive and valuable in his eassy. The late Prof.

K
.
L. Chhatre also appears to have held similar views o
n

the subject, but h
e has not published them, so far as I

know, in a systematic form. My friend Mr. Shankara
Bálkrishna Dikshit, who has written a prize eassy in

Marathi on the history o
f

Hindu Astronomy, and who has
succeeded in correctly interpreting more verses in the
Vedānga Jyotishat than any other scholar has hitherto

* Also published as a separate pamphlet.

f Mr.Dikshit would dowell to published an English translation

o
f

a
t

least the Chapter on Vedānga Jyotisha in his essay. He
has undoubtedly made a great advance over Weber and Thebaut

in the correct interpretation of the treatise.
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done, has also discussed this question in his essay, which I
was allowed to read in MS. through his kindness. I am
indebted to these scholars for some of the facts and argu
ments set forth in the following pages, and the present essay
may, I think, be regarded as greatly developing, if not
completing, the theory started by them.
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CHAPTER II.

Sacrifico alias the gear.
Primitive calendar co-eval with the sacrificial system—Prajapa
ti=Yajna-Samvatsara—Civil or Savana days—Savana and
lunar months—Lunar and solar years—Intercalary days and
month in Vedic times—Solar year was siderial and not tro
pical—Old beginning of the year and the sacrifice—The Wi
shuvan day—Vernal equinox and winter solstice—Uttara
yana and Dakshinayana—Devayana and Pitriyana—Their
original meaning—Bhaskaracharya's mistake about the day

of the Devas—The two year beginnings were subsequently

utilised for different purposes.

It is necessary, in the first place, to se
e

what contri
vances were adopted by the ancient Aryas for the measure
ment and division o

f

time. The present Indian system has
been thus described by Professor Whitney in his notes to

the Sûrya Siddhanta (I
.

13, notes) —

“In the ordinary reckoning of time, these elements are
“variously combined. Throughout Southern India (see
“Warren's Kala Sankalita, Madras, 1825, p

.

4
. etc.), the

“year and month made use o
f

are the solar, and the day the
“civil; the beginning o

f

each month and year being
“counted, in practice, from the sunrise nearest to the
“moment o

f

their actual commencement. In all Northern

“India the year is luni-solar; the month is lunar and is

“divided into both lunar and civil days; the year is com
“posed o
f
a variable number o
f months, either twelve o
r

“thirteen, beginning always with the lunar month, o
f

which

“the commencement next precedes the true commencement

“of the sidereal year. But underneath this division, the
“division o

f

the actual sidereal year into twelve solar months
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“is likewise kept up, and to maintain the concurrence of

“the civil and lunar days, and the lunar and solar months,

“is a process of great complexity, into the details of which
“we need not enter here.”

But the complications here referred to are evidently the
growth of later times. The four ways of reckoning time,

the Sávana, the Chândra, the Nákshatra and the Saura, are

not a
ll

referred to in the ealy works, and even in later days

all these measures of time do not appear to have been fully
and systematically utilised. There is

,

a
s I have said before,

no early work extant on Vedic calendar, except the small
tract on Jyotisha, and our information about the oldest
calendar must, therefore, b

e gathered either from stray

references in the Vedic works or from the early traditions

o
r practices recorded in the old sacrificial literature o
f

India. There are several sacrificial hymns in the Rigveda,
which show that the sacrificial ceromonies must then have

been considerably developed; and as n
o

sacrificial system

could be developed without the knowledge o
f months, sea

sons, and the year, it will not be too much to presume that

in Vedic times there must have existed a calendar to regu
late the sacrifices. It is difficult to determine the exact
nature o

f

this calendar, but a study o
f

the sacrificial litera
ture would show that the phases o

f

the moon, the changes

in the seasons, and the southern and northern courses o
f

the sun were the principal land-marks in the measurement

o
f

time in those early days. What is still more interesting,
however, is that the leading features in the early sacrifices.

are the same a
s

those in the year. The late Dr. Haug, in

his introduction to the Aitareya Brahmana, has observed
that “the satras, which lasted for one year, were nothing but

a
n imitation o
f

the sun's yearly course. They were divided
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into two distinct parts, each consisting of six months of 30
days each. In the midst of both was the Vishwan, i. e

.,

the equator or the central day, cutting the whole 8atra into
two halves.” This clearly shows that the ancient Rishis
prepared their calendar mainly for sacrificial purposes, and
the performance o

f

various sacrifices facilitated, in its turn,

the keeping up o
f

the calendar. Offerings were made every
morning and evening, on every new and full moon, and a

t

the commencement o
f every season and ayama.t When

this course o
f

sacrifices was thus completed, it was naturally
found that the year also had run its course, and the sacri
fice and the year, therefore, seem to have early become
synonymous terms. There are many passages in the
Brahmanas and Sanhitãs, where samvatsara and Yajna are
declared to be convertible terms, and n

o
other theory has

yet been suggested o
n which this may be accounted for. I

am therefore inclined to believe that the Vedic Rish’s kept
up their calendar by performing the corresponding round

o
f

Sacrifices o
n the sacred fire that constantly burnt in their

houses, like the fire of the Parsi priest in modern times.
The numerous sacrificial details, which we find so fully

described in the Brähmanas, might b
e later innovations,

* Ait. Br. Intro. p
.

48.

# Cf. Baudhayana Sutras, ii. 4. 23, which describes the cont

tinuous round o
f

sacrifices as follows—sſrººmſºmºrreſtratºrs, wrfºr
wrifa ºratºrrañaqfirãºf ºraſararaavºrwartfºrtſwrit:
quagraafsar-gūgū ºrgārār āsā swifteta reið ºrnarºra Also
compare Manu iv

.

25–26, and Yajnavalkya i. 125.

: See Ait. Br. ii. 17, which says jarº: Tsūrūfī; astrºfairn:
Also Ait. Br. iv
.

22. Shatapatha Br. xi. 1.1.1; 2.7.1. In Taitt.
San. ii. 5. 7. 3
;

vii. 5
, 7.4 w
e

have ºr # astrºſa;, and again in

vii. 2. 10. 3 ºffer: asſrºft:
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but the main idea of the yearly sacrifice appears to be an
old one. The etymology of the word ritwij ( ritu + yaji=

season sacrificer) shows that even in the oldest days there
existed a certain correspondence between the sacrifices and
the seasons, and what is true of the seasons is true of the
year which according to one derivation of Samvajsara (vas
= to dwell) is nothing but a period whers seasons dwell, or
a cycle of seasons.” The priests were not only the sacri
ficers cf the community, but were also it

s time-keepers,t

and these two functions they appear to have blended into
one b

y

assigning the commencement o
f

the several sacrifices

to the leading days o
f

the year, on the natural ground that if

the sacrifices were to be performed they must b
e performed

on the principal days of the year. Some scholars have
suggested that the yearly 8atras might have been subse
quently invented by the priests. But hypothesis derives
little support from the oldest records and traditions of all
the sections o

f

the Aryan race. Without a yearly 8&tra.

* C
f.

Bhanu Dikshite's Com. o
n Amare, i.4.20. Dr. Schrader,

in his Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples, Part iv.,

Ch. vi
.

(p. 305), also makes a similar observation. He holds, on

philological grounds, that the conception of the yoar was already

formed in the primeval period b
y

combining into one whole the
conception o

f

winter and summer, which h
e believes to be the

two primeval seasons. -

i “In Rome the care of the calender was considered a religious
function, and it had from earliest times been placed in the hands

o
f

the pontiffs.” Lewis's Historical Survey o
f

the Astronomy o
f

the
Ancients, p. 24.

- -
- -

: “Plato states that the months and years are regulated in

order thet the sacrifices end festivals may correspond with the
natural seasons; and Cicero remarks that the system o
f intercala

tion was introduced with this object.”Lewis's His Astr, Anc., p.19.
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regularly kept up, a Vedic Rishi could hardly have been

able to ascertain and measure the course of time in the way

he did. When better contrivances were subsequently

discovered the sacrifices might naturally become divested of
their time-keeping function and the differentiation so caused
might have ultimately led to an independent development

of both the sacrifices and the calendar It is to this stage
that we must assign the introduction of the numerous details

of the yearly sacrifice mentioned in later works; and thus
understood, the idea of a sacrifice extending over the whole
year, may be safely supposed to have originated in the oldest
days of the history of the Aryan race.” In fact, it may be
regarded as coeval with, if not antecedent to

,

the very
beginning o

f

the calendar itself.

We have now to examine the principal parts o
f

the year,

alias the sacrifice The 8avana o
r

the civil day appears to

have been, a
s its etymology shows, t selected in such cases

a
s

the natural unit o
f

time. 30 such days made a month

and 1
2 such months o
r

360 84v.wma, days made a year. .

Comparative Philology, however, shews that the names

* Comparative Philology also points to the same conclusion;
Cf. Sanskrit yaj,Zend yaz, Greek ágos. It is well-known that the
sacrificial system obtained amongst the Greeks, the Romans and
the Iranians.

i Savana is derived from 8
w to sa crifice, and means literally a

sacrificial day.

# Ait. Br. ii. 17., Taitt. San. ii. 5. 8. 3
; Rig. i. 164.48. Prof.

Whitney (Sur. Sid. i. 13, n) observes, “The civil (savana) day is

the natural day . . . . A month of 30 and a year of 360 days are
supposed to have formed the basis o
f

the earliest Hindu Chronology

an intercalary month being added once in five years.”
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for the month and the moon coincide, with occasional small
‘lifferences of suffix," in most of the Indo-European languages,

and we may therefore conclude that in the primitive Aryan
times the month was determined by the moon. Now a
month of thirty civil or 84vana days cannot correspond
with a lunar synodical month, and the Brahmavādins had
therefore to omit a day in some of the 84vanſ, months to
secure the concurrence of the civil and the lunar months.”
The year of 360 8ſivama days was thus practically reduced
to a lunar year of 354 civil days or 360 tithis. But a further
correction was necessary to adjust the lunar with the solar
reckoning of time. The zodiac was not yet divided into
twelve equal parts, and the solar month, as we now under
stand it

,

was unknown. The commencement o
f

the cycle o
f

seasons was, therefore, the only means to correct the calendar,

and the ancient Aryas appear to have early hit upon the
device o

f

the intercalary days o
r

month for that purpose.

There are many passages in the Taittiriya and Vájasaneyi
Sanhitas and also one in the Rigveda; wherein the inter
calary month is mentioned, and though opinions may differ

a
s
to when and how it was inserted, we may, for the purpose

o
f

our present inquiry, regard it as undisputed that in the
old Vedic days means were devised and adopted to secure

* See Dr. Schrader's Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan
Peoples, Part iv., Chap. vi

.

Translation by Jevons, p
.

306. Also
Max Müller's Biographies o

f Words, p. 193. -

f seasurgårºſsaſſfäfn ºffatefă R&Affail Taitt. San. vii.
3.7.1, and Tāndya Br. v. 10. See also Kala-Madhava Chap. on

Month, Cal. Ed, p
.

63.

: Taitt. San. i. 4. 14; Vaj. San. 7.30; Rig. i. 25. 8. As regards
the twelve hallowed (intercalary) nights Cf. Rig. iv
. 33.7; Atha,

Veda iv. 11. 11; Taitt. Br. i. 1. 9
,

10.
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the correspondence of the lunar with the solar year. The
occurrence of the twelve hallowed nights amongst the
Teutons points to the same conclusion. They were in fact
the supplementary days (366–354=12) required to balance
the lunar with the solar year, a period when the Ribhus, or
the genii of the seasons, slackened their course and enjoyed

the hospitality of the sun after toiling for a whole year (Rig.
i.33.7.),” and when Prajapati, the God of sacrificas, after
finishing the old year's sacrifice, prepared himself for the
new year's work (Atharva Veda iv

.

11. 11.). The sacrificial
literature o

f India still preserves the memory o
f

these days
by ordaining that a person wishing to perform a yearly
sacrifice should devote 1

2 days (dvādashāha) before its
commencement to the preparatory rites. These facts, in

my opinion, conclusively establish that the primitive Aryans

had solved the problem involved in balancing the solar with
the lunar year. There may be some doubt a

s to whether
the concurrence o

f

the two years was at first secured by
intercalating twelve days a

t

the end o
f every lunar year, o
r

whether the days were allowed to accumulate until an
intercalary month could be inserted. The former appears to
have been the older method, especially as it has been utilised
and retained in the performance o

f early sacrifices; but
whichsoever may be the older method, one thing is certain,

that primitive Aryas had contrived means for adjusting the
lunar with the solar year. Prof. Weber and Dr. Schrader*
appear to doubt the conclusion on the sole ground that we

* See Zimmer's Life in Ancient India, p.366; Kaegi's Rigveda.

(translation b
y Arrowsmith), pp. 20, 37.

# See Indische Studien, xiii. 224, and Dr. Schrader's observa

tions thereon in his Prehistoric Antiquities o
fAryan Peoples, Part
iv., Chap. vi., pp. 308-10. .

-
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cannot suppose the primitive Aryans to have so far advanced
in civilization as to correctly comprehend such problems.
This means that we must refuse to draw legitimate inferences
from plain facts when such inferences conflict with our
preconceived notions about the primitive Aryan civilization.
I am vot disposed to follow this method, nor do I think that
people, who knew and worked in metals, made clothing of
wool, constructed boats, built houses and chariots, performed
sacrifices, and had made some advance in agriculture,” were
incapable of ascertaining the solar and the lunar year.
They could not have determined it correct to a fraction of a
second as modern astronomers have done; but a rough

practical estimate was, certainly, not beyond their powers

of comprehension. Dr. Schrader has himself observed that
the conception of the year in the primeval period was
formed by combining the conceptions of the seasons.# If
so, it would not be difficult, even for these primitive Aryans,

to perceive that the period of twelve full moons fell short
of their seasonal year by twelve days. Dr. Schrader again
forgets the fact that it is more convenient, and hence easier
and more natural, to make the year begin with a particular

season or a fixed position of the sun in the heavens, than

to have an ever-varying measure of time like the lunar year.
Lewis, in his Historical Swrvey of the Astronomy of the
Ancients, quotes Geminus to shew that “the system
pursued by the ancient Greeks was to determine their
months by the moon and their years by the sun,” and

*For a short summary of the primitive Aryan civilization, see
Peile's Primer of Philology, pp. 66, 67; also Kaegi's Rigveda,

translated by Arrowsmith, pp. 11–20.

f See Preh. Ant. Ary. Peoples translated by Jevons, p. 305.
# Lewis, Hist. Surv. Astron. Anc., p. 18.

2
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this appears to m
e

to have been the system in force in the
Indo-Germanic, o

r

a
t any rate in the primitive Vedic period.

There is no other conclusion that we can fairly draw from
the facts and passages noted above. - - -

There is
,

however, a further question, as to weather the
solar year, with reference to which these corrections were
made, was tropical o

r

sidereal. It is true that the great
object o

f the calendar was to ascertain the proper time o
f

the seasons. But the change in the seasons consequent
upon the precession o

f
the equinoxes is sº exceedingly

minute a
s
to become appreciable only after hundreds o
f

years, and it is more probable than not that it must have
escaped the notice o

f

the early observers o
f

the heavens,

whose only method o
f determining the position o
f

the

sun in the ecliptic was to observe every morning the fixed
stars nearest that luminary.* Under such a system the
year would naturally b

e said to be complete when the sun

returned to the same fixed star. Prof. Whitney has pointed

out that the same system is followed in the Surya Siddhanta,
though the motion o

f

the equir oxes was then discovered.*

It is
,

therefore, natural to presume that the early Vedic
priests were ignorant o

f

the motion o
f

the equinoxes. No
early work makes any mention o

f

o
r

refers to it either
expressly o

r otherwise, and the solar year mentioned in

* Taitt. Br. i. 5. 2. 1: Trägå Hari Hāgāārīī-ys: 1 ºr
& r º- & S - - -* -- - *~

# ºr sāfā stºr Harā āſālarāſā H+ Hiſ Teša I ºf Harriºsität
arºra Tràrà sarà agar; tra ºrå I This is still recited a
t

the Punyaha-vachana ceremony.

- - º

i Sur. Sid. i. 13
.

m
. “It is
,

however, not the tropical solar year
which we employ, but the sidereal, no account being made of the
precession o

f

the equinoxes.”

- -- -

• * . . . .
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the Vedic works must, therefore, be considered as sidereal
and not tropical. This would necessitate a change in the
beginning of the year, every two thousand years or so

,

to make it correspond with the cycle of natural seasons,
and the fact that such changes were introduced twice o

r

thrice is a further proof of the old year being a sidereal
one.” The difference between the sidereal and the tropical
year is 20.4 minutes, which causes the seasons to fall back
rearly one lunar. month in

,
about every two thousand years,

if the sidereal solar year be taken as the standard of measure
ment. When these changes and corrections came to be

noticed for the first time, they must have greated a great
surprise, and it was not till after one o

r
two adjustments

on this account were made that their true reason, the motion

o
f

the equinoxes, cou
-

have been discovered. Garga tells
us that if the sun were to turn to the north without reaching
Dhanishthā," it foretold great calamity, and I am disposed

to put a similar interpretation upon the story of Prajapati
alias Yajna alias the year, who, contrary to al

l

expectations,

moved backwards to his daughter Rohini . But as I wish
to examine the tradition more fully hereafter, it is not neces
sary to dilate o

n the point here. My object at present

is to show that the Vedic solar year was sidereal and
not tropical, and what has been said above is

, I believe,

* The Krittikás once headed the list of the Nakshetras, which

now begins with Ashvini. Other changes are discussed in the
following chapters of this work.

f Garga quoted by Bhattotpala on Brihat, San. iii. 1–
*THT fażāāsara: *fagrgūrratºr , ºr

--" sīſārsi afātūrSTARH&T frºTfºrmat3 Il-.. .

: Ait. Br. iii
.

3
3
.

The passage is discussed in this light fur
ther on in Chapter VIII. See also Shat. Br. i. 7. 4. 1.
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sufficient to justify such a presumption, at least fo
r

the
- present, though it may afterwards b
e either retained o
r

discarded, according as it tallies or jars with other facts.
Opinions differ as to whether the lunar month began with
the full or the new moon,” and whether the original number

o
f

Nakshatras was 2
7

o
r

28.* But I pass over these and
similar other points a

s not very relevant to my purpose,

and take u
p

next the question o
f

the commencement o
f

the year. I have already stated that the sacrifice and
the year were treated a

s synonymous in old days, and we
may, therefore, naturally expect to find that the beginning

o
f

the one was also the beginning o
f

the other. The Vedanga
Jyostisha makes the year commence with the winter solstice,

and there are passages, in the Shrauta Sūtras which lay

down that the annual sacrifices like gavám-ayana, should

b
e begun a
t

the same time. A tradition has also been
recorded by Jaimini and others that all Deva ceremonies
should b

e performed Ś only during the Uttarayana; and the
Uttarayana, according to the several Jyotisha works, II is the
period o

f

the year from the winter to the summer solstice,

* See Kala Madhava, Chapter on Month, Cal. Ed., p.63; irºtarest
wā ºra: anarait ºral We can thus explain why the full moon night

o
f
amonth was described as the first night of the year. See infra.

+Pref. to Rig, Vol. IV., and Whitney's Essay o
n

the Hindu.
and Chinese Asterisms.

; Sea Ved. Jy. 5
;

Ashvalayana Shr. Su. i. 2. 14. 1
;

ii. 2. 14.

3 and 22; Kat, Shr. Su. v. 1.1.

§ Mimansa Darshana, vi. 8.5. Ashvalayana, ‘Gr. Su.i. 4. 1
,

Shatapatha Br. xiv. 9. 3. 1.The last is quoted in Kala Madhava,
Chapter on Ayana, Cal. Ed., p
.

57, but from the Kanva recension.

thus: strº strfirarriºra quare arramsgrºatſ, rat

| Sur. Sid, xiv. 10; Ved. Jy. 5.
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that is
,

from the time when the sun turns towards the north

till it returns towards the south. This leads one to suppose
that the winter solstice was the beginning o

f

the year and

also o
f

the Uttarayana at the time when the annual sacrifices
were established, and therefore in the old Vedic days.

But a closer consideration of the ceremonies performed in

the yearly 80tras will show that the winter solstice could
not have been the original beginning o

f

these satras. The
middle day o

f

the annual 8atra is called the Vishuvan day,

and it is expressly stated that this central day divides
the 80tra into two equal halves, in the same way a

s the

Vishuvan o
r

the equinoctial day divides the year." The
8atra was thus the imitation of the year in every respect,

and originally it must have corresponded exactly with the
course o

f

the year. Now, as Vishwān literally means the
time when day and night are of equal length, if we suppose
the year to have at the time commenced with the winter
solstice, the Vishuvan o

r

the equinoctial day could never

have been its central day, and the middle day of the Satra,

would correspond, not with the equinoctial, as it should,
but with the summer solstice. It might b

e urged that

Vishwam a
s referring to the satra should be supposed to be

used in a secondary sense. But this does not solve the
difficulty. It presupposes that Vishwan must have been
used a

t

one time in the plimary sense (i
.

e
., denoting the

time when day and night are equal), and if in its primary

sense it was not used with reference to the sºtna, it: must
have been so used a

t

least with reference to the year. But

if Vishwan was thus the central day of the year, the year
must have once commenced with the equinexes. The word

witarayana is again susceptible o
f

two interpretations. It~~~~——————->

* Ait. Br
.

iv
.

2
2
;

Taitt. B
r.
i. 2
.
3
. 1
;

Tan. B
r.

iv
.
7
.
1
.
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may mean “turning towards the north from the southernmost
point,” or it may indicate “the passage of the sun into
the northern hemisphere, i. e

.,

to the north o
f

the equator.”

If we adopt the first meaning, the Uttarayanā and the year
must be held to commence from the winter solstice, while

if the second interpretation b
e correct, the Uttarayanā āńd

the year must have once commenced with the vernal equinox.

The facts, that the central day o
f

the annual satra was called
Vishwan, that Vasanta or spring was considered to be

the first o
f

the seasons,” and that the agrayaneshtis o
r

the
half-yearly sacrifices were required to be performed every

Vasanta (spring) and Sharad (autumn) + clearly shew
that the second of the two interpretations given above is

more likely to b
e the older one. Let u
s, however, examine

the point more fully.

L

The only passages where wtarayana is mentioned in the
Vedic works are those wherein the white and the black paths

for the souls of the deceased, the Devayana and the Pitriyana.

are described. The words deveyama and pitriyama occur

several times in the Rigveda. Agni is said to know both
these: while in the Vajasaneyi Sanhita 19. 47, these are
said to be the two paths open to mortals. In the Rigveda.

x
.

18. 1
,

the path o
f

the god o
f

Death is said to be the

reverse o
f devayana, and in the Rigveda x
.

9
8
.

1
1
,

Agni is

said to know devayama b
y

seasons.' There is
,

however,

* Taitt, Br. i. 1
,

2.6 g; #1 ragaai arria: Upon this the
author:of Kelā Āfāhāº ºbseryöstiaºrºastaña Tºrºnatºr
agag, Cal. Ed., p. 59
. . . . . . . . . . . -

+Ashvalayana Sir sat #2. 9.44%
º:

; se
e

Rig. i. 73.7, e
n
d

X-2.7.

- -

§ firrºr Hºgsit ºralSºna; however, takes ºf: with
the verb ºff. But querry" --~ ..

. "

i
|
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no passage in the Rigveda where devdyána is fully defined.
and we have consequently to refer to the passages in the
Brihadaranyaka and the Chhandogya Upanishad" for
a fuller explanation of these terms. Before the idea was
recorded in these works it must undoubtedly have received
considerable additions, but nevertheless the original sense
cannot be supposed to have been completely lost in these
later additions. It is therefore extremely important to see
how these two paths are described in the Brahmanas and
Upanishads. Brih. vi

.

2
.

1
5 and Chh. iv
.

1
5
.
5 state that

“flame, day, the increasing moon, the six months when the
sun is towards the north, the devaloko (Chh, devapºtha) or

the abode (Chh. patha) o
f gods, &c.,"+ is the way never

to return; while “smoke, night, the decreasing moon, and the
six months when the sun is towards the south, the pitriloka

o
r

the abode o
f

Pitris” is the reverse. In the Bhagavad
Gita viii. 24, 25 we find the same sentiments in modern
phraseology, and the question is

,

what is meant b
y

the
phrase “the six months when the sun is towards the north”
or, as Yaska and the Gita have it

,

“the six months; o
f

the
Uttarayana.” Almost al

l

the commentators have interpreted
the expression to mean the six months from the winter to

* See also Yaska's Nirukta 14.9; Mahanarayanopanished 2
5
.

1
;

and Shankaracharya's Bhashya o
n Brahma sutras iv. 2,

18-21, where a
ll

such passeges are collected and discussed.

f fairs stratºriarratiºnaiaravatariºma w
in

arā-ār āqerā...aqi a garrºt: I garamä Tirhaftararutusſº
afrastrastrar-swarara afātrātā ºf aræºt fairs...
Brihadar. vi. 2. 15. Instead o

f

“six months when the sun goes

north and south,” Yaska and Mahane. use the words Sartzit
and afāqoſſzú while in Chh.. we have #44 º

r

instead o
f #Era, in

Brihad. In Kaus. i. 3, it is called ääzira. * - - -

ºf stfäsäfirs; tº; swarar sarratº. Gita viii. 2
4
.

".
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the summer solstice.” But notwithstanding their high
authority it will be found that their interpretation, though

in consonance with the later astronomical views, is directly
opposed to the passages in the Vedic works. In the
Taittiriya Sanhita vi

.
5
. 3
,

we are told “the sun, therefore,

goes b
y

the south for six months and six b
y

the north.” But
this does not help u

s

in ascertaing the correct meaning

o
f

the phrase “by the north.” As it stands it may mean
either the solstitial o

r
the equinoctial six months. We must

therefore look for another passage, and this we find in the
Shatapatha Brahmana (ii. 1. 3. 1–3), where in describing

the two aforesaid paths it lays down in distinct terms that
Vasanta, Grishma and Warsha are the seasons o

f

the Devas;

Sharad, Hemanta and Shishira those o
f

the Pitris; the in
creasing fortnight is o

f

the Devas; the decreasing one o
f

the

Pitris: the day is of the Devas; the night of the Pitris:
again the first part of the day is of the Devas; the latter o

f

the Pitris......When h
e (the sun) turns to the north, h
e is

amongst the Devas and protects them; when h
e turns to

the south he is amongst the Pitris and protects them.”f
This removes all doubts as to what we are to understand by
devayama, devapatha, o

r

devaloka and witarayana as con
nected with it

.

The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad is a part o
f

the Shatapatha Brahmana, and we shall not be violating any

rule o
f interpretation if we interpret the passage in the one

*Shankaracharya is not explicit; yet his reference to the death

o
f

Bhishma shows that he takes the same view. Anandagiri

on Prashnopanishad i. 9
,

says sågſfréfèrºſſarº

f As the passage is important I give it here in full—
artfit fisät ºf à èat was: ºrgān; fufurth fºr a garº
asºnrº; tı waſ its refrait & Frºntsºa waſ trº: fºur; qºrg:
gafºt taſsrººrg: fºr:...I & IT starrqā āş afé Taft frient
frirraraq ww.sfºrmata fragºnfa waſtfriendôniºraſal
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in the light of a similar passage in the other. Now if Wa
santa (spring), Grishma (summer) and Warsha’ (rains) were
the seasons of the Devas and the sun moved amongst the
Devas when he turned to the north, it is impossible to main
tain that the Devayana or the Uttarayana ever commenced
with thewinter solstice, for in neither hemisphere the winter
solstice marks the beginning of spring, the first of the
Deva seasons. The seasons in Central Asia and India differ.
Thus the rains in India commence about or after the

summer solstice, while in the plains of Asia the season
occurs about the autumnal equinox. But in neither case
Wasanta (spring) commences with the winter solstice or
Warsha (rains) ends at the summer solstice. We must
therefore hold that devayana in those days was understood
to extend over the six months of the year, which comprised

the three seasons of spring, summar, and rains, i.e. from
the vernal to the autumnal equinox, when the sun was in
the northern hemisphere or to the north of the equator.
This shows further that the oldest order of seasons did not
place Warsha (rains) at the summer solstice, when the chief
Indian monsoon commences; but at the autumnal equinox.

The winter solstice, according to this order, falls in the
middle of Hemanta. In the modern astronomical works,

the winter solstice is
,

however, placed a
t

the end and not in the
middle o

f Hemanta, while the vernal equinox is said to fall

in the middle of Vasanta. When the Vedic Aryas became
settled in:India, such a change in the old order of seasons

was necessary to make them correspond with the real
aspect o

f

nature. But it is difficult to determine exactly
when this change was made." The old order o
f

seasons

* See Zimmer's Life in Ancient India, p
.

371. Kaegi's Rig
ºveda, p. 116, note 68.
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given in the passage above quoted, however, clearly states
that Vasanta in old days commenced with the vernal
equinox. We can now understand why Vasanta has been
spoken of as the first season and why the Nakshatras have
been divided into two groups called the Devā Nakshatras
and the Yama Nakshatras.” I am aware of the theory
which attempts to explain away the passages above cited
as metaphorical to avoid the appearance of superstition't

But the method is neither sound nor necessary. The path

of the Devas and the path of the Pitris are several times
referred to in the Rigveda, and though we might suppose the
Brahmavadins to have developed the two ideas to their ut
most extent, it cannot be denied that the original idea is
an old one, suggested by the passage of the sun in the
northern and southern hemispheres.

- -

In the absence of anything to the contrary we might
therefore take it as established that in the early Vedic days

the year began when the sun was in the vernal equinox;

and as the sun then passed from the south to the north of
the equator it was also the commencement of his northern
passage. In other words, the Uttarayana (i

f

such a word
was then used), Vasanta, the year and the Satras a

ll com
menced together a

t

the vernal equinox. The autumnal
equinox which came after the rains was the central day o

f

the year; and the latter half o
f

the year was named the Pitri
yana o

r

what we would now call the:Dakshinayana. It is

difficult to definitely ascertain the time when the commence

ment o
f

the year was changed from the vernal equinox to

the winter solstice. But the change must have been in
troduced long, before the vernal equinox was in the Krit

* Taitt. Br. i. 1,2.6. and i .5.2.6.

f See Thomson's Bhagavad Gita, p. 60.
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tikas, and when this change was made witarayana must

have gradually comé to denote the first half of the new
year, i. e

.,
the period from the winter to the summer solstice,

especially as the word itself was capable o
f being under

stood in the sense of “turning towards the north from the
southernmost point.” I am o

f opinion, however, that
devayahū and pitriyama, o

r

devaloka and pitriloka were the
only terms used in the oldest times. It is a natural in
ference frcm the fact that the word witarayama, as such,

does not occur in the Rigveda. The fact, that Vishuvan

was the central day o
f

the yearly satra, further shows that
the sacrificial system was coeval with the division o

f

the
year into the paths of Devas and Pitris. After a certain
period the beginning o

f

the year was changed to the winter
solstice, and it was sometime after this change was made
that the words uttarayana and dakshimayaya came to b

e

used to denote the solstitial divisions o
f

the year. But
devayana and pitriyana could riot be at once divested of the
ideas which had already become associated with them.

Thus while new feasts and sacrifices came to be regulated
according to uttarayana and dakshimayama, devayama and
pitriyama with a

ll

the associated ideas continued to exist

b
y

the side o
f

the new system, until they became either
gradually assimilated with the new system o

r

the priests

reconciled the new and the old systems by allowing option

to individuals to follow whichever they deemed best. We
must therefore take great care not to allow the idea o

f

witarayana, as we now understand it
,
to obscure our vision

in interpreting the early Vedic traditions, and that too
much care can never b
e taken is evident from the fact that

even so acute a
n

astronomer as Bhaskaracharya was a
t a.

loss to correctly uuderstand the tradition that the Ut
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tarayana was the day of the Devas. In his Siddhanta
Shiromani he raises the question how the Uttarayana, as it
was generally understood in his day, could be the day of the
Devas? He admits that the celestial beings on Meru at the
North Pole behold, the sun (during all the six months)
when he is in the northern hemisphere (vii. 9) and these
six months may therefore be properly called their day."

But the word witarayama was then used to denote the
period of six months from the winter to the summer sol
stice; and Bhaskaracharya was unable to understand how

such an Uttarayana could-be called the day of the Devas by
the writers of the astronomical Sanhitas. If the sun is
visible to the Gods at Meru from the vernal equinox

to the summer solstice, it
s

passage back to the autumnal
equinox lies through the same latitudes and in that passage,

i. e.
,

during the three months after the summer solstice, the
sun must, says Bhaskaracharya, b

e visible to the Gods.
But according to the Sanhita-writers the day of the Devas
ended with the Uttarayana, that is

,

a
s Bhaskara understood

the word, a
t

the summer solstice. How is this conflict to

b
e

reconciled? Bhaskaracharya- could give n
o satisfactory

solution o
f

the difficulty, and asks his readers to reconcile

the conflicting statements o
n

the supposition that the
doctrine may be regarded as referring to “judical astrology

* In the Surya Siddhanta xii. 67 it is said that “At Meru
Gods behold the sun, after but a single rising, during the half o

f

his revolution beginning with Aries;” while in xiv. 9. the Ut
tarayana is said to commence “from the sun's entrance into Cap
ricorn.” The author, however, has not noticed the tradition that

the Uttarayana is the day of the Devas and the apparent inconsis
tency arising therefrom. Perhaps he understood the tradition in

its true sense.
-
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and the fruits it foretells.” Had Bhaskaracharya however
known that the word witarayana was sometimes used for
devayama to denote the passage of the sun from the vernal
to the autumnal equinox, I am sure, he would not have
asked us to be satisfied with the lame explanation that the

doctrine of the Sanhita-writers need not be mathematically

correct as it refers exclusively to judicial astrology. It is
difficult to say whether the ancient Aryas ever lived so
near the north pole as to be aware of the existence of a day
extending over at least two or three if not six months of the
year. But the idea that the day of the Devas commences
when the sun passes to the north of the equator appears to
be an old one. In the Taittiriya Brahmanat iii. 9. 22. 1.
we are told that the year, is but a day of the Devas and

* The oringinal verses are as follow— . . . .
-

frt grrrrqat agat friarsifiefºº waifº
fair-gūš fºrâa azº fūsīr aur arºsaſtriarw an u
*itarisſa #: Rāv Ātā Hāvārūsára.
ała re; and a titºria faga ºr fºrgºta fra u

Go'adhyaya vii.11-12, Bapudevashastris Ed. pp. 304, 5.

f qi, aſ quitararº. I wrºteſt: I It is however extremely
hazardous to base any theory upon this. Traditions like these have
been cited as indicating the fact that the North Pole was inhabit
ed in old days' Similar other traditions are said to indicate the
existence of a pre-glacial period. Is it not more probable to
suppose that when uttarayana and dakshimayana came to be first.
distinguished, they were respectively named ‘day' and ‘night’

with a qualifying word to mark their special nature! The history

of languages shews that when people come across new ideas
they try to name them in old words The Uttarayana and the
Dakshinayana may have been thus conceived as Gods' day and
night. See infra. Chap. V.
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even Herodotus (400 B. C.), mentions a people who sleep
during the six months of the year.” If the tradition is

,

therefore, as old as it is represented to be, it is impossible

to reconcile it with the latter meaning of witarayana a
s

commencing from the winter solstice and this would then
furnish an additional ground to hold that in early times
the Uttarayana began with the vernal equinox a

s stated in

the Shatapatha Brahmana.

I have stated above that when the commencément of the
year was altered from the vernal equinox to the winter
solstice, witarayana either lost its older meaning o

r

was

rather used to denote the solstitial division o
f

the year.

But this is not the only consequence of that change. With
the year the beginning o

f

the annual satras was also
gradually transferred to the winter solstice and the change

was complete when the Taittiriya Sanhita was compiled.

In fact had it not been for the passage in the Shatapatha

Brahmana it would have been impossible to produce any

direct evidence o
f

the older practice. When the beginning

o
f

the satra was thus changed, the Vishuvan day must have
gradually lost its primary meaning and come to denote
simply the central day of the yearly satra.

The old practice was not however completely forgotten

and for the purpose o
f

the Nakshatra-sacrifices the vernal
equinox was still taken as the starting point. Thus it is that
Garga tells us that “of all the Nakshatras the Krittikas
are said to be the first for sacrificial purposes and Shra
vishtha for (civil) enumeration.”* But even this disting

*Quoted in Narrien's Origin and Progress o
f Astronomy, p.31.

1Quoted b
y

Somakara o
n Ved. Jy. 5. Hsi = {{#si Hºrrºri
artist fiftāT: TYRATHäſä qfirst g fºrtſ:
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tion appears to have been eventually lost sight of by the
later writers and a

ll

references to uttarayana were under

stood to be made solely to the six months from the winter
to the summer solstice, an error from which even Bhaska
racharya did not escape, though h

e perceived the absurdity

caused b
y
it in some cases. A
t

the present day w
e

o
n the

southern side o
f

the Narmada begin the year a
t

the vernal
equinox for a

ll civil purposes, but still a
ll

the religious

ceremonies prescribed to be performed in the Uttarayana,

are: performed during Uttarayana beginning with the

winter solstice, a position quite the reverse o
f that described

by Garga. When we a
t

the present day have been

thus using the system o
f
a double year-beginning, we need

not be susprised if the ancient Aryas, after shifting the
commencement o

f

the year to the winter solstice, managed

to keep u
p

the old and the new system together b
y

assigning

the different beginnings o
f

the year to different purposes a
s

indicated by Garga. It was the only alternative possible if

nothing old was to be entirely given up."

• ‘’

----- -

:
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CHAPTER III.
Jºritéikas.

Nakshatras in old Vedic times generally mean asterisms and not

zodiacal portions—The present and the older position of the

solstices—In later works—In Vedanga Jyotisha—An object
tion against its antiquity examined—Passages in the Taitti
riya Sanhita and Brahamana—The Krittikas head the Nak
shatras—Deva and Yama Nakshatras—Their real meaning
—Taittiriya Sanhita vii. 4. 8 discussed—Jaimini's and Sha
bara's interpretation of the same-Conclusions deducible.

therefrom—Winter solstice in Magha-Vernal equinox in
the Krittikas—The age of the Sanhita-2350 B.C.—Bentley's
arguments and views criticised.

WE HAVE seen that the ancient Aryas originally com
menced their year, which was luni-solar and sidereal, with
the vernal equinox, and that when the beginning was changed

to the winter solstice both the reckonings were kept up,

the one for sacrificial and the other for civil purposes. Let
us now examine if there is any reliable evidence to show
that the Vedic priests made any corrections in the calendar
when by the precession of the equinoxes the cycle of seasons
gradualiy fell back. All our present calendars are prepared
on the supposition that the vernal equinox still coincides
with the end of Revati and our enumeration of the Naksha

tras begins with Ashvini, though the equiuox has now
receded about 18° from Revati. It has been shown by Prof.
Whitney (Surya Siddhanta viii. 9 note, p. 211) that the above
position of the vernal equinox may be assumed to be true
at about 490 A.D. Taking this as the proboble date of
the introduction of the present system, we have now to see
if we can trace back the position of the vernal equinox
amongst the fixed circle of stars. The question, so far as

º
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one antecedent stage is concerned, has been thoroughly

discussed by Colebrooke, Bentley, Max Muller, Weber,

Whitney, Biot and other scholars; and I shall therefore only
summarise what they have said, noting the points where I
differ from them. I do not propose to enter into any
detailed mathematical calculations at this stage of the
inquiry, for I am of opinion that until we have thoroughly
examined and discussed all the passages in the Vedic works
bearing on this question, and settled and arranged our facts,

it is useless to go into minute numerical calculations. The
Vedic observations could not again be such as heed
any minute or detailed arithmetical operations. I shall
therefore adopt for the present the simplest possible method

of calculation,--a method which may be easily understood
and follwed by any one, who can watch and observe the
stars after the manner of the ancient priests. We shall
assume that the zodiac was divided into 27 parts, not by
compass but, by means of the leading stars, which Prof.
Max Muller rightly calls the milestones of the heavens.
The Vedic priest, who ascertained the motion of the sun
by observing with his unaided eye the nearest visible star,”
cannot be supposed to have followed a different method in
making other celestial observations; and, if so

,

w
e

cannot
assume that he was capable o

f recognizing and using for
the purposes o

f

observation any artificial divisions o
f

the
ecliptic o

n
a mathematical principle, such a
s

those which
would result from the division of 360° of the zodiac into 27

equal parts, each part thus extending over 13° 20' o
f

the
ecliptic. O

f

course, such a
n artificial method might be easily

* Taitt. Br. i. 5. 2. 1, previously quoted. The passage is very
important as it describes the mothod of making celestial obser
vations in old times.

3
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followed in later days, when the means of observation
increased and the science of arithmetic was developed.

But in the earliest days of civilization, it is more natural to
suppose that the motions of the sun and the moon were deter
mined by observing which of the known fixed stars was
nearest to them. When we, therefore, find it stated in the
Vedic works that the sun was in the Krittikas, it is more
probable that the fixed asterism, and not the beginning of
the artificial portion of the zodiac, was intended. I admit
that the accuracy of such observations cannot be relied
upon within two or three degrees, if not more. But we
must take the facts as they are, especially when it is impos

sible to get anything more accurate from the ancient obser
vers of the heavens.” . It will, I trust, however, be found
that this inevitable want of accuracy in the old observations
does not affect our chonclusions to such an extent as to make

them practically useless for cronological purposes. For
instance, suppose that there is a mistake of 5° in observing

the position of the sun with reference to a fixed star when
the day and the night are of equal length. This would
cause an error of not more than 5 × 72=360 years in our
calculations; and in the absence of better means thers is no

reason to be dissatisfied even with such a result, especially

when we are dealing with the remotest periods of antiquity.

I shall, therefore, assume that references to the Nakshatras
in the old Vedic works, especially in cases where the mo
tions of other bodies are referred to them, are to the fixed

* Similar observations have been recorded by Greek poets.
Homer mentions ‘the turns of the sun,” and Hesiod ‘the rising

and the setting of the Pleiades at the beginnings of day and
night.' The observations in the Vedic works may be supposed

to have been made in a similar way.
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asterisms and not to the zodiacal portions. I may also
state here that as a change in the position of the vermal
oquinox necessarily causes a similar change in the position

of the winter solstice, both the beginnings of the year,
previously referred to, would require to be simultaneously

altered. Whenever, therefore, we find a change in the
position of the vernal equinox recorded in the early works,

we must look for the evidence of a corresponding alteration
in the position of the winter solstice, and the corroborative
evidence so supplied will naturally add to the strength of
our conclusions...This will, I hope, sufficiently explain the
procedure I mean to follow in the investigation of the
problem before u

s. I shall now proceed to examine the
passages which place the vernal equinox in the Krittikas,
beginning with the latest writer on the subject.

It is now well-known that Warahamihira, in whose time
the vernal equinox coincided with the end o

f

Revati and

the summer solstice was in Punarvasu, distinctly refers in

two places to the older position of the solstices recorded by
writers who preceded him. “When the return o

f

the sun

took place from the middle o
f Ashlesha,” says h
e in his

Pancha Siddhantika, “the tropic was then right. It now
takes place from Punarvasu.” And, again, in the Brihat
Samhita iii., 1 and 2

,

h
e mentions the same older position o
f

both the solstitial points and appeals to his readers to as
certain for themselves by actual observation which o

f

the

two positions of the solstices is the correct one, whether the

*See Colebrooke's Essays, Vol.II., p
.

387. The verse may now

b
e

found in Dr. Thibaut's edition of the work. It is as follows—
striaritºrdraat firgfa fºrswifrutta
gºatſá wºrtfrºstwarrará gºrign: ll
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older position of the solstices or that given by the writer.”
It is clear, therefore, that in the days of Warahamihira, there
existed works which placed the winter solstice in the begin
ning of (divisional) Dhanishtha and the summer solstice in
the middle of Ashlesha. This statement of Warahamihira

is fully corroborated by quotations from Gargat and Para
shara which we meet with in the works of the later com
mentators; and it appears that the system of commencing

the year with the month of Magha, which corresponds with
the above position of the solstices, was once actually in
vogue. Amarasimha states that the seasons comprise two
months each, beginning with Magha, and three such seasons

make an ayana. The same arrangement of seasons is also
mentioned in the medical works &f 'Sushruta and Wag

bhata.S The account of the death of Bhishma, related in
the Mahabharata Anushasana-parva 167, further shows
that the old warrior, who possessed the superhuman power

of choosing his time of death, was waiting on his death-bed
for the return of the sun towards the north from the winter

* Thus—

sīrārūtūrāfāTurjarazri väiſägražl

## anarfagrérüirº, gāºrêrgu
sign Harā afrā; a`āzārā armſtaurºra I
sºrrºrir fiffa; Tºrºſºfrarărsăfr; tı

f Garga, quoted by Somakara on Wed. Jy. 5, says–
as are uses arrigºrawa

- *Tºrrã ºf grfºr: Träſäf qſaqala: m
Bhattoipala on Brihat Sam. iii. 1, quotes Garga as follows—

*frarartursºrrº ara: fºrfar:
-

; Amara i. 4, 13 ºr ār āſārſīārū targītārqā fiſſºr:
§ See Sushruta i. 6, and Vagbhata's Ashtangahridaya Sutra
sthana iii. 2; both of which are quoted further on in Chap. IV.
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solstice and that this auspicious event took place in the
first half of the month of Magha.” It is evident from this
that the winter solstice must have coincided in those days

with the beginning of Dhanishtha as described in the
Vedanga Jyotisha and other works.

There is thus sufficient independent evidence to show that
before the Hindus began to make their measurements from
the vernal equinox in Revati there existed a system in
which the year commenced with the winter solstice in the
month of Magha and the Vernal equinox was in the last
quarter of Bharani or the beginning of the Krittikas. We
need not, therefore, have any doubts about the authenticity

of a work which describes this older system and gives rules
of preparing a calendar accordingly. Now this is what the
Vedanga Jyotisha has done. It is a small treatise on the
Vedic calendar, and though some of its verses still remain
unintelligible, yet we now know enough of the work to
ascertain the nature of the calculations given therein. It
was once supposed that the treatise mentions the Rashis,

.* Mah. Anu. 167, 26 and 28—
qfrºſt fº Tºrqſ={Isaiagfūaraºr: u &# u

#Titsä Tºurn: ars: {trºit grufºr
fºr Tārºr: usirst gºt *fraßfa Il Re u

Lele, Modak, Ketkar and other Hindu astronomers have
recently tried to determine the date of the Mahabharata war

from such references, and they hold that the vermal equinox

was then in the Krittikas.

#Prof. Max Mullar hās pointed out that in the Atharva Veda
i 19. 7 and in the Yajnavalkya Smriti i.267, the Krittikas occupy
their early position, while the Vishnu Purana actually places the
vernal equinox in the Krittikas.See Pref. to Rig, Vol., IV.,p.xxxi.
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but a further study of the work has shown that though the

word Rashi occurs in some of its verses, it is there used in

a totally diffierent sense. This work gives the following

positions of the solstices and the equinoxes—"

1. The winter solstice in the beginning of Shravishtha,

(divisional);

2. The vernal equinox in 10° of Bharani,

3. The summer solstice in the middle of Ashlesha,

and—

4. The autumnal equinox in 3° 20' of Wishakha.

The first year of the cycle commenced with the winter

solstice” when the sun and the moon, were together at the

beginning of Dhanishtha and the Uttarayana also began at
the same time. There is very little else in the Vedanga

Jyotisha that may help us in our present inquiry except the

fact that the enumeration of the doities presiding over the

various Nakshatras begins with Agni, the presiding deity

of the Krittikast. From these data astronomers have cal
culated that the solstitial colure occupied the position above

mentioned between 1269 B.C. to 1181 B. C., according as
we take the mean rate of the precession of the equinoxes

50" or 48".6 a year.;
- - - -

Some scholars, however, have boldly raised the question,

what authority is there to hold that the position of the

solstitial colure was recorded in the Vedanga Jyotisha from

* See Ved. Jy. Verse 5.
aqāā affarā azīrāgharsºn
aſſrú ºfTurried HTTºrqºrir. Tº il

; Cf. Wed. Jy. Verse 25. strº. TFTſqft: Träf &c.,

; See the late Krishnashastri Godbole's Essay on the Antiquity

of the Vedas, p. 18; also Pref. to Rig., Vol. IV., p. xxviii.
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actual observation? It is conceded that the position of the
solstitial colure might have been incorporated in the Jyot
isha from real traditional information, but it is at the same
time contended that the language of the treatise and the

methods given therein create doubts about the antiquity

claimed for the work on the strength of the position of the
solstitial points given therein. “I feel bound to remark,”
says Prof. Max Muller, “that unless there was internal

evidence that the Vedic hymns reached back to that remote
antiquity this passage in the Jyotisha would by itself carry

no weight whatever*.”The existence of the different versions
of the Vedanga Jyotisha and the obscurity into which some
of its verses are still shrouded render it rather difficult to
meet the above objection, especially as it is a side attack on
the antiquity of the work with an admission that the posi
tion of the colure might have been recorded in the work
from real traditions current in the time of its author. It

is
,

however, needless to answer this objection, inasmuch a
s

there is ample confirmatory evidence in the Vedic works

themselves which not only bears out the statement in the
Vedanga Jyotisha, but takes u

s back into still remoter
antiquity.

There are many passages in the Taittiriya Sanhita, the
Taittiriya Brahmana and other works where the Krittikas
occupy the first place in the list o

f

the Nakshatras. In

the Taittiriya Brahmana (i. 1, 2
,

1
) it is distinctly stated

* See Pref. to Rig., Vol.IV., p.xxv. Themention of si
t

for stag

## first in the list o
f symbolic representations of the Nakshatras

in verse 14, lends some support to these doubts.

# These together with the list, will be found in Pref. to Rig.,

Vol IV., p. xxxiv. Cf. Taitt. Sam. iv.,4. 10; Taitt. Br. iii. 1. 1.6
and i. 5
,

1
. 2
.

-
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“one should consecrate the (sacred) fire in the Krittikas;
......the Krittikas are the mouth of the Nakshatras.”

This shows that the first place given to the Krittikas in the
list of the Nakshatras is not accidental and that we must at

least suppose that the Krittikas were the “mouth of the
Nakshatras,” in the same way as Vasanta or spring was the
“mouth of the seasons"+ or the Phalguni full mgon the
“mouth of the year.”: The phrase is the same in al

l

places

and naturally enough it must be similarly interpreted. But
granting that the Krittikas were the mouth of the Naksha
tras in the sense that their list always commenced with them

it may be asked what position we are to assign to the

Krittikas in the course of the year. There were, as I have
previously shown, two beginnings o

f
the year, the winter

solstice and the vernal equinox; which o
f

these two cor
1esponded with the Krittikas? Or, are they to be supposed

to have coincided with a point altogether different from
these two? A little consideration will show that it is not
difficult to answer these questions satisfactorily. The
present distance between the Krittikas and the summer
solstice is more than 30°, and if they ever coincided with
the summer solstice it must have been long ago in the pre
sent cycle o

f

the precession o
f

the equinoxes. We cannot
therefore interpret the above passage so as to place the
summer solstice in the Krittikas, unless we are prepared to

take back the composition o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhita to about
22,000 B.C., and further suppose that al

l

evidence o
f

the

intermediate astronomical observations is entirely lost, and
the same thing may be said against placing the Krittikas

* #faārūfīrārºſtal......I gºt aſ qawararuti artiffnarf:

f Taitt. Br. i. 1.2. 6 gº at Tarqui artin:

# Taitt. San. vii. 4.8 quoted infra.
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in the autumnal equinox." Both the suggestions in my
opinion are too extravagant to deserve any consideration.
Nor can we assign the beginning of the Nakshatras to any
random point in the ecliptic. There thus remain two pos

sible explanations: viz., that the Krittikas coincided either
with the winter solstice, or with the vernal equinox.
Now, considering the fact that the vernal equinox is placed

in the last quarter of Bharani in the Vedanga Jyotisha it is
more natural to presume that the vernal equinox coincided
with the Krittikas at the time when the Taittiriya Sanhita
was compiled. But we need not depend upon probabilities

like these, when there are other passages in the Taittiriya
Samhita and Brahmana which serve to clearly define the
position of the Krittikas in those days.

In the Taittiriya Brahmana (i
. 5
, 2
,

7
) it is stated that

“the Nakshatras are the houses o
f gods . . . .the Nakshatras

o
f

the Devas begin with the Krittikas and end with Vishakha,

whereas the Nakshatras o
f

Yama begin with the Anuradhas
and end with the Apa-Bharanis.” Prof. Max Müller
appears to think that the latter group is called the Naksha
tras o

f

Yama because Yama presides over the last o
f them.;

But the explanation appears to me to be quite unsatis
factory; for on the same principle the first group should
have been called the Nakshatras o

f Indragni, the presiding

deities o
f Wishakha, the last in that group. I am, there

* A similar mistake is committed by the late Krishna Shatri
Godbole, in his essay on the Antiquity o

f

the Vedas, where h
e

supposes Mrigashiras to be in the autumnal equinox. p
.

20, 21.

f tºrqerā Harmºt I..... I #faār; aqā frºm a swā I am?
*AT&Tarfºr I starrºr: gº, I stºrefrººt I aſſā ºranararfºr I aſſa
****Tarfºr aſſā Hūrāra afraif, I am? Tºrtrfºr arrºgatºr

: Pref. to Rig. Vol. IV. p. xxxi.
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fore, disposed to think that the principle of division in this
case is the same as that followed in the case of the Devayana

and the Pitriyana discussed before. We have the express
authority of the Shatapatha Brahmana stating that the sun
was to be considered as moving amongst and protecting the
Devas, when he turned to the north, in the three seasons of
spring, summer and rains. In other words the hemisphere
to the north of the equator was supposed to be consecrated
to the Devas and the southern one to the Pitris. Now, the

sun moved amongst the Devas when he was in the northern
hemisphere. The Devas, therefore, must have their abode
in that hemisphere, and as the Nakshatras are said to be
the houses of the Devas, all the Nakshatras in the northern
hemisphere, from the vernal to the autumnal equinox, would
naturally be called the Nakshatras of the Devas. Now the
southern hemisphere was assigned to the Pitris; but I have
already quoted a passage from the Rigveda which states
that it was the path of the god of death. In Rig. x. 14. 1,
Yama is spoken; of as the king of Pitris, and in verse 7 of
the same hymn the deceased is told to go to the pitri-loka,

where he would meet the god Yama. In the Vajasaneyi
Sanhita 19, 45, salutation is made to the world of Pitris in
the kingdom of Yama. There are many other passages of
similar import in the Sanhitas,” and from a

ll

these it would

b
e quite clear that the Pitriyana or Pitri-loka was also called

the kingdom o
f

Yama. The Nakshatras in the southern
hemisphere, therefore, came to be designated a

s the Nak
shatras o

f

Yama in opposition to the Nakshatras o
f

the
Devas, thus dividing the whole circle of stars in two equal
groups. This also explains why Yama is made to preside

* C
f Taitt, San. vii. 3
,

14. "aritºr fºr TRT Hºſsar” (sei().
starā a Also see. Athar. We'd xviii. 4.
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over the Apa-Bharanis. It was at the Apa-Bharanis that
the zodiac was divided, the Krittikas going over into the
Devas' and the Apa-Bharanis turning down into the Yama's
portion of the celestial hemisphere.” The Taittiriya Brah
mana further states that the Nakshatras of the Devas move
towards the South while the Nakshatras of Yama move

towards the north. The words dakshima (south) and witara,

(north) are in the instrumental case, and doubts have been
entertained as to their exact meaning. But if we accept.
the statement in the Shatapatha Brahmana about the abode
of the Devas, no other meaning is possible except that the
Nakshatras of the Devas were counted from the vernal to
the autumnal equinox, that is

,

to the point where the south

(southern hemisphere) begins, and conversely in the case o
f

the Nakshatras of Yama. I may here mention that the
movements o

f

both the groups are described in the Brahmana

in the present tense (pari-yanti), and that we may, therefore"
suppose them to be recorded from actual observation. If

this explanation of the division o
f

the Nakshatras into the
Nakshatras of gods and those o

f

Yama is correct—and I
think it is—it at once fixes the position o

f

the Krittikas at

the beginning o
f

the Devayana o
r

the vernal equinox a
t the

time when these Vedic works were compiled.

There is another and still more important passage in the
Taittiriya Samhita which supplies further confirmatory evi
dence o

n the same point. In the Taittiriya Sanhita vii. 4.8,

* May not Apa-Bharanis have been so named from this circum

stance? Bharani appears to be an older name, changed afterwards
into Apa-Bharani in the same manner Mula into Mula-bharani and
Jyeshtha into Jyeshthaghni. Perhaps the description o
f Apa

Bharani in Taitt, Br. i. 5
;

1
, may be so understood. It says—

areaſºn ºf
f Isrā’īn; arearn snakārºstra
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we have a discussion as to the time best suited for the com

mencement of the Satra's like thegavam-ayana which last for

one whole year and as the passage is important in various

ways I shall give it here in the original—

ãº iſºquinſurizºnt glūrāq. # Hists ºf ºsi
złºtai algºgt ºff waſ gigſås issºl aféaná arº
#:Rºſitää atriºt aftaining Hailºti aſſa
#sºftā Tºgºi �Hrú sà

,

ºriań
&#3 sign isºq *śāqīāſā Hºus āśarch
alsº ºn firi tººf farpiai tº
sigrãº: #######, #aags #gaR** * *
+H firi Hain sº getſälä &isit ºf wº

#Tº #gst a §azāā as givi g
a

Hauā Hāgā ārd

aftā ā is singā ālāsāāºri sãesiºſaka
alºft#Hºà ###Hirſa waii# Taif

In the Tandya Brahmana (v. 9) we have the same pas

sage with a few additions and alterations, and a
s this has

been quoted b
y

the commentators I shall give it here for
comparison—

Usigărat āśra u

ust # large qaſt qāāIgäätät attarºvſå

sºft alsº aſſistaka få m x
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*H ni ſã qzāsāſāāāiszääiſä u a u
ſafº attºr #8Eqreqāſāā Tººtgāti Hāsā
athlārārī Mart:uxu

alſº altº àarºqūzīāā āsāātārātāq anagić–
à ll a il

*RREIg+[at a gigah II u

‘ERH &A li s m
sº stºrêargº arbirºſ gnawa as āārg.
area ºiáà ll 2 I
*H at firſt Tºriº fagäH #4th us. I

fratºviară ăză iſ so ll
*&#iº &#Tº qfałiqīrāfāt gait # agjat-
UA at #4&RHR&q &isia arºq à faif u + 1 u
sºgº finishi &H u ºr u :

ānārīzāt Ha: āqqā ##Ig+f a jag ä.
ââ u 33 Il

ant qāqā gºt ignia qāqā Hūr; ifāgātāT if:
qāqā ātlāſa alºngſ: usia: săsăitsäſºft

al-Fātī āūſāāakāritsſtä finiſh a rig.
aft II ay in

The third sutra in the above gives an additional reason
for rejecting the Ekashtaka; while in the forth 8wtra vich

hiwnam is substituted for vyastam of the Taittiriya Sanhita.

Another important change is
,

that the word Phalgwni-pwrmá

maga is paraphrased b
y Phalgwni in the 8th 8wtra, thus:
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clearly showing that the former was then understood to
mean the full-moon night. Both the passages are similar in
other respects.

-

Fortunately for us Sayanacharya is not our only guide

in the interpretation of these important passages. It is
probably the only passage (the two passages being similar
I treat them as one) in the Vedas where the commencement
of the annual satra is given and from the ritualistic point

of view it has formed the subject of a learned discussion
amongst the Mimansakas. Jaimini in his Mimansa-darshama
Chap. vi

.

Sect. 5 has devoted a
n Adhikarana (10th) to the

interpretation o
f

this passage, and the subject has been
thoroughly discussed by Shabara, Kumarila, Parthasarathi,

Khandadeva and other writers on Mimansa. We have thus

a continuous tradition about the meaning of this passage

current amongst the Indian divines—a tradition based not
upon mere authority, but o

n the logically solid rules o
f

exegetics propounded in the work of Jaimini. I shall first
give a literal translation o

f

the passage from the Taittiriya
Sanhita and then discuss it

s interpretation a
s bearing o
n the

present question. . ..
. - -

“Those who are about to consecrate themselves for the
year (sacrifice) should do so on the Ekashtaka (day). The
Ekashtaka is the wife of the year; and he [i

.
e
.,

the year ||

lives in her [i
.
e
.,

the Ekashtaka] for that night. (Therefore
they) practically sacrifice (by) beginning the year.” Those

*The Tandya Brahmana, (Sutra 3 in the above passage) adds

a third reason thus—“They g
o

to avabhritha [i
.
e
.,

the final bath]
not delighted with water.” Shabara and other commentators on

Jaimini have noticed this additional ground for rejecting the
Ekashtaka,
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that sacrifice on the Ekashtaka, sacrifice to the distressed
(period) of the year. It is the season (dwal) whose name
comes last. Those, that sacrifice on the Ekashtaka, sacrifice
to the reversed.* (period) of the year. It is the season
(dwal) whose name comes last. They should consecrate
themselves for the sacrifice on the Phalguni full moon.
The Phalguni full-moon is the mouth of the year. They

sacrifice (by) beginning the year frcm the very mouth. It
has only one fault, viz., that the Vishuvan [i

.
e
.,

the equator

o
r

the central day] falls in the rains. They should conse
crate themselves for the sacrifice on the Chitra full-moon.

The Chitra full-moon is the mouth o
f

the year. They

sacrifice (by) beginning the year from the very mouth. It

has no fault whatsoever. They should consecrate them
selves for the sacrifice four days before the full-moon.
Their Kraya [i

.

e
.,

the purchase o
f

soma] falls on the Ekash
taka. Thereby they d

o not render the Ekashtaka void

Ii. e.
,

o
f

n
o consequence]. Their Sutya [i
.
e
.,

the extraction

o
f

soma juice] falls in the first [i
.
e
.,

the bright] half (of the
month). Their months [i

.
e
.,

the monthly sacrifices J fall in
the first half. They rise [i

.
e
.,

finish their sacrifices) in the
first half. On their rising, herbs and plants rise after them.
After them rises the good fame that these sacrificers have
prospered. Thereon all prosper.”

Here in the beginning we are told that the Ekashtaka is

the day to commence the Satra, which lasts for one year. But
the word Ekashtaka is used to denote the eighth day of the

latter (dark) half of the four months o
f

Hemanta and Shishira
seasons,t and sometimes it means the eighth day of the

* According to the Tandya Brahmana “broken”or “destroyed.”

# Cf. Ashv. Gri. Sutra ii. 4
,

1
, §§affarīraqiraq-qatſwrt
gifreqearſ: 1
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dark half of each of the twelve months of the year.”

The statement in the following sentences that this Ekashtaka

is liable to the objection of occurring in the cold or the
last season does, however, at once narrow the field of
our choice. It must be further borne in mind that the
Ekashtaka, here spoken of, is the wife of the year, and is
contrasted with the Phalguni and Chitra full-moons; while
tradition in the time of Jaimini and Apastamba interpreted

it to mean the 8th day of the dark half of Magha. All
writers on Mimansa therefore take this Ekashtaka to mean

the 8th day of the dark half of Magha. As the Ekashtaka
is the wife of the yeart and as the god of the year is said
to reside with her on that night, those that commence their

sacrifice on the Ekashtaka may practically be supposed to
commence it at the beginning of the year which resides
there. In other words the Ekashtaka is thus a constructive
beginning of the year, and therefore the early sacrifice
may be commenced on that day. But the passage now
proceeds to point out the objections to the commencing

of the sacrifice on the Ekashtaka day. The 8th day of
Magha falls during the distressed period of the year, that

is
,

according to Shabara and other commentators the period

* Cf. Tandya Brahmana x
.

3.11. arriºrganſ: *T*ITRTTRºſſ: I

Sayana in his commentary on Tan. Dr. v.9, observes thatEkashtaka

is there used in it
s secondary sense and quotes Apastamba Grihya.

Sutra (viii.21, 10) thus—at areaſ ºriarrat sqfterºusafir weareſt
sagarºqual afraºrgãearaarā. Thus both Jaimini and Apastamb

considered Ekashtaka tomean the 8th day o
f

the dark half o
fMagha.

f Shabara o
n Jaimini vi
.
5
. 35, quotes Atharva Veda iii. 10.2;

and Sayana in his Comm. o
n Taitt. San. vii. 4
, 8
,

cites Atharva.
Veda iii. 10. 12, and Taitt. San. iv
.
3
. 11.3. But these texts simply

state that the Ekashtaka is the wife o
f

the year, without defining
the Ekashtaka.
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when people are distressed by cold.* The word in the text is
dirta which literally means ‘distressed, but Sayana takes it to
denote the end or destruction of the year, implying thereby
that the old year is then brought to an end and that the
consecration for the yearly satra, which must be made before

the beginning of the new year, o
r,
in other words, not after

the previous year is ended o
r destroyed, cannot b
e

made a
t

this time. Though Shabara and Sayana thus give different
interpretations o

f arta, practically both agree in holding
that in those days the old year ended before the eighth
day o

f

the dark half o
f Magha; for Shabara distinctly states

that the word “reversed” used further o
n

means “reversed

o
n

account o
f

the change o
f ayama.”f Sacrificing during

the distressed period o
f

the year is thus the first objection

to commencing the satra o
n the Ekashtaka day. The

second objection is that it is the last season, that is
,

though
you may be said to sacrifice to the constructive beginning

o
f

the year, yet a
s far a
s the seasons are concerned you

sacrifice in the last o
f

them. The word for season, ritu, has
been used in the text in the dual number and it might b

e
urged that it denotes two seasons. A reference to the
Taittiriya Sanhita iv

.

4.11.1 will, however, show that the
word ritu is there used in dual, probably because each
season comprises two months, just a

s

“scissors” is

* smāī aftºrs ºf a strá. Hirº, ºffin a strar rift
Shabara o

n Jaim. vi
.

5
.

37. Sayana strâaffārār-Tafſtre+ fraîă

f statufräfteåtasrārezſä Shabara o
n Jaimini vi
.

5.37.
Sayana in his comm. o

n

Taitt. San. says area affāqzārūnfºr
trafā strºr fº ſtarſ arāzzT star arreſteria: arrºr: I

f agº, Hruary artifaārqā Upon this passage the author o
f

KalaMadhava observes fra-rá-Ezaarqaqrt{TſūqrTH ICal.Ed.,p. 59.

4

: , , - - -
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used in plural in English. A similar passage also occurs
in the Wajasaneyi Sanhita (13.25) and Mahidhara while
commenting on it expressly states that the dual there has the
meaning of the singular number.” The “last named seasons
(dwel)” therefore simply means “the last season.” It must
be here mentioned that according to the passage in the
Tandya Brahmana, which Shabara appears to quote, the
first objection is thus stated—“not delighted with water
they go to avabhritha [i

.
e
.,

the final bath].” This is but an

amplification o
f

the objection o
n the ground o
f

the “last
season” and Khandadeva expressly says that water is then
undelightful “on account o

f

cold.” The Tandya Brahmana

does not omit the objection o
f

the “last season;" but
simply expands and illustrates the same by referring to the
natural dislike for a cold bath in that season. We may, there
fore, regard this objection more as explaining the first than

a
s

an additional one. We now come to the third objection,
viz., those that commence the sacrifice on the Ekashtaka day

sacrifice to the reversed period o
f

the year. “Reversed,’

wyasta in the original is said b
y

Shabara to indicate the change

o
f ayawa caused by the turning away of the sun from the

winter solstice,t and Sayana seems to understand it in the
same way. Thus although thºse that commence the Satra

on the 8th day o
f

the dark half o
f Magha may b
e sup

posed to d
o

so practically at the beginning o
f

the year, the

husband o
f

the Ekashtaka, yet the procedure is triply objec
tionable, inasmuch a

s they sacrifice in the cold season, in

the last o
f

seasons (when water is undelightful) and when
the year is reversed o
r

wbset b
y

the turning away o
f

the sun
from the winter solstice.

* firrawārqārjā

i Soo Shabara quoted in the second note on the last page.
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To get over this threefold objection an alternative is
next proposed. The Phalguni full-moon day was known
to be the first day of the year. If you commence your
sacrifice on that day, you avoid the three objections pre
viously noted and still secure your object of sacrificing at
the beginning or the mouth of the year. But even this
course is not faultless, because if you commence on the
Phalguni full-moon the middle or the central day of the satra
falls in the rainy season, which again is not a desirable time.

The first twelve days of a satra are taken up in the conse
cration and twelve more in upasads after which the regular

satra sacrifices commence. So the middle day of the satra
falls after six months and twenty-four days from the Phal
guni full-moon, that is

,

o
n

the ninth of the bright half of

the month o
f

Ashvina.” Now if we suppose the winter
solstice or the beginning of the cold season to fall on the

Magha full mocn, the summer solstice, or the end of the
summer and the beginning o

f

the rainy season, would fall

a little after the full-moon in Shravana. The months of Bha
drapada and Ashvina therefore represented the rainy season

in those days, and the occurrence of the Vishuvan in Ashvina

o
r

the rainy season was not believed to be auspicious. As
the next alternative it is

,

therefore, suggested that the

consecration should take place on the Chitra full-moon, and
this course is said to be open to no objection whatsoever.
But even this is given up for a still better time, and it is

finally stated that persons desirous of consecrating then
selves for the satra should do so “four days before the full
moon.” The full-moon here mentioned is not, however,

specifically defined, and consequently it forms the subject

* This, in substance, is Sayana's explanation in his commen

tary on this passage.
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of one of the Jaimini's Adhikaranas." As no specific full
moon is mentioned it may mean either any full-moon-day,

or the Chitra full-moon which is mentioned next before in
the same passage, or it may refer to the Magha full-moon
as the Ekashtaka is mentioned immediately afterwards in
connection with it

.

Jaimini decides that it is the full-moon

in the month of Magha, for it is stated immediately after
that those who commence the sacrifice on this full-moon will
purchase their Soma on the Ekashtaka. This Ekashtaka can
evidently be n

o

other than the one mentioned in the begin
ning o

f

the passage, and the object o
f

the arrangement last
suggested is to utilise somehow o

r

other the important day

o
f

the Ekashtaka, which was a
t first recommended for the

commencement o
f

the sacrifice itself, but which had to be

given u
p

o
n

account o
f

the three-fold objection stated above.

The full-moon must, therefore be the one next preceding this
Ekashtaka. Again the full-moon day is said to be such that

when the sacrifice is finished th
e

herbs and th
e

plants spring
up, which, as remarked b

y

Shabara, can happen only in

the Wasanta season.
- -

To sum up; the last mentioned full-moon, though not
specifically defined, must b

e prior to the Vasanta season

* Jaimini vi. 5.30-37. Jaimini's Sutras which I have here tried

to translate and explain are a
s follow—1. ‘āvīārūrāfirīār:frº

wra; 2. strinarſ ºf tara; 3. ariſt śatre+rgā; 4. starsafrāº

s: 5. A fºrtarist ſº ºrå; 6. Histºrs arqasra : 7. reqrā ºra
tisſa ; 8. stat a Hāfāvūſā. Sayana in hi

s

Jaimini-nyaya-mala

vistara and in his comm. on the Taitt. San. fully adopts this
view. But in his comm. on the Tandya Brahmana, v. 9. 12 (Cal.
Ed.) he is represented as saying that the full-moon lastmentioned
refer to the Chaitri: Some one, either the scribe, printer, or the
publisher, has here obviously committed an error.
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and also the next previous to th
e

Ekashtaka, which is the

wife of the year and which falls in the cold season, in the
last season, i. e

.,

Shishira [or when water is not delightful]

and after the sun has passed through the winter solstice.

It must also b
e remembered that the Phalguni and the

Chitra full-moon are to be excluded. Jaimini, therefore,

concludes that this full-moon cannot be any other than the
one falling in the month o

f Magha, and his conclusion has
been adopted by a

ll

the Mimansakas. We can now under
stand why Laugakshi, quoted b

y

Somakara, states that
“they sacrifice to the year four days before the full-moon

in Magha.”

If Jaimini's interpretation of this passage is correct, we
may, so fa

r

a
s our present inquiry is concerned, deduce

the following conclusions from it—(1) That in the days o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhita the winter solstice occurred before
the eighth day o

f

the dark half of Magha, which again was

a month o
f

the cold season. Whether the solstitial day fell

o
n

the Magha full-moon is not so certain, though it may be
taken a

s fairly implied. For the Ekashtaka was abandoned
bacause it occurred in the “reversed” period of the year

and it is quite natural to suppose that the priests in

choosing a second day would try to remove a
s many o
f

the objections to the Ekashtaka a
s they could. In other

words, they would not select a day in the “reversed” period

o
f

the year, nor one in the last season; The fact that a day

before the full-moon in Magha was selected i
s, therefore, a

clear indication o
f

the solstice occurring o
n that day, while

their anxiety to utilise the Ekashtaka fully accounts for the
selection o
f

the fourth in preference to any other day before
the full-moon. I may also remark that throughout the

* artur: fºurtwrºgrw: gºsariºtstrº ſtiã
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whole passage the intention of sacrificing at the beginning
(real, constructive, or traditional) of the year is quite clear.

The full-moon in Magha must, therefore, have been one of

such beginnings. (2) That the year then commenced with
the winter solstice. (3) That as there cannot be three real
beginnings of the year at an interval of one month each, the

passage must be understood as recording a tradition about
the Chitra full-moon and the Phalguni full-moon being once

considered as the first days of the year. (4) That Vishwan
had lost its primary meaning and that it fell in the rainy

season if the sacrifice was commenced on the Phalguni
full-moon.

The passage thus supplies not only confirmatory, but
direct evidence of the coincidence of the Krittikas with the

vernal equinox in the days of the Taittiriya Sanhita. For,

if the winter solstice fell on the full-moon day in Magha,
then the summer solstice, where moon must then be,

must coincide with the astelism of Magha, and counting

seven Nakshatras backwards we get the vernal equinox in
the Krittikas. Independently of the Vedanga Jyotisha we

thus have four different statements in the Taittiriya Sanhita
and Brahmana clearly showing that the vernal equinox was

then the Krittikas: firstly, the lists of the Nakshatras
and their presiding deities, given in the Taittiriya Sanhita
and Brahmana, all beginning with the Krittika; 8econdly,

an express statement in the Taittiriya Brahmana that the
Krittikas are the mouth of the Nakshatras; thirdly, a
statement that the Krittikas are the first of the Deva Nak
shatras, that is
,

a
s I have shown before, the Nakshatras in

the northern hemisphere above the vernal equinox; and
..fowrthly, the passage in the Taittiriya Sanhita above dis
<ussed, which expressly states that the winter solstice fell
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in the month of Magha. The vernal equinox is referred to
the Krittikas directly or indirectly in all these passages
and I do not think that any more confirmatory evidence
from the Vedic works is required to establish the proposition

that the Krittikas coincided with the vernal equinox, when
the Taittiriya Sanhita was compiled. As an additional
proof I may, however, mention the fact, that Pitris
are said to be the presiding deities of Magha in the
Taittiriya Sanhita iv. 4, 10. 1. With the Krittikas in the
vernal equinox Magha is at the summer solstice and as
the Dakshinayana or the ayama of the Pitris commenced
at this point, the asterism which happened to be there at
that time was naturally assigned to the Pitris. The position

of all the other cardinal points of the ecliptic can be thus
shown to be consistent with the position of the vernal
equinox in the Krittikas.

-

Supposing the Krittikas to denote the asterism of that
name, this gives us, according to Prof. Whitney's" calcula
tion, 2350 B.C. as the probeble time for the compilation
of the Taittiriya Sanhita. Some scholars unwilling to carry
the antiquity of the work to such a remote period, have
urged, without assigning any special reason, that by Krit
tikas we must here understand the beginning of the zodiacal
portion of that name. Now as the position of the asterism
of the Krittikas in it

s

zodiacal portion is 10° 50' from the
beginning,t these scholars would place the vernal equinox
about 11° behind the asterism o

f

the Krittikas and thus

reduce the antiquity o
f

the Sanhita nearly by 1
1 × 72=792

* See Surya Siddhanta Add. notes, p
.

323.

# This is the position given in the Surya Siddhanta viii. 2-9.
See the table prepared b
y

Prof. Whitney in his notes to this
passage.

-

-

-
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years or to about 1426 B. C.” I have briefly stated before
my reasons fo

r

discarding this supposition and holding that

the names o
f

the Nakshatras in the early Vedic days must

b
e

taken to denote the asterisms known b
y

such names. If

Indian priests are to be supposed incapable of making any

accurate observations o
f

solstitial points in 1200 B.C., it

is to my mind utterly inconsistent and illogical to hold that
the forefathers o

f

these priests, when they assigned the
vernal equinox to the Krittikas, understood the word to

mean not the asterism but the imaginary beginning o
f

the
zodiacal portion o

f

that name. I cannot also understand
why scholars should hesitate to assign the Vedic works to

the same period o
f antiquity which they allow to the Chinese

and the Egyptians: But it is needless here to enter into

this controversy. For if I once succeed in showing, a
s I

hope to do, that there is sufficient internal evidence in the
Vedic literature itself o

f
a still remoter antiquity, al
l

theories
conjectures, and guesses, which have the effect o

f unduly
reducing the antiquity o

f

the Vedic works and also o
f

throwing discredit upon the claims o
f

the Indians to the
origin o

f

the Nakshatra system, will require n
o refutation.

Bentley, however, takes his stand o
n
a different ground.

* This is Bentley's date about which see infra.

f See Pref. to Rig., vol IV., p. xxix.

f M
. Biot allows it in the case of the Chinese and considers

that the Hindus borrowed the Nakshatra system from them.
Albiruni, in his chronology of ancient nations, &c., observes that
other nations begin their asterisms with the Pleiades. He further
states that he has found in some books of Hermes that the vernal
equinox coincides with the rising of the Pleiades, but,says he, “God
knows best what they intend!"

. . .
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He suggests that the word Vishakha, like Vidala,” may

mean “possessed of two branches,” and that these two
branches may have been caused by the equinoctial colure
bisecting the zodiacal portion of the Vishakhas. Now the
equinoctial colure passing through the beginning of the
divisional Krittikas naturally bisects the zodiacal portion of
Vishakha. Bentley, therefore, concludes, without any more
proof than this etymological conjecture, that this was the
position of the colure when Wishakha received its name.

This is no doubt an ingenious hypothesis. But there is
not only no evidence in the Vedic works to support’ such
etymological speculation, but it may be easily shown to be
inconsistent with the position of the winter solstice in
the days of the Taittiriya Sanhita.

-

I have already stated that from the passage of the Tait
tiriya Sanhita just quoted we may fairly infer that the
winter Solstice occurred in those days on the full moon in
Magha. According to the Vedanga Jyotisha it fell a fort
night earlier, that is

,

o
n the first day o
f

the bright half o
f

Magha. It is roughly estimated that the equinox must
recede about two divisional Nakshatras, i. e

.,

27° 40', to make

the seasons fall back by one month. Between the times o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhita and the Vedanga Jyotisha the equinox
must accordingly recede 13° 20' o

r nearly 14°. . Now the
position cf the equinox as given in the Vedanga Jyotisha is

10° o
f

Bharani. From this to the beginning o
f

the divi
8ional Krittikas, the distance is only 3°20', while if we mea
sure it from the asterism of Krittika it is 3°20' + 10° 50'-14°
10'. Therefore during the period that lapsed between the

* This example has been added by Prof. Max Muller. See Pref.

to Rig., Vol. IV., p. xxx. See also Bentley's Historical view of

Hindu Astronomy, p
.
2
.

- -- " -
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Taittiriya Sanhita and the Vedanga Jyotisha the equinox,
according to Bentley, receded only 3° 20'; while if we
understand the Krittikas to denote the asterism of that
name, it gives us a precession of 14° 10'. Now as the winter
solstice fell a fortnight later in the days of the Sanhita we
must accept the latter precession of 14°, which alone
corresponds with that interval of time (i

.
e
.,
a fortnight) and

assume that the vernal equinox then coincided with the
asterism o

f Krittika, a conclusion the probability of which
has already been established o

n

other grounds. Bentley's

speculation must, therefore, b
e rejected, unless we are

prepared to allow his guess about the primary meaning o
f

Vishakha to prevail against reasonable conclusions based
upon a passage from the Taittiriya Sanhita.

But even admitting Bentley's speculation abou; the

meaning o
f Wishakha, we may fairly question the soundness

o
f

the conclusion drawn therefrom. For what ground

is there for holding that the two divisions of Vishakha must

b
e mathematically equal in every respect? The word dala

in vidala may b
e so understood; but dala and shakha are

not similar in this respect. Bentley's error, therefore, con
sists not in supposing that the colure may have cut the
divisional Wishakhas, but in inferring therefrom that it

must have bisected it
.

The whole ecliptic was divided
into 27 Nakshatras, and 134 could only b

e cºmprised in

each hemisphere. Vishakha, the 14th Nakshatra from

the Krittikas, may have been thus considered, b
y

simply
counting the number o
f

the Nakshatras, as lying partly

in the region o
f

the Devas and partly in that o
f

the Pitris.”

* This is enough to satisfy a merely etymological spoculation
unsupported b

y

any other evidence whatsoever. Speaking more
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For though we might hold that the Vedic observers were
not provided with means to fi

x imaginary points in the
heavens and to refer to these points the motions o

f

the
heavenly bodies as astronomers do at present, yet it does
not imply that they were unaware o

f

the approximate dis
tances between the various asterisms selected b

y

them. In

other words, they might b
e supposed to have roughly

known the distances between the stars, though for obvious
reasons they could not but refer the motions o

f

the heavenly

bodies only to the fixed stars. Thus understood, Bentley's
conjecture about the the primary meaning of Wishakhas does
not necessarily imply that the equinotical colure bisected
the divisional Vishakhas in those days; and when the
conjecture itself does not thus support his theory about
the position o

f

the colure, I do not think we shall be justi
fied in accepting it

,

especially when it is shown that it is

also objectionable o
n other grounds. I am, therefore, dis

posed to fix the date o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhita at 2350 B.C.,

and not 1426 B.C. as Bentley has done.

accurately if the vernal equinox coincided with the asterism o
f

the
Krittikas,the equinoticalcolure falls out ofthe divisionalVishakhas

b
y

4
”,

but it is nearly 6’ behind the asterism of Anuradha. O
f

these
two asterisms Vishakha would therefore be nearer to the colure.

But we might as well ask what ground there is for holding that the
Nakshatra divisions of the Zodiac, at the time when the vernal
equinox was in the Krittikas (supposing such divisions to have then
existed), were the same as those which we now, use and which com

mence with Revati. Bentley appears to have altogether overlookod

this objection. I have already stated my view regarding the exist
ence o

f

the divisional Nakshatras in old times, and I would reject
Bentley's etymological speculation o
n

the mere ground that it

requires u
s to assume the existence o
f

such divisional Nakshrtres

and their bisection b
y

colures.
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So far, we have been going over the ground more or less
traversed before by several scholars. But it may be asked
if we have here reached the Ultima Thule of the Vedic
antiquity. Does the oldest hymn, the first utterance of the
Aryan mind, reach back thus far and no further? Was it
such a hymn that the Brahmavadins of old and Panini several
centuries before Christ believed and declared as “seen”?

In what follows, I propose to bring together such evidence
from the Vedic works as would enable :us to deal with these

questions. I have already drawn attention to the fact that
the Chitra and the Phalguni full-moon are mentioned as the
mouths or the beginnings of the year in the passage from
the Taittiriya Sanhita last quoted and discussed. In the
next chapter I shall endeavour to show how these state
ments are to be interpreted, how far they are corroborated
by other evidence, and what conclusions we may deduce
therefrom.

-

* *** *
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| CHAPTER IV.
&Tgrahagana.

Phalguni full-moon, the new year's night—Sayana's explanation
unsatisfactory-Phalguna could not be a Vasantamonth-Two
fold character of the seasons, lunar and solar, superfluous—

Discussion of a passage in Sushruta—Bhaskara Bhatta's
explanation—Winter solstice o

n the full-moon in Phalguna–

The position of other cardinal points—Vernal equinox in

Mrigashiras-Agrahayani——Native Lexicographers' explana

tion of the word—Grammatically objectionable——Its real
meaning according to Panini-Erroneous rank o

f Margashi

rsha amongst months according to the Bhagavad Gita and
Amara–Margashirsla could not have been the first month

o
f

the solistitial o
r equinoctial year—It leads to the libra

tion o
f

the equinoxes—Possible reason o
f

the libration
theory—Mrigashiras = Agrahayana o

r

the first Nakshrtra

in the year—Mula, its primary meaning—Evidence o
f

the

summer solstice occuring in Bhadrapada–Origin of the annual

feasts to the manes amongst Hindus and Parsis—Comparison

o
f

the primitive Hindu and Parsicalendar-Summary o
f

results.

THE passage from the Taittiriya Samhita quoted in the last
chapter states that the Chitra and Phalguni full-moons were
the beginnings o

f

the year, which then commenced with
the winter solstice in the month of Magha. The words used

in the original aro Chiträ-pwrºa-masa and Phalgwni-pwrma.

-masa and these must b
e understood to denote, not the

Chaitra and the Phalguna months, whether sidereal and
synodical, as Prof. Weber seems to have, in one case, sup
posed, but the full-moon days in each o

f

these months.
This is evident from the fact that these have been recom
mended as alternative times for the commencement o

f

the

satra in opposition to the Ekashtaka day. In the case of

the Phalgwni-pwrma-masa we are further told that Vishuvan
counted from that time falls during the rainy season, and it
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in impossible to suppose that Vishuvan can be counted from
a month. The whole context, therefore, shows that it is a
discussion as to the particular day best suited to commence
the yearly sacrifice, and that Chitra-pwrma-masa and Phal.
guni-pwrma-masa must mean the days when the moon is full
near the asterisms of Chitra and Phalguni. In the Tandya
Brahmana” Phalgwni-pwrºna-masº is rendered by Phalgwni

and Jaimini has paraphrased Chitra-pwrma-masº by Chaitri
and Phalguni and Chaitri, according to Panini (iv. 2.3), are
the names of days. These interpretations have been accept
ed by all the Mimansakas including Sayana, and we may

do the same especially as there are several passages in
the Taittiriya Sanhita where purma-masa is used in a
similar sense.*

But why should the Chitra and the Phalguni full-moon
be called the beginnings of the year ! Sayana thinks that
they were so described because they occurred during

Vasanta or the first of the seasons: But the explanation

does not appear satisfactory. I have previously shown that
according to all astronomical works Shishira commenced
with the winter solstice, and that the three seasons of Shi
shira, Wasanta and Grishma were comprised in the Uttarayana

as it was then understood. Now in the day of the Taitti

* See the passages quoted in the last chapter.

# In Taitt, San. ii. 2. 10.1. w
e

find fasutºfºrs similarly
used. In i. 5. 10. 3. sigºrarit are mentioned together; while in

ii. 5. 4. 1. qºrarº and sſRTATE-IT are contrasted.

: In his commentory o
n Taitt, San. vii. 4, 8
,

speaking o
f

‘Fºsſ-figuiara Sayana observes area a wrfrºntºrqānfārary
qūatfºrurºtrºt Tarará sºrrºr-rººfrn qur à quaſ wrºt:
siasts ºut Rºſſa B while of fºrwrºtars h
e says—ºriſt
attainantſatarºtºrº gºrita .
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riya Samhita the winter solstice, as shown in the last
chapter, fell in the month of Magha; and Magha and
Bhalguna were therefore comprised in Shishira, and Chai
tra and Vaishakha in Vasanta. But in order that Sayana's
explanation might be correct Phalguna must fall in the
Vasanta season which as a matter of fact, it did not. In his
commentary on the Baudhayana Sutras” and also in the

Kalamadhavat Sayana tries to get over this difficulty by
proposing a double Vasanta—lunar and solar, the lunar to
include the months of Phalguna and Chaitra, and the solar

those of Chaitra and Vaishakha, quoting amongst others,
Rig. x. 85. 18, as an authority to show that the seasons
were regulated by the moon. The authorities, however, are
not explicit and therefore sufficient to maintain the two-fold
character of the seasons; nor do I see the necessity of the
two-fold character. It is true that the months in the
calendar were all lunar, but the concurrence of the lunar

and the solar year was always secured by inserting an inter
calary month whenever necessary. Under such a system

lunar seasons can have no permanent place. Now and then
lunar months ceased,as they now do, to correspond with the

seasons they represented, but this was at once set aright by

the introduction of an intercalary month. If we therefore,

*The passage is quoted in India: what it can teach us 7 p. 323.
Sayana thore quotes Taitt. San. vii. 4. 8

.,

and after noticing

that the Chitra and the Phelguni full-moon are both said to

begin the year, h
e observes—sºar ºrºgºrºir Atta, grº H
T

tratºrs tº rºle ºf sºiars ºf ga: ºf a straßfººt
artiarugºſérá *Hſt The theory of the two-fold seasons thus
appears to have been started simply to reconcile the two state
ments about the Chitra and P
l alguni full-moons.

# Sex Cal. Ed., pp. 60, 61.
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exclude, the correction due to the precession of the equi
noxes, which was too minute to be noticed till after hundreds
of years, there was thus no reason why the lunar seasons

should come to be regarded as a permanent institution. But
even accepting Sayana's two-fold character of the seasons
it can be easily shewn that it does not support his conclu
sions. A lunar year is shorter than a solar year by 11
days. If the solar Vasanta, therefore, commences on the
1st day of the lunar Chaitra month this year, it will cont
mence on the 12th day of Chaitra (lunar) next year and 11
days later still in the third year when by the introduction
of an intercalary month the commencement of Vasanta will
be again brought back to the 1st day of Chaitra. The two
fold character of the seasons may thus delay the beginning

of Wasanta to Vaishaka (lunar), but the season cannot be

accelerated and brought back to Phalguna. It is true that
in the days of Sayana (14th century) Vasanta commeneced,

as it does now, in the month of Phalguna; but it was so
because the winter solstice had receded by over full one
month by that time. Sayana does not appear to have fully
realised the reason of this change and combining the occur
rence of Wasanta in Phalguna in his time with the occurrence
of the same season of Chaitra in the day of the Taittiriya

Sanhita and other works, he attempted to reconcile the
difference on the theory of the two-fold character of the
seasons. But we can now better understand the change as due
to the precession of the equinoxes, and must, in consequence,
reject Sayana's explanation as unsatisfactory.

The only other authority I can find for supposing that
Phalguna was a Vasanta month is the statement in Su
shruta's medical work, that “Phalguna and Chaitra make
Vasanta.” But on a closer examination of the passage
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wherein this sentence occurs, it will be found to bear on
its face the marks of later insertion. There are two conse
cutive paragraphs in Sushruta, each enumerating and
describing the seasons of the year. The first states that
“There the twelve months, beginning with Magha, make
six seasons, comprising two months each. They are Shi
shira, &c...... Of these Tapa and Tapasya make Shishira'.
and so on until all the six seasons in their usual order, the
ayanas, the year and the lustrum are described; and at the
end we have “this is called the wheel of time by some.”
The second paragraph then begins with the words “But
here” and continues to state “But here the six seasons are–
Varsha, Sharad, Hemanta, Wasanta, Grishma and Pravrish,”
thus altogethar dropping Shishira and dividing the lainy
period into two seasons Varsha and Pravrish. The para
graph then proceeds to assign the months to theseasons BS
follows—“Bhadrapada aud Ashvina is Warsha, Kartika and
Margashirsha is Sharad, Pausha and Magha is Hemanta,
and Phalguna and Chaitra is Vasanta;” and so on until
all the months are assigned to their respective seasons,
The second paragraph, however, makes no mention of the
ayamas, the year, or the lustrum. It is therefore evident

*See Sushruta, Sutrasthana Adhyaya 6. The two consecutive
paragraphs here referred to are– -

warritºrs in ſºurº Fºrssºn ºf à têt
firratiatfish Tºrträäar: I ast aqsaqtā finfarci t ...... lºsſair
# ºrga: I ºfTurgat a aritàfºrt asturătiar....... I s quº fråst
firſtria; arrºqtafrainia, arrºwgean ºf
as Haurºr:##aatſatſisharis: wrºnirrºrs kºtaPrº
framān arrant waqt Tºrºsiſ ºf #ffaraſsisſrºf
arra fixarit śa: Fresſºr ada: , Hurssäät ºffsh; starr
*Irrºir arºſsfä

- -

5
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that the writer of the second paragrah, whosoever he
may be, wished to note that the seasons and their corres
ponding months mentioned in the first paragraph had ceased
to represent the actual state of things in the writer's time
and province, and not thinking it desirable or possible to
expunge or correct the old paragraph, he added immediately

after it a second paragraph describing the seasons as he
saw them. The words “but here” at it

s beginning, the
assignment o

f

four months to the rainy season, but under
two different names o

f

Pravrish and Warsha, to keep u
p

the

old number o
f

the seasons, and the absence o
f any reference

to the ayanas, the year and the lustrum described in the
previous paragraph—all point to the conclusion that the
second paragraph is o

f

later origin and inserted with a view
only to note the changes in the occurrence o

f

events de
scribed in the paragraph next preceding it

. It might b
e

contended that the second paragraph is that o
f Sushruta,

who notices the old order o
f things in the first. But I need

not g
o

into that question here. For in either case it is

plain that the passage wherein Phalguna and Chaitra are
assigned to Wasanta is the production o

f
a later writer, who

soever h
e may be, whether Sushruta o
r any one else, and

a
s far as our present inquiry is concerned we cannot take

the passage a
s

a
n authority for holding that Phalguna was

a Vasanta month in the days o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhita. I may
however remark, that Wagbhata who professes to summarise
the works o

f

Sushruta and Charaka gives the order and
description o
f

seasons a
s

w
e

find it in the first paragraph

in Sushruta," without alluding to the changes noted in the
second paragraph. We may, therefore, suppose that either

* Ashtangalºridaya Sutrasthana iii
.

1
.

“arāftāsāājarā•

*

à
:

*Rārū ºs ºnq; eqaſ: l fúfºrsº... I "
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the paragraph did not exist in Vågbhata's time or that he
did not regard it as genuine. -

-

There is thus no reliable authority, that I am aware of,
for holding that Phálguna,in the days of the Taittiriya San
hitá, was a Vasanta month, and Sāyana's explanation does
‘not in consequence hold good at least in this case. The ex
planation is further inconsistent with the fact that in

several Brāhmanas and Sutras the full-moon night in the
month of Phâlguna has been pronounced to be the first
onight of the year. The Shatapatha Brahmana (vi. 2. 2. 18)
says “the Phalguni full-moon is the first night of the year "
The Taittiriya (i. 1.2.8) and the Sámkhyāyana (iv. 4 and

v
.

1)* Brähmanas , contain similar passages, while the
Gopatha Brähmana (i

.

19) after stating that the Uttara
and the Purvá Phälguni are respectively the beginning and
the end o

f

the year, adds “just as the two ends o
f
a thing

meet so these two termini o
f

the year meet together.”4 I

have already quoted a passage from the Tāndya Brähmana

to the same effect. The Sutra-writers, though not so
explicit, d

o

however distinctly state that the annual sacri
fices “should b

e

commenced either o
n

the Chaitri o
r

the

Phálguni full-moon night,”: thus clearly indicating that

these were regarded a
s

the beginnings o
f

the year. If

* qur s gatºrs a guar Tfºre ſº
ft

irrarár Shat. B
r.

v
i.
2
.

2
.

1
8
.

Twſ à qual trfºr: #Tºrrea ºf Rººſt gian tr
a

#4ta
rººmfiratura Tºraſa Tafa I Taitt. Br. i. 1. 2. 8

, §§ aſ trađà
**Rea arºTºgiſt irºtareſt Sam. Br. iv

.
4
.

+ gºrgºt regrät gº ºf Taurºrairit ºr earni i

artitatºrrealit ºffirit ºran.
first (soil. aiqtafariºtt) Kreuzai iwiarkai #sai aſ airſ:
Ashvalayana Shr. Su. i. 2.14.3; Kat. Shr. Su. v. 1. 1
;

San. Shr.
Su. iii. 8, 1
.,

xiii. 18, 3.
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these passages mean anything, we must hold that the Phäl
guni full-moon night was once considered to be actually the
first night of the year, or to put it in a modern form the
new year's night. We cannot assign this position to it by
simply assuming, as Sayana, has done, that the night oc
curred 8ometime during the two months of Wasanta. Sāyana.

it appears. was aware of this objection and so in comment
ing on the passage from the Taittiriya Sanhita,Guoted in the
last chapter, he attempts to explain the position of the
Phalguni night by reference to the above mentioned passa
ges in the Bráhmanas, while with respect to the Chaitri,

he quietly observes that “this too is the mouth of the year

as it falls during the season;of Wasanta.” But an explana
tion that admittedly fails in one case must fail in the other,

fo
r

the Chitrá and the Phalguni mights are described to

gether, in the 8ame passage and in the same words, as the
beginnings o

f

the year.

It will be clear from the above, first, that the theory of

the lunar seasons, started by Sayana to account for the posi
tion assigned to the Phälguni hight in the Vedic works,

cannot have a permanent place in the Vedic calendar;
secondly, even accepting the theory, the beginning o

f

the

solar Vasants might b
e put o
ff
to the month o
f (lunar)

Vaishâkha, but could not be brought back to any day in

Phálguna; and thirdly, the express texts in the Bráhmanas
declaring the Phálguni full-moon to be the new-year's
night are inconsistent with Sayana's explanation. We must
therefore look for some other solution. * . -

But if Sayana's explanation cannot b
e

accepted, a
t least

* See the original remark quoted supra. The word “too” in
this explanation implies that it holds good also in the case o
f

the Phalguni full-moon.
-
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with respect to the Phalguni might, how are we to in
terpret the several passages in the Samhita and the Brah
manas given above 2 We cannot suppose that the Phal
guni full-moon commenced :the year at the vernal equi
nox; for then we shall have to place the vernal equinox
in Uttara Bhadrapada, which to render possible in the ple
Krittika period we must go back to something like 20,000
B. C. The only other alternative is to make the full-moon
oommence the year, at the winter solstice, and from the fact
that the Maghi, the Phalguni and the Chaitri full-moons
are mentioned together in the same passage of the Taittiriya
Sanhita, and for the 8ame purpose, I conclude that this is
the real meaning of the passage in the Taittiriya Sanhita
and those in the Brahmanas. It is the most natural and
reasonable interpretation of the passage and I find that
Bhaskara Bhatta, who is older than Sayana, fully adopts
this view in his Bhashya on the Taittiriya Sanhita.” I have
" * A MS. of Bhaskara Bhatta's Bhashya on the Taittiriya
Samhita has been recently discovered at Mysore and through the
kindness of Sir Sheshadri Iyar, the Dewan of Mysore, I have been
able to procure a copy of the Bhashya on the passage here discussed
Bhaskara Bhatta after commenting on the first part of the passage
which states that the sacrifice should be commenced on the
Ekashtaka day, makes the following observation as regards the
alternative next proposed—qi gºferrar qariat ºf Tºrſå ºſ
affairaſs gearſal ºral gº q‘īārū: ‘Rºjºſº inter: I gºt aſ
#f six #faerº: Frºgatſ: {ratºr ºf ºrna germ qa ºr at
qºſºq fºr Fat Taft As regards the third alternative proposed
in the text, viz. the Chitra full-moon, Bhaskara Bhatta observes
further on—sº qatat qfrºm? I rºwTºtarº grºſſfºrt

: ºster ºf irst ºf an ºxi-fi gºat I Finally Bhaskara
Bhatta follows.Jaiminiand Shabara in the interpretation of the last
part of the passage and concludes by observing that the best time
for the sacrifice is 4 days previous to the full-moon in Magha.
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however devoted so much space to the discussion of Saya
na's explanation as the high authority of that scholar is
likely to mislead us in the interpretation of the passage.

The Bhashya of Bhaskara Bhatta fully shews that Sayana

is not here following any older tradition and the reasons
given by him for explaining the position assigned to the
Phalguni full-moon in the Vedic works are mere conjectures

and guesses of his own. I admit that even the guesses of
a scholar like Sayana deserve consideration. But when on
a closer examination we find that they are not supported by
any old traditions and are besides objectionable on various
other grounds, I think we are bound to reject them. As
observed by Bhaskara Bhatta, the passage in the Taittiriya

Sanhita must, therefore, be understood as referring to an
older year beginning, and we must hold that the full-moon

in Phalguna did as a matter of fact once commence the year
at the winter solstice. I know that this view has been
regarded as improbable by some scholars, on the sole
ground that it would, if substantiated, enhance the
antiquity of Vedic works by about 1000 years more
than what these scholars are willing to assign to them;

and as the natural result of such prepossessions amongst

them the subject has till now remained uninvestigated,

But I hope that they will patiently examine the evidence,
direct and corroborative, which I intend to put forth in
support of the suggestion and then give their judgment
upon it

.

There is no a priori impossibility involved in the
hypothesis that the old priests, after changing their start
ing point to the Krittikas and framing the calendar accord
ingly, continued to recognize for sacrificial purposes, the
older positions o
f

the Nakshatras, just as a
ll

Brahmans from
the Himalaya to the Cape Comorin at present perform their
sacrifices on days and a

t

times fixed when the vernal equinox
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was in the Krittikas. I think the present Brahmans are
worse off in this respect, inasmuch as they have not even
the liberty, which the passage in the Taittiriya Sanhita
accorded, though hesitatingly, to the old priests, of choosing
either the old or the new calendar. To use the words of

Professor Max Muller we must in such cases, therefore, “keep

our preconceived notions of what people call primitive
humanity in abeyance for a time,” and form our judgment
of antiquity, as we do of other facts, solely upon evidence.

We have seen in the last chapter that the evidence for
placing the vernal equinox in the Krittikas consisted of (1)
the lists of the Nakshatras a

ll beginning with the Krittikas,

(2) the winter solstice then falling in the month o
f Magha,

(3) the Nakshatra at the summer solstice being presided

over by the pitris, and (4) the possibility o
f considering, as

Bentley suggested, the portion o
f

the Nakshatra a
t

the

autumnal equinox as divided b
y

the equinoctial colure. In

short, if the year was supposed to have begun in the month
Magha, the position o

f

the four cardinal points o
f

the ecliptic

as referred to the Nakshatras, was consistent with, and

so indirectly established the truth of, such a supposition.

Let us see if we can produce similar evidence for establish
ing the hypothesis (for it is no better at present) that the
year in the old Vedic days began, as stated in the Brahma
mas, with the Phalguni full moon, and that thewinter solstice
occurred o

n that day. O
n
a rough calculation the vernal

equinox, must recede two divisional Nakshatras to make

the seasons fall back by one month. If the winter solstice,
therefore, occurred in the month o

f Phalguna, one month

in advance of Magha, in the old Vedic days, the vernal
equinox must then have been in Mrigashiras o
r two Nak

------

* India: what it can teach u
s
2 p
.

112.
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shatras in advance of the Krittikas. Taking the data given

in the Vedanga Jyotisha as h
is basis, the late Krishna

Shastri Godbolº h
a
s

thus calculated" the position o
f

the

four cardinal points o
f

the ecliptic, when the winter solstice

a
s stated in the Brahmanas, occurred o
n the full-moon day

in the month of Phalguna— . . . . . . ;

(1
)

The winterºsolstice in 3
°

2
0
'

o
f

the divisional

. . . Uttara Bhadrapada; tº . . . . . . . .

(2). The vernal equinox in the beginning o
f Arira;

(3) The summer solstice in 10° ofUttara Phalguni; and

. (4) The autumnal equinox in the middle of Mula;

o
r giving up the system o
f reckoning by the divisional por

tions of the Zodiac, we have, roughly speaking, the winter
solstice quite near the asterism o

f

Uttara Bhadrapada, the
vernal equinox between the head and the right shoulder

o
f

Orion o
r

about 3
°

east o
f Mrigashiras, the summer sol

stice a
t
a distance o
f

within 2
° east o
f Uttara Phalguni,

and the autumnal equinox about 5
°

east o
f

the asterism o
f

Mula. If we suppose the vernal equinox to coincide with
Mrigashiras, the three other cardinal points are brought

nearer to the fixed asterisms, and this appears to be the
more probable position o

f

the equinoxes and the solstices

in those days. But without entering into these details, it

will be evident from this that when the winter solstice fell on

the Phalguni full-moon the vernal equinox must b
e very

near the asterism o
f Mrigashiras or two Nakshatras in

advance o
f

the Krittikas. We have now to see what evidence

there is in the Vedic works from which this old position o
f

the four principal points in the ecliptic may b
e established.

There appears to be n
o express passage in the Vedic

* See his essay on the Antiquity o
f

the Vedas, p
.

19.
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works, which states that Mrigashiras, like the Krittikas
was ever the mouth of the Nakshatras. But what is so

lost may still be discovered, in the words of Prof. Max Muller,

‘‘hidden in the secret drawers of language.” Mrigashiras
may not be specifically described as the first of the Naksha
tras; but the word Agrahayani which Amarasinha (i.3.23),
gives as a synonym for Mrigashiras, and which supplies
according to Panini, a derivative word for the month of
Margashirsha tells the same tale. Agrahayani literally means
“commencing the year;” and the question is how did the

Nakshatra come to be so called ! In explaining the forma
tion of this word all native lexicologists, begin by asswºm
ing that the full-moon in the month of Margashirsha was
the first night of the year, hence called Agrahayani, and as
this full-moon occurred in the month of Margashirsha the
month itself was called Agrahayamika. There is no gram

matical inconsistency so far. But when these lexicographers

further tell us that the Nakshatra itselfwas called Agrahayani

as Amarsinsha has done, because the full-moon in the vicinity

of that Nakshatra commenced the year in old days,”one feels
that there is something wrong in this explanation. The ordi
nary course is to name the full-moon or any other day after
the Nakshatra, as Chaitri, Pawsham, Pawski, &c. (Pan.iv.2.3),

while in ths present case the order is reversed and the
Nakshatra, we are told, is named after the full-moon. It
it true that the lexicographers were, to a certain extent,
compelled to adopt such a course, as they could not other
wise explain why Agrahayani, a term usually denoting a
full-moon night, should have been given as a synonym for

- * See Bhanu Dikshita's commentary on Amar. i. 3. 23. He
explains the word thus—srā trawwear: I Hrútárğārºa Tºngit: I
astrast ºutfiſh ºrº I strasia'ſ irºnſiſt I wºrmwww.afraut
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the Nakshatra of Mrigashiras by Amarasinha. But what
ever their motive, we have now to see if their explanations,
as well as the statement in Amara, are correct. Turning

to Panini we find no authority for this converse process.

The word Agrahayani occurs in Panini iv
.
2
. 22, which lays

down the rule that the derivative names of months are

formed from Agrahayani and Ashvattha, b
y

the addition

o
f thak," as a necessary termination; and this gives u
s

the
words Agrahayanika and Ashvatthika for the months o

f

Margashirsha and Ashvina. Now in the previous sutra.
(iv. 2. 21) Panini states that the names o

f

the months are
derived from the names o

f

the full-moon days that occur

in those months. It appears, therefore, that he understood
Agrahayani to mean the full-moon and not the Nakshatra

o
f Mrigashiras. The word Agrahayani occurs thrice in

Panini (iv. 2
, 22; 3. 50: and v
. 4.110) and in all places

it denotes the full-moon day. It is not, however, clear
whether Panini treated it as a word derived in the same

manner as Chaitri, &c. If we, however, rely o
n analogy

there is every reason to hold that Agrahayani, like Kartiki
and Phalgwni, may have been derived from Agrahayama and
that this may originally b

e the name o
f

the Nakshatra o
f

Mrigashiras. This supposition derives support from the
fact that if

,

like Amarasinha, we take Agrahayani a
s

synonymous with the Nakshatra of Mrigashiras and follow
the native grammarians in deriving this name of the Nak
shatra from that o

f

the full-moon, it is very difficult to

account for the initial long vowed in Agrahayami. All

*The sutras of Panini referred to in this discussion are #sºut

sºr: aſſº; (iv. 2. 3)
,

smeariuţārsīſā stararh (iv. 2. 21), sm
asrava'usurgºs (iv. 2.22), fºrtrfºray (iv. 1.41) and wºrſt
*Tag (v. 4.38). --
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lexicographers derive the word from Agra and Hayama

combined in a Bahuvrihi compound and afterwards adding

the feminine termination; thus Agrit +hayana-Fi. But
the feminine termination cannot be added without a pre

vious suffix (an) which also gives the intial long vowel,
as i is not a general feminine suffix, but is only used in special
cases. We cannot get this am by Panini iv. 2. 3

.,

a
s

Agrahayama is not the name o
f
a Nakshatra according to

Amarasinha. Various Guggestions have, therefore, been
made to account for the initial long vowel. Bhattoji suggests

that we should obtain the long vowel b
y

including
Agrahayama in the Prajnadi list (Pan. v. 4.38); but in the
Ganapatha, the list is not said to be a ‘specimen list,” nor

is the word Agrahayana specifically included in the list
there given. Boehtlingk and Roth in their dictionary

obtain the long vowel by Pan. v. 4. 36; but here 3
6 may

probably be a misprint for 38. Taranatha in his Vachas
patya obtains the long vowel by Panini v. 2. 102, Wartika l;

but Jyotsnadi is not again expressly said to be a ‘specimen

list.” Bhanu Dikshita, the son o
f Bhattoji, in his commentary

o
n Amarat adopts his father's view and refutes that o
f

Mukuta. The latter obtains the initial long vowel from the
very fact that the word itself is so pronounced b

y

Panini

in iv 2.22; but this gives us Agrahayami as a ready made
word at once, and Mukuta had to assign some reason why

the word should have been again included in the Gauradi
list in Pan. iv

.

1
. 41. Mukuta's explanation is that Panini

thereby intends to show that the feminine termination in

Agrahayani is not dropped in compounds. But Bhanu

* strºfanºr, meaning that the list is not exhaustive.

1 See p
.

6
2

o
f

the Bombay Ed. o
f Bhanu Dikshita's com, o
n

Amara.
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Dikshita replies by observing that the Gauradi list was
never intended for the purpose and that as regards the
accent we can get it otherwise. Bhanu Dikshita's own
explanation or that of his father Bhattoji also dispenses

with the necessity of including the word in the Gauradi list
as they obtain the feminine suffix i by Pan. iv

.

l. 15; and

so in replying to Mukuta h
e

observes a
t

the end that the

“inclusion o
f

the word in the Gauradi list is questionable.”

Thus if we suppose Amarasinha to be correct and accept

either Bhattoji's or Mukuta's derivation o
f Agrahayani we

shall have to hold that the word in question was either
wrongly included or subsequently inserted in the Gauradi
list and that Panini, who knew the word, forgot to insert

it in the Prajnadi or the Jyotsnadi list. Both the explana
tions are again open to the objection that in this instance
the Nakshatra is named after the full-moon as against the
usual method given b

y

Panini in iv
.
2
. 3
. -

The whole o
f

this difficulty, however, vanishes, if we give
up the notion, that the full-moon night in the month o

f

Margashirsha might have commenced the year a
t

one time
and that the name o

f

the Nakshatra a
s given by Amara

must be derived from the name o
f

the full-moon. There is

n
o express authority in the Vedic works to support such a

theory and a closer examination o
f

Panini's swiras points
to the same conclusion. Months in the Hindu calendar

receive their names from the full-moon nights occurring in

them; and the characteristics o
f
a month are the same a
s

those o
f

the full-moon night after which it is named. If the
full-moon night in Margashirsha was, therefore, ever the
new-year's night then the month itself would have come to

b
e properly called the first month o
f

the year. In other
words the month o

f Margashirsha would itself, in that case,
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be called Agrahayana. Boehtlingk and Roth do interpret

the word Agrahayama in this way on the authority of Shab
da-kalpa-druma and Taranatha has done the same probably

on the same authority, for none quotes any passage where
the word is so used. Now if Agrahayama ever meant the
month of Margashirsha, the word would also assume the

form Agrahayana on the ground given above by Bhattöji;"
and we shall have Agrahayama as another name of the
month of Margashirsha. The word occurs in the Gauradi
list (Pan. iv. 1. 41), and therefore must be taken to have
been known to Panini. What did he understand it to
mean There is strong ground to hold that he could not
have understood it to mean the month. of Margashirsha.

For if we suppose that in Panini's times there were two
forms of the word in this sense—Agrahayana and Agraha

Ayanika—he would have rather mentioned Agrahayani in iv
.

2
. 23,f along with Chaitri, &c. which gives the double forms

Chaitra and Chaitrika and not with Ashwattha in iv
.

2
. 22f

a
s

h
e has now done. We may, therefore, infer that Agra

hayamika was the only sanctioned form o
f

the word to denote

the month o
f Margashirsha in Panini's time. This means

that Panini did not know of the theory which makes the
year commence with the Margashirshi full-moon night o

r

the month o
f Margashirsha (Agrahayama). If so, he could

* Bhanu Dikshita, in his commentary on Amara i. 4.14, gives

Agrahayana as a synonym for Margashirsha o
n the authority o
f

Purushottama and obtains the initial long vowel b
y including the

word in the Jyotsnadi list.

f The sutras ere—sirasraozºgiºrgºs (iv. 2. 22) fºrmſ ºr.
**Ifrqāvūſārfäää fºr; (iv. 2.23). As the sutras follow each
other it is natural to suppose that Agrayahani, if it gave rise to

two forms, would have been included in the second sutra.
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not have derived the word Agrahayani for the full-moon

night directly by taking it to be a Bahuvrihi compound."
The only other alternative is to derive it as we derive
Chaitri and other similar words, and I think this is what
Panini meant. For, if he had been aware of any such diff.”
culty in the formation of Agrahayani, a word thrice used
by him, and especially in obtaining the initial long vowel
as Bhattoji and others have felt by taking it to be a
Bahuvrihi compound, he would have naturally noticed it
himself. I therefore conclude that Panini derived Agra
Jayani from Agrahayana, as the name of a Nakshatra.
In this case we can derive Agrahayani in a simple and easy
manner. For by Panini iv

.
2
, 3
,

we get the initial long
vowel, when derivative words are formed from the names

o
f

the Nakshatras to express time; we now want the femi
nine suffix i, and though this could have been obtained b

y

Pan. iv
.
1
. 15, yet, for accentual purposes, it may be consi

dered as provided for by the inclusion o
f

the word Agrº
hayanat in the Gauradi list in Pam. iv

.
1
. 41. We can thus

derive the word in the ordinary way, and unless we have
strong grounds to maintain that it was really the full-moon
night and not the Nakshatra, which commenced the year,

we shall not be justified in accepting unusual derivations
and explanations o

f

these words. It is true that the word
Agrahayana a

s denoting a Nakshatra is now lost and
Amarasinha only gives Agrahayani and not Agrahayana a

s

* For then the the full-moon night, and hence the month,

would itself be the commencement o
f

the year.

+ Doubts have been raised as to the exact form o
f

the word
mentioned in the Gauradi list, and Bhanu Dikshita goes so far a
s

to question whether the word was really included in the list by
Panini.
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a synonym for the Nakshatra of Mrigashiras. But I shall
presently show that Amarasinha is not alone in misconceiv
ing the meaning of these old words. The theory that the
Margashirshi full-moon was the first night of the year, has
been the source of many other errors in later literature;

but before examining these it was necessary to show how
the theory has distorted the natural meaning and derivation

of the very words on which it appears to have been based.
As remarked above if there be any express or cogent autho
rity to support the theory we might connive at the etymo
logical difficulties, but if it be found that the theory is
inconsistent with many other facts, or leads, as I shall pre
sently show, to absurd results, the etymological distortions
would afford us an additional ground for rejecting it

.

We shall now examine in detail the theory that the full
moon night in Margashirsha was once the first night o

f

the
year. S

o

far as I am aware, there is no express authority
for such an hypothesis except the statement in the Bhagavad
Gita (x. 35) where Krishna tells Arjuna that he, Krishna,

is “Margashirsha of the months (and), Vasanta of the
seasons.” Anandagiri in his gloss on Shankara's Bhashya
upon the Gita, observes that Margashirsha is here specially

selected because it is a month of plenty. But the reason

does not appear to be either sufficient o
r satisfactory; for

the next sentence, and in fact the whole context, shows

that Margashirsha was here intended to be the first of the
months. The principal commentators on the Gita are too
philosophical to notice this point, but in a commentary

written b
y

Surya Pandit, a
n astronomer, entitled the

Paramartha-prapa, I find that h
e explains the statement

o
n

the ground that Margashirsha was otherwise called
Agrahayamika, and the latter word denotes that the full
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moon night in this month was the first night of the year.”

If we accept this explanation, and no other plausible one is
forthcoming, it appears that this statement in the Bhagavad

Gita was based on an etymological misconception of the
meaning of the term Agrahayanika; and later writers : like
Amarasinha and Wagbhata,” simply followed the Gita in
assigning the same position to the month of Margashirsha.

We may, therefore, treat all these statements as coming from
one source and representing a certain period of the Sanskrit
literature, whon native scholars first misconceived the
primary meaning of Agrahayanika. I have already shown
that, properly understoodd, the etymology of the word gives

little room fo
r

such a misconception. Agrahayanika is really

a derivative word and cannot therefore mean that the

month denoted b
y

it was the first in the year just as `

Jyeshtha does not mean the eldest month. But it appears

that the tradition about Mrigashiras (Agrahayama). ever
being the first o

f

the Nakshatras, was completely lost in

those days, and native scholars believed, o
n

what they con

* The commentary is printed at Poona. The words in the

original are—arr anfur. Tºaſtrºën a
s fºrffºrtafeñºrasrar

“frºmiſiúTHra 1 stragravtzreat aragraſºft Isſa Qarqsrafuran ºri
arrºſièrara I stirska arrºr gearraſſrºfºrº If Anandagiri's
explanation b

e correct then the Gita is not opposed, to deriving
Agrahayani from Agrahayana, the name o

f
a Nakshatra, and

the whole o
f

the above discussion would b
e unnecessary, -

+Vagbhate, in his larger work entitled Ashtangasangraha,

otherwise calledVriddha Vagbhata enumerates the months asbe
ginning with Margashirsha. In i.4 of the work the Uttarayana is

said to commence with Magha, while Margashirsha is mentioned

first amongst the months there enumerated, much after the same
way as Amara has done in i, 4

,

1
3 and 14.
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sidered to be sound etymological grounds that the month

and not the Nakshatra was the commencement of the year.

Once started and embodied in the Gita, the theory gained

an easy and rapid currency amongst native scholars, all of
whom naturally felt bound to shape their views accordingly.

And not only literary scholars, but astronomors appear to
have done the same. In old astronomical works the year
commenced with the winter solstice and the first month of
the year meant the first month of the Uttarayana which
commenced with this solstice. If then the Margashirshi
full-moon was said to be the first night of the year, an as
tronomer would naturally understand such statement to

inean that the winter solstice fell on the full-moon day of
Margashirsha. Now if we suppose that the Margashirshifull
moon was thus the night of the winter solstice, it would
mean that the full moon on that day happened to be near
the asterism of Mrigashiras. With the sun at the winter
solstice, the moon, to be full, must be near the summer
solstice; and therefore the summer solstice must have then

coincided with the asterism of Mrigashiras. The vernal
equinox is 90° behind the summer solstice; and if Mriga

shiras coincided with the latter, the vernal eqninox would
then be 90° behind the asterism of Mrigashiras This is
the only logical and mathematical conclusion possible, if
we accept the theory that the full-moon night in Marga
shirsha was the first night of the year at the winter solstice.
And what does it mean ' It means a clear mathematical
absurdity to us, though older astronomers, not realizing its
full effect, invented an explanation to account for it
.

The
Surya Siddhanta (viii. 2.9) gives 63 a
s the polar longitude

e
f Mrigashiras, counting from Revati. Now if the vernal
equinox was 90° behind the asterism o
f Mrigashiras, it was
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90°–63°–27° behind the asterism of Revati!" The Vedic
works, on the other hand, mention the Krittikas as the first

-

of the Nakshatras, and the winter solstice is shewn to have
then occurred in the month of Magha. This means that the

vernal equinox must be placed at least 26° 40', or nearly 27°
in front of Revati. Now imagine the position of the Indian
astronomer, who could neither reject the statement in the

Vedic works, nor the one in the Bhagavad Gita. Both were
sacred and unquestionable texts, an i it would be no wonder

if
,
to his great relief, he got over the difficulty b
y

proposing

a libration of the equinoxes, 27 o
n either side o
f Revati

The hypothesis is now given up by modern astronomers a
s

mathematically incorrect; but n
o

reason has yet been as
signed why it found place in the Hindu astronomy. A

.

theory may be erroneous, but even an erroneous theory

cannot become prevalent without a good cause. It has been
suggested b

y

Bentley and approved by Prof. Whitney†, that
the limits o

f

the libration might have been determined by

the fact that the earliest recorded Hindu year had been
made to begin when the sun entered the asterism o

f Krit.

, tika or 26° 40' in front of Revati. But this alone is not
enough to suggest the theory o

f libration. For, unless the
Hindu astronomer had grounds—to him conclusive and

* This may imply that the Surya Siddhanta was in existence at

the time when the libration theory was started. I think it was.
But it has been suggested that the libration theory might have been
subsequently inserted therein (See Whitney's Sur. Sid., p.104). It

is not, however, necessary to make any supposition regarding the
existence o
f

the Surya Siddhanta at this time, as almost a
ll

other

Siddhantas give the same bhoga, viz., 63% for Mrigashiras. See
Colebrooke's Essays, Vol. ii

.,
p
.

325 (table).

# See Surya Siddhanta, p
.

103.
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; otherwise inexplicable—for holding that the vernal equinox

fell 27° on each side of Revati, he would not have proposed
the libration of the equinoxes. So far as I know no such
grounds have been yet discovered by modern scholars, and if
the explanation given above accounts for the theory in a

ll

it
s details, I see no reason why it should not be accepted as

a probable explanation. Perhaps, it may b
e asked, what

grounds I have to suppose that the astronomers com
bined the two statements declaring that Magha and Marga
shirsha were both, each in its turn, the first months of the
year, and so obtained the theory o

f

the libration o
f

the

equinoxes. This is
,

however, not the place to g
o fully into

this: discussion; for all that I am bound to prove, as far as

the present inquiry is concerned, is that if w
e

accept the
theory that the Margashirsha full-moon was ever the new
year's night, it leads u

s to an absurd conclusion, and this

is evident from the above whether it does or does not give

the real explanation o
f

the libration theory. I may, how
ever, remark that when we actually find Amarasinha first

stating (i
.
4
.

13) that “seasons comprise two months each
beginning with Magha, and three such seasons make a

n
ſtyana,” and then in the very next verse enumerating the

Anonths commencing with Margashirsha; there is nothing
extraordinary in the supposition that some Hindu astrono

mers might have similarly attempted to reconcile what were
then regarded as the two beginnings o

f

the year, b
y

placing

the statements in juxtaposition and pushing them to their
logical conclusions. On the contrary, I should have been
surprised if the Hindu astronomers had not done so.

But, apart from the origin o
f

libration theory, I think

, it is clear that, if we accept that the Margashirsha full-moon
was ever a new-year's night, in the sense that the winter
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solstice occurred at that time, we are inevitably landed on

an absurdity. By the ordinary process of reductio ad
absurdum, we are thus compelled to abandon the theory that

the full-moon in Margashirsha once began the year at the

winter solstice. Native scholars and astronomers, who did

not realize the absurdity, accepted the theory of the libra
tion of the equinoxes as the only possible way of reconciling

the two statements in their sacred books. We now know

that the equinox cannot be placed 27° behind Revati, unless

it be either in the beginning of the present cycle of the
precession of the eqinoxes or about 600 years hereafter,

and we should have no difficulty in rejecting the premises

that give us such a conclusion. Perhaps it may be urged

that the full-moon night in Margashirsha might have been

called the new-year's night in some other sense.* Yes, it
Tº The only other explanation, I know o

f,

is that given by
Bentley in his Historical Survey o

f

the Hindu Astronomy pp.

5-27. Bentley divides the zodiac into 2
7 lunar mansions, begin

ning with Shravishtha in the winter solstice, a
s in the Vedan

g
a Jyotisha. Then h
e divides it again into 1
2 tropical months

beginning with Megha. The beginning o
f Magha and the di

visional Shravishtha thus coincide a
t

this time. Now the be
ginning o

f

each month must fall back owing to the precession

o
f

the equinoxes; and in thus receding if the beginning o
f any

month coincided with any fixed lunar mansion, o
n the

6th lunar day, the month, says Bentley, was made t
o commence

the year ! But what authority is there in native astronomical

works for such a
n elaborate and artificial theory to determine

the commencement o
f

the year ! Native astronomers are surely

expected to know better the theory o
n which they commenced

their year. Then, according to Bently's calculations, Ashvina

was the first month in 1192 B.C. and Kartika in 645 B
.

C
.

But

there is n
o

evidence whatsoever in the Sanskrit literature t
o

co: roborate thcse results. Again why should either o
f

these months
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might b
e
;

but what evidence is there that any native

scholars ever thought o
f it ! None that I know o
f. There

are only two beginnings o
f

the year known in arcient Hindu
literature. I have shown that the winter solstice could not
have occurred o

n the full-moon in Margashirsha, and by

the same method we can prove the improbability o
f

the

vernal eqxinox falling o
n that day. For if we suppose the

Margashirsha full-moon to be the new-year's night, in the
sense that the vernal equinox occurred on that date, we

must make the asterism o
f Abhijit coincide with the vernal

equinox. This gives u
s about 20,000 years B
.

C
.

for the
period when these positions could have been true. The
author o

f

the Bhagavata Purana appears to have had some

such theory in his mind when h
e paraphrased (xi. 16. 27)

the above quoted verse in the Gita by “I am Margashirsha

o
f

the months, Abhijit of the Nakshatras,” and the late
Krishna Shastri Godbole took this statement for a record

o
f
a real tradition . This illustrates the danger of relying

on traditions in later books, without tracing them to their
source in the oldest works we possess.

We must therefore rise above these etymological spe
culations o

f

the native scholars o
f

what Prof. Max Muller.

not have been called Agrahayanika ż Bently supposes that this

method was in force till 538 A
.

D.; if so, why should Pausha not
become Agrahayanika instead o

f Margashirsha, in 451 B.C. '

Bentley's unsupported speculation must, therefore, be rejected as

imaginary. It gives no reason why Margashirsha, the third of

the several months which, according to his theory, would succes
sively begin the year from 1192 B.C. to 538 A. D., should
alone have been called Agrahayanika, and none whatever why the
Nakshatra should b
e called Agrahayani contrary to the usual
rule, according to which the word should denote the full-moon day.
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once called the Renaissance period of the Sanskrit lite
rature. It is these speculations that have given us the li
bration theory and interrupted the tradition of Agrahayana,
coming down to us intact. It is difficult to say how these
etymological speculations originated. Perphas the word
Agrahayawnika was in course of time corrupted by non
user into Agrahayana on the analogy of Chaitra and Chai
trika, and such corruption gave rise to these speculations,

or it might be that the year locally commenced with Mar
gashirsha in certain provinces, and attempts were made
to find an authority for such custom in the etymological
meaning of the word Agrahayanika. It appears to me more
probable, however, that the old tradition about the Nak
shatra gradually got connected with the month which was
named after it as in the case of Kartika, whose first rank
amongst months is suggested by Prof. Whitney “as due to
the ancient position of the Krittikas as the first among the
lunar mansions.” This is very likely if

,
a
s shown below,

the word Agrahayani was ever used to denote both the
Nakshatra and the full-moon. But whatever the origin,

the speculation was there safe under the authority and
plestige o

f

the Bhagavad Gita, and Amarasinha,who appears

to have been not wholly free from the influence o
f

such the
ories, naturally put down Agrahayani instead of Agrahayama,

a
s the name o
f

the Mrigashiras, especially a
s the latter

word Agrahayama, was not expressly mentioned by Panini.
Later lexicographers, who considered Amara and especially

the Gita to be above error, attempted to reconcile Amara's
statement with the system o
f

Panini by unusual derivations,

and astronomers appear to have vied with them in mathe
matically reconciling the real and the imginary begin

* See his Surya Siddhanta, p
.

271, (xiv. 16 m).
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nings of the year ! We must, therefore, set aside all these :
theories and go back to the purer times of Panini, to deter
mine what was the real name of the Nakshatra. I have
already shown that Panini knew the word Agrahayana and
also that he could not have understood it to mean the month
of Margashirsha. It is

,

therefore, evident that he used it

a
s
a derivative from Agrahayana in the sense o
f

time a
s

given in Panini iv
.
2
.
3
. If so
,

h
e considered Agrahayana to

b
e a name o
f

the Nakshatra o
f Mrigashiras. Amarsinha's

Agrahayani is
,

therefore, either an error or a feminine ad
jective for the tara o

f Mrigashiras meaning exactly the

same thing as Agrahayana; thus Agrahayana = Agrahaya.
*q (Pan. v. 4. 38), Agrahayama + i (Pan. iv

.

1.15)= Agraha
Ayami." In support of this derivation, may be cited the fact
that Mrigashiras was once considered to be a feminine

word. Mukuta and Bhanu Dikshitat both quote, Bopalita

who gives the neuter and the feminine forms o
f Mrigashiras.

Ramanatha is his Trikanda Viveka, gives a quotation from
Rabhasa and another from a Smriti to the same effect. If
the word Mrigashiras was thus ever used in the feminine
gender, the feminine adjective Agrahayani might have
been used a

s
a synonym for the same, not because it was

the name o
f

the full-moon, but because the asterism was
spoken o

f
in the feminine gender. This may account for

*:This is open to the objection that we have to include Agra
hayama in the Prajnadi list.

i.Amara i. 3 23. Bhanu Dikshita's commentary is printed in

Bombay and Mukuta's and Kshirasvamin's are published in

Anundoram Borooah's unfortunately incomplete edition of Ama
ra's lexicon.

-

{See 9xtracts from Ramanatha's com. in Anundoram Bo
rooah's publication, p
.

112.
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the fact why Amarasimha lays particular stress on this point.

For says he “Mrigashirsham (is) Mrigashiras ; Agrahayani

(is used) to denote the very 8ame";” thus implying that a
feminine word is used to denote what he supposed might be
regarded only in the neuter gender. This is

,

indeed,a plau
sible explanation It not only absolves Amarasinha from
the charge o

f having given a wrong, o
r
a
t

least a distorted,
word, but makes him warn his readers not to misunder
stand the word Agrahayani for the full-moon night—a mis
take into which almost all his commentators have, however,

unfortunately fallen. It may further explain why instead

o
f

the Nakshatra, the full-moon day (both o
f

which were on

this theory denoted by the same word Agruhayani) came

to be regarded as the first night o
f

the year and so gave

rise to later speculations. But the fact that Amarasinha

mentions Margashirsha first amongst the months shows

that he was not altogether free from the influence o
f

the
speculative theory; and the explanation above stated must

therefore b
e accepted with caution.

But whatever explanations we may adopt to defend
Amara, I think it will be plain from the above that, so far

a
s

our purpose is concerned, we must reject the explanation

o
f

the commentators o
f Amara, who derive the name o
f

the
Nakshatra, as given by Amara, from Agrahayani, the name

o
f

the full-moon. After this we may either suppose Agra
hayama o

r Agrahayani or Agrahayani to be the name o
f

the Nakshatra, for in every case the difference consists only

in the form and gender and not in the derivation, o
r

the
meaning o

f

the word. Thus understood Agrahayani orAgra
hayama both give u
s

the same meaning, viz., that the year.

was in the front of the Nakshatra o
f Mrigashiras; or in other

* Thus–Hºrsfrº Hºtfurºwfºrwarasra-fi Why aftairs •
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words commenced with it
. If what I have said above is

enough to prove this, I do not care to insist on a particular
form, whether masculine, feminine,or neuter, o

f Agrahayama

which as an adjective is the basis o
f

a
ll

such forms. With
this reservation, I may, I think, in what follows use the
word Agrahayama to denote the Nakshatra o

f Mrigashiras

and a
s evidencing the circumstance that it was so called

b3cause it was the first Nakshatra in the year.
Corresponding to the winter solstice in Phalguna, we
thus have the asterism o

f Mrigashiras o
f Agrahayama to

commence the year from the vernal equinox, much after
the same manner as the Krittikas were said to be, the mouth
of the Nakshastras when the winter solstice fell in the month

o
f Magha. The express statement in the Brahmanas that

the Phalguni full-moon commenced the year from, as I have
previously shown, the winter solstice, is thus borne out by

the tradition which we find treasured u
p

in Agrahayani.

Now if the vernal equinox was near the asterism of Mriga
shiras the autumnal equinox would b

e in Mula. It has been
ingeniously suggested by Bentley that this name signifying

“root o
r origin” may have been given to the Nakshatra

because it was once the first amongst the asterisms and h
e

has actually given a list o
f

the Nakshastras beginning with
Mula; but h

e

does not appear to have used it except to

show that when one o
f

the twenty eight Nakshastras was
dropped the divisional Jyeshtha and Mula both began from
the same fixed point in the heavens,—a position which gives

him the vernal equinox in the beginning o
f

the Zodiacal
portion o

f

the Krittikas. I have already shown that we
cannot suppose that the old Vedic priests made observations

o
f imaginary lines in the heavens, and Bentley's explanation
which entirely depends o
n

the mathematical divisions o
f
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the Zodiac is not therefore satisfactory. Nor can I accept
Prof. Whitney's suggestion that Mula “may perhaps have
been so named from it

s being considerably the lowest o
r

farthest to the southward o
f

the whole series o
f

asterisms

and hence capable o
f being looked upon as the root o
f all

the asterisms.” I should rather suggest that Mula was so

called because it
s acronycal rising marked the commence

ment o
f

the year a
t

the time when the vernal equinox was
near Mrigashiras and the winter solstice fell o

n the Phal
guni full-moon. Agrahagama setting with the sun in the
west and Mula rising in the east then marked the beginning

o
f

the year, and this position o
f

Mula is likely to be especially

noted as the heliacal rising and setting o
f
a star, and so o
f

Agrahayama, is difficult to be accurately watched. The
etymological meaning o

f

Mula may thus be said to supply

a sort o
f

corroborative evidence for placing the vernal
equinox in Muigashiras though, in absence o

f
other strong

grounds, it is of no better value than a similar conjecture

o
f Bentley about the name Vishakha, noticed in the last

chapter. . . .

I have already mentioned before that the year was di
vided into two ayamas, the northern and the southern, and
that though originally the northern ayama indicated the
passage o

f

the sun to the north of the equator yet it afterwards
came to indicate the passage o

f

the sun from the winter
to the summer solstice. I have also stated that after this
change was made a

ll

the attributes o
f

the older ayamas.

must have been gradually transferred to the new ones,
though the old division was concurrently kept up; and
that the new ideas were formed solely with reference to the
solstitial division cf the year. Thus the Pitriyana during

* See his Surya siddhante, p. 194.
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which time the sun in older times went down the equator

must have come to be regarded, for some purposes at least,

as commencing from the summer solstice. With the winter
solstice occuring on the Phalguni full-moon day, we shall
have the summer solstice on the Bhadrapadi full-moon,

so that the dark half of Bhadrapada was the first fortnight

in the Pitriyana, understood as commencing on the summer
solstice. It was thus pre-eminently the fortnight of the
pitris or the manes; and to this day, every Hindu celebrates
the feast to the manes in this fortnight. As far as I know
no reason has yet been advanced why the dark half of
Bhadrapada should be called the fortnight of the pitris
(pitri-paksha) and why special feasts to the manes should
be ordained at this particular period of the year. With the
winter solstice in the asterism of Uttara Bhadrapada, that

is when it occurred on the Phalguni full-moon, the matter
is simply and satisfactorily explained. For then the Dak
shihayana or summer solstice commenced on the dark half
of Bhadrapada and this fortnight therefore naturally be
came the first fortnight in the ayama of the manes."

And not only the Hindus but the Parsis celebrate their
feast to the manes at the same time. The coincidence is

*This explanation implies that the feast to the manes became
permanently fixed at this time; and there is nothing improbable in

it
.

For as the Parsis hold similar feasts on corresponding days

we must suppose that these feasts became fixed long before the
Parsis and the Indians separated.When the vernal equinox receded

to theKrittikas the feasts still continued to be celebrated in the dark

half of Bhadrapada. But though the priests could not alter the days

o
f

these feasts, yet in assigning deities to the Nakshatras they re
cognised the change b
y

making pitris preside over Magha a
t the
summer solstice.
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important inasmuch as we are here dealing with periods
of antiquity when the Indian, the Iranian, and the Hellenic
Aryas must have lived together, and if our theory is correct
it is sure to be corroborated by the customs, practices, and
traditions of the other two sections of the Aryan race. I
shall in the next two chapters show that there is ample
independent evidence of this kind confirmatory of the theory
that Mrigashiras commenced the equinoctial year in those
early days. At present I shall only refer to the conclusions
of Dr. Geiger as to the nature of what he calls the primitive
or the oldest Avesta calendar. He takes madhyaryo—which
literally means not ‘mid-winter, but ‘mid-year'—as his
basis and concludes that in the primitive Avesta calendar
the year commenced with the summer solstice.* This is
just what we should expect. The Indian Aryans com
menced their year from the winter solstice or the beginning
of the Uttarayana and the Iranians, who in such matters
always took a diametrically opposite view, naturally com
menced it with the summer solstice the beginning of the
Dakshinayana, thus bringing the Brwma (or the winter
Solstice) in the middle of the year. But the coincidence
does not stop here; and in the light of the old Indian
calendar we are in a position to explain some difficult points
in the primitive Avesta calendar. The Hindu pitri-paksha
or the fortnight of the manes commenced with the summer
solstice, while the Iranians celebrated their feasts to the
manes just at the same time. The first month in their
calendar was called Fravashimam or the month of the manes,
and, according to the primitive calendar determined by

* See Dr. Geiger's Civilization of the Eastern Iranians in

Ancient Times, translated b
y

Darab Dastur Pheshtotan Sanjana

Vol. I.
,
p
.

153.
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Dr. Geiger, this first month, when the feasts to the manes
were celebrated,” began with the summer solstice. Again

the fourth month of the Avesta calender was Tishtryehe or
the month of Tistrya, which has been identified with the star

Sirius. Counting with Bhadrapada in the summer solstice,

the fourth month in the Hindu calendar would be Marga

shirsha or the month of Mrigashiras, which Nakshatra is
quite near Sirius. We can now also easily explain why
Dathw8ho should have deen dedicated to the Ceator.

Beginning with Fravashinam in the summer solstice,

Dathusho begins exactly at the vernal equinox, and as mark
ing the revival of nature it was properly dedicated to the
Creator. Roth again was partially correct when he ima
gined that Dathusho must have once commenced the year
inasmuch as it was dedicated to the Creator Ahuramazda.
For from the old Hindu calendar we see that the vernal

equinox was also a beginning of the year. In the primitive
Avesta calendar we can thus discover the traces of the year,

beginning with the vernal equinox and also from the sum
mer solstice (in opposition to the Hindu winter solstice)
in Bhadrapada, the month of the manes. These coinci
dences, especially about the month of the manes, cannot be

said to be merely accidental. The worshippers of Ahura

* The last five days of the old year and the first five days of the
new year are called “Fravardigan” days. During these ten days

the frohars (fravashi or fravarti) the spiritual representatives of
the deceased are believed to come to the houses” of men on the

earth. See Dr. Haug's Essays on the Parsis, p. 225 note. At
present the Hindu feasts extend over the whole of the fortnight.
We, however, find an alternative period recorded in the Nirnaya.

Sindhu, which states that the feasts may extend over a fortnight,

ten days or five days
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mazda changed the commencement of the year from the
winter to the summer solstice, but as observed by Roth “a
sacred and solemn feast could not be removed from its
place in the year,” and this affords therefore, a comparatively

reliable ground to identify the Avesta and the Vedic year.

We find nothing in the Avesta to explain why the first
month of the year should have heen devoted to the manes;
but, as observed by Dr. Geiger in respect of the legend of
Yama, the knowledge of it might in course of time have
been lost to the worshippers of Ahuramazda. We can, how
over, now easily explain it from the statement in the Vedic
works that Phalguni full-moon was once the new year's
night at the winter solstice. I know that such analogies
taken singly are of no great practical value, but when from
a consideration of the Vedic literature, we arrive at results,
which we them find so similar to those arrived at independ
ently by Zend scholars, we may certainly be led to believe
that they are not merely accidental.

To sum up: Interpreting the passage in the Taittiriya

* See Dr. Geiger's Cir. An Iran., Vol. I. p. 145. The annual
feasts to the manes amongst the Parsis came after the Ga
hanbars and is is interesting to note that the pitri-pakska is

defined in the Surya Siddhanta, xiv. 3-6, as the period of 16
days after the four Shadashiti-mukhas on festivals at intervals

of 86 days each beginning with Libra. The author of the Surya
Siddhanta is here evidently describing soule old festivals and
as Rashis were in use in his days he fixes the duration of these
festivals according to the calendar then in force. The mention
of Libra does not therefore prevent us from regarding
Shadashiti-mukhas as old festivals. But whether Shadashiti

mukhas were in any way connected with the Gahanbars it is
not easy to determine in the present state of our knowledge of
hese festivals.
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Samhita, which states that the “Phalgwni-pwrºna-masa is

the mouth of the year,” in the natural way suggested by the

context and similar other passages in no less than five
Brahmanas, to mean that the winter solstice occurred on the

Phalguni full-moon in those days, we find that Mrigashiras

has been designated by a name, which, if properly under
stood, denotes that it was the first of the cycle of the
Nakshatras, thus showing that the vernal equinox was

once near it
;

that Mula can now b
e better understood a
s the

star that rose a
t

the beginning o
f

the first night o
f

the

equinoctial year; and finally the fortnight after the summer

solstice was devoted to the feast o
f

the manes a
s the ayana

o
f

the pitris commenced a
t

that point; and that this is fully

corroborated b
y

the Parsi month o
f

the manes falling in

their primitive calender a
t

the same time. It was o
n

evidence like this that the old position o
f

the Krittikas was
determined, and I do not see why a similar conclusion about
-

Mrigashiras should not b
e allowed. It is true that no

express statement has been cited to show that Mrigashiras

commenced the cycle o
f

the Nakshatras in those days and that

some scholars may not consider the evidence o
f Agrahayawi

sufficient for the purpose. In the following chapters I

hope to show that there are a number o
f

other circumstances

—and even express texts—which leave little room for

cautious fears like these.

- -----
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CHAPTER V.
%he JTntelope's Jéead.

Mrigashiras—Its oldest form and position—Identification of
Rohini and Rudra, etc.—Plutarch on the non-Egyptian.
origin of Orion, Canis, and Ursa—Methods of interpreting
mythological legends—Storm and dawn theories—Their
insufficiency—Knowledge of the heavens amongst the ancient
Aryas—Heaven and Hell, Devayana and Pitriyana—Joined
by equinoxes, the gates of Heaven–Dogs at these gates—Ker
beros and Yama's dogs—The Chinvat bridge and the dogs
that guard it—Their identification with Canis Major and
Canis Minor, when the vernal equinox was in Orion—Celes
tial river and Charon's boat—Comparison of the Rigveda.
and the Avesta dogs—Sarama and Shunasirau—Dog (star)
commencing the year—Heliacal and acronycal rising of
Orion in spring and autumn—Wishnu and Rudra—Kerberos
and Orthros—The legend of Namuchi alias Vritra—-His
decapitation by Indra at the gates of heaven where Orthros
is stationed—Represented by the “antelope's head” in the
heavens, Writa being=Mriga—Compact between Indra and
Namuchi—Watery foam—Its identification with the Milky
Way—Legends of Rudra—How he killed Prajapati, Yajna
or Sacrifice at the beginning of the year—Shulagava.
sacrifice–Tistrya=tri-stri, the three-star belt of Orion—The
Hindu Trinity, Dattatreye—His representation in the sky.

The part of the heavens, which contains the Nakshatras,

we have now to consider, is the most attractive and interest
ing in the celestial sphere. Even a casual observer on a

clear night is sure to be attracted by it
s splendid appearance,

and the rising o
f

the sun in this portion o
f

the heavens

a
t

the beginning o
f

the year must have rendered it doubly
attractive to the ancient Aryan observers. It contains no
less than five stars o
f

the first magnitude including

Sirius and a number o
f

the second, with the stream of the

Milky Way passing through them. Here there was a

fine

field for the virgin imagination of the ancient poets and
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priests and the numerous legends that exist in almost all
the sections of the Aryan race about this portion of the
heavens fully show that they did not fail to make use of
this brilliant opportunity. I intend to examine some of
these legends in this chapter with a view to see what
corroborative evidence we may get therefrom. If we can
more naturally and easily explain the legends that relate
to this part of the heavens on the present theory, than has
hitherto been done, we may fairly conclude that we have
rightly interpreted the passages from the Brahmanas; if
not, we shall have either to revise our assumption or to
give it up entirely. But before we do so we must, as far as
possible, try to identify the asterisms and determine their
forms as described in the ancient works.

We shall first take up Mrigashiras or Agrahayani ac
cording to Amarasimha. The very name of the Nakshatra,

which means “an antelope's head,” suggests the figure of
the asterism. But the constellation consists of so many stars
that it is very difficult to say which of them might have
suggested the name. I may here remark that the doctrine
of “Yogataras” or the junction stars cannot be supposed
to have been developed in the early days we are here

*I may here, once for all, remark that though I have trans
lated the word Mrigashiras by:the “antelope's head,” I do not
mean to imply that Mriga necessarily meant “an antelope” in

the Vedic literature. It has been suggested that Mriga may
mean “a bullock” or some other animal like it

. It may, but we
have nothing to do with it

,

inasmuch e
s the word Mriga itself

is still used in the Sanskrit literature to denote the constella

tion. My translation of Mrigashiras must therefore b
e con
sidered provisional, remembering that though it may change
yet the argument in this chapter will still remain unaltered.

7
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speaking o
f. I do not mean to say that single stars may

not have been o
r

were not specifically named. But where
ever a constellation is spoken o

f,
it is more probable that

the whole group was intended, as in the case of the Seven
Bears o

r

the Krittikas; and hence the determination o
f

the junction stars, as given in later astronomical works,

cannot help us beyond indicating where we ale to look for
the constellation described in the old works. For instance,

if we take Mrigashiras we are told that one of the three
small stars in the head of Orion is the junction star. This
means that we must look for Mrigashiras in the constella
tion of Orion. But how can these three stars give us the
figure o

f

a
n antelope's head The three stars are so close

that between themselves they give u
s

n
o figure a
t

all. It

is
,

however, suggested that the two stars in the shoulders
and two in the knees of Orion give us the four feat o

f

the
antelope, whose head may then b

e said to correspond with
the three stars in the Orion's head. In short, it is the
antelope's head in the same way as it is the head of Orion.
But besides being open to the objection that this gives us
the head and not the form o

f

a
n antelope's head, the ex

planation presupposes that the whole o
f

the antelope is

in the heavens; and if Ardra b
e correctly identified with

the star in the right shoulder o
f

Orion we shall have also

to include this star in the four feet o
f

the antelope. The old
Vedic works, however, seem to lay down that it was the
head o

f

the antelope and not the antelope itself, that was
transplanted to the heavens. Referring to the legend o
f

Rudra piercing Prajapati, Sayana in his commentary on the
Shatapatha Brahmana (ii. 1.2.8)* observes that he, the

*rgºt tº furrºw...rs; furiºrainfºrgiga arms
Trafº rºwa l-Sayana’s commentary on Shat. Br. ii. 1. 2. 8:
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terrible form created by the gods, a “cut off Prajapati's head
by the arrow,” and “the arrow and the head both jumped up

to the heavens and are there stationed.” The Aitareya

Brahmana (iii. 33) gives the same story and there too

Pashuman or Bhutavan is said to have pierced Prajapati

with an arrow. But it does not distinctly say whether it
was the head or the body that was pierced by him though

in the Shatapatha Brahmana Mrigashiras is described as the
head of Prajapati. The tradition of piercing the head does
mot, however, occur in this form in the Rigveda, though in
Rig. x. 61.5-7 this story of Prajapati is alluded to

.

But

in many places where Indra is mentioned as killing Writra
we are told that he cut off the head o

f
his enemy (i

.

52. 10;

iv. 18.9; viii. 6.7) and in Rig. v. 34. 2 and viii. 93. 14,
Indra's enemy is described as appearing in the form o

f

a
n

antelope This shows that the Rigveda indirectly speaks

o
f
a
n antelope's head having been cut o
ff b
y Indra, and it

may justify us in holding that Rudra did the same. The
tradition is preserved even in the Greek mythology which
tells u

s

that Apollo, indignant a
t

her sister's affections for
Orion, made her hit, with a

n arrow, a mark in the distant
sea, which turned out to be the Orion's head.* In the
heavens we must therefore look for the “cut off head of

Mriga with the arrow pierced in it
.

There are other
circumstances which point to the conclusion. Sanskrit
writers have described a small group of stars in Mrigashiras

called Invakas. Amarasinha tells us that they are “on the
top of Mrigashiras. Now if Mrigashiras itself be under

* * See Smith's Dictionary of Classical Mythology. Ov. Fast,

v
.

537. ..., - - -

i. Thus—ankſtº ºnfurtafºlatasraºſt swaaºrtaſetstrºit
*Räir ſhakira ar: I Amara i. 3. 23, afºgūrāt-ºrrºſºfºlvià.
according to Bhanu Dikshita.
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stood:to denote the three small stars...in the head of Orion,
Invakas become identical with them and the distinction

given in Amara must be put aside as meaningless. I am,
therefore, of opinion that the asterism of Mrigashiras was
once really believed to possess the form of an antelope's

head with an arrow sticking to it
.

The mention o
f

the
arrow in these traditions a

t

once enables us to determine the

form, for the arrow can b
e readily and easily identified

with the three stars in the belt o
f

Orion. The head with

the arrow a
t

the top must therefore b
e

made u
p by taking

along with the belt the two stars in the knees and one in

the left shoulder o
f Orion somewhat as below—

It gives u
s the arrow pierced into the head and the

three stars in the belt are a
t

the top o
f

the antelope's head—

a position which Amara assigns to Invakas. I may further
observe that the ancient observers could not and would not

have selectod the three small stars in the Crion's head to

form their asterism when there were s
,

many stars o
f

the

first and second magnitude in the same portion o
f

the

heavens. Then again whatever the later astronomers may
say about the junction stars in Mrigashiras, the three stars

o
f

that asterism popularly pointed out, even a
t

present, are
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those in the belt and not in the head of Orion. I do not
mean to imply that the asterism may not have been con
ceived and figured otherwise. As a matter of fact we know
that it was figured as a hunter or a deer, and there are
good grounds to hold that these are ancient ideas" All
that I, therefore mean is that of the various figures we may
make out of the stars in the constellation of Orion, one

should be of an antelope's head with the arrow sticking to
it to represent the cut off head of Mriga, and not as the
present configuration supposes both the body and the head

of Mriga together and unseparated.

I have in what has gone above presumed that theasterism
of Mrigashiras must be looked for in the constellation of
Orion, and that the legends of Rudra and Parajapati refer
to this constellation. Some scholars, however, doubt the

correctness of this asst.naption; and so far as absolute cer
tainty is concerned their doubts may be justifiable. For,

Vedic hymns were not committed to paper till a long time
after they were sung, and there is of course no possibility

of finding therein a photograph of the portion of the heavens
referred to in the various hymns. All that we can, there
fore, do is to weigh the probabilities of the proposed identi
fications; and if this course be adopted I do not think any
reasonable doubts could be entertained about the identi-Q
fication of Mrigashiras with the constellation of Orion. To

*The constellation appears to have been variously conceived—

(1) the antelope's head; (2) the whole antelope; (3) Prajapati

either in the form of an antelope or as a person with a belt or
Yajnopavita (see the next chap.) Of these three forms I consider
the “antelope's head” to be the oldest. It will be seen that the
three forms are closely connected, and that they are the develop

ments of the same idea.
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quote the words of Prof. Whitney “there is the whole story

illustrated in the sky: the innocent and the lovely Rohini
(Aldebaran); infamous Prajapati (Orion) in full career,

after her, but laid sprawling by the three-jointed arrow
(the belt of Orion), which shot from the hand of the near
avenger (Sirius) is even now to be seen sticking in his body.

With this tale coming down to us from the first period of
Nakshatras in India who could have the least doubt of its
persistent identity from the earliest times to the latest.”
I subscribe to every word of what is here so forcibly ex
pressed. Of course, we may expect some variations of
details as the story got degenerated into Puranic legends;

but it is impossible to mistake the general identity. I shall
therefore not unnecessarily dwell upon it here.

We have seen how Mrigashiras may have been primitively

conceived. After this it is not difficult to identify the
other stars. The Rohini is no other than Aldebaran, Rudra,

is the presiding deity of Ardra, and we may therefore sup
pose Rudra to be represented by the star in the right

shoulder of Orion (a). But the Aitareya Brahmana (iii. 33)
identifies Rudra with Sirius or what is now called the
Miriga vyadha. The Milky Way does not appear to have
received a specific name in these old days, and the three
sections of the Aryan race—the Parsis, the Greeks, and the
Indians—have no common word to denote the same. Yet

it is impossible to suppose that this broad stream of stars
could have been unnoticed, and I shall show further on that
it was not. Greek Astronomy places two dogs in this part
of the heavens—Canis Major and Caniš: Minor—one on each
side of the Milky Way, and it has been doubted whether

* See Prof. Whitney's Essay on Hindu and Chinese systems
of asterisms, p. 53.

- - - - - -
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the claims of these dogs to primitiue antiquity are well
founded. In what follows, I hope to show that they are.
In the meanwhile, I may here refer to the testimony of
Plutarch to prove that some at least, of the actually exist
ing figures of constellations in the heavens are Greek trans
formations of others which had been placed there before by

the Egyptians; for this writer, who in his treatise De Iside
et Osiride makes the priests of Egypt say that the souls of
gods shine in the heavens and are stars, adds that “the
constellation of Isis is called, by the Greeks, Canis; that
of Horns, Orion, and that of Typhon, Ursa.” This state
ment is very important, inasmuch as it shows that the
names of at least three constellations, Orion, Canis and
Ursa, are not of Egyptian or Chaldean origin. Of these
Ursa Major (Greek Arktos) has been already identified with
sapta rikshas or simply the rikshag of the Vedas and the
Haptoiriºga of the Parsis, thus partly confirming the above
mentioned statement of Plutarch; and it can be shewn,

that his observation is equally good in respect of the other
two constellations, or that Canis, Orion and Ursa are all of
Aryan origin. At present I use Plutarch's statement only
so far as to justify us in presuming the three constellations.
to be of Aryan origin, or, to put it negatively, not borrow
ed by the Greeks from the Egyptians.t

* De Iside et Osiride. I take the quotation from Narrien's
Origin and Progress of Astronomy, p. 44. Narrien further
observes that this assertion of Plutarch seems to be confirmed
by the discovery of a sculptured planisphere on the ceiling of
the Temple of Denderah where “in the place of Canis Major is
traced a cow, the animal consecrated to Isis” and “instead of
Orion is the figure of man which is supposed to be intended for
the son of Osiris.”

* - .

# I have deemed it necessary to make these remarks because
Mr. Gladstone in his Time and Place of Homer, p. 214, observes
that Orion is either “non-Hellenic or pre-Hellenic.” Plutarch's
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Having thus shown that we are at liberty to assume that
the Greek legends about Orion and Canis are not of foreign
origin, let us see what coincidences we can discover between
the legends of the three sections of the Aryan race about
this part of the heavens. I am not going to trace every
legend to its primitive source and explain it on the dawn
or the storm theory. Nor do I believe that it is possible
to do so; for there are many other objects in nature be
sides the dawn and the storm, that are likely to impress

the mind of a primitive man;" and a legend, though it
might have originated with the sun or the dawn, is sure
to grow and develop under the influence of these objects.

For instance, we can understand the story of Vritra by
supposing that he represented the power that locked up
the waters in the clouds, but when we are told that this

Vritra sometimes assumed the form of a Mriga, here is a
distinct addition which cannot be satisfactorily accounted
for on the original theory. Those that have watched and
examined how legends grow can easily understand what I
mean. The idea that everything must be reduced to “dawn
and nothing but the dawn” is the result of supposing that
in the days of the Rigveda men were not acquainted with
anything else. The supposition is partly true, but as I shall
presently show there are many passages in the Rigveda which
presuppose the knowledge of stars and constellations. Thus
at the time we are speaking of several ideas had already been

testimony shews that the constellation is not of Chaldean or
Egyptian origin. Ths conception must therefore be pre-Hellenic,
or, in other words, Indo-Germanic, and I think I have given
ample evidence in this chapter and the next to prove that the
idea of Orion was fully developed before the Greeks, and Parsis
and the Hindus separated.

* See Herbert's Spencer's Sociology, Vol. I.
,

Chap. xxiv.
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formed and recognised and even familiarly known. For
example, the idea of Devayana and Pitriyama appears to
have been well settled at this time, so much so that though

the year was afterwards made to commence with the winter
solstice, the equinoctial division of the heavens, with a

ll

the

notions which had already become associated with it
,

con
tinued to exist, though somewhat restricted in its scope,

side b
y

side with the new system. Whether this idea itself

is or is not further revolvable into simpler ideas is a dif
ferent question altogether. Perhaps it may b

e shown to

have grown out o
f

the idea o
f day and night o
r light and

'darkness. There are several passages in the Rigveda (i
.

123. 7
;

164.47) which speak o
f
a black and a white day,

and it is very likely that these were the original names of

Devayama and Pitriyana; for when new ideas are introdu
ced it is usual to express them in old words with such quali
fying adjectives as would distinguish the new idea from the
old one. A “black day” might thus mean the Dakshina
yana or the Pitriyama, is night appeared to increase a

t
the

expense o
f day during the period. When the southern

course o
f

the sun thus came to be likened to a dark day o
r

night (Rig. vi
.
9
.

1
) it was naturally regarded as a night of

the Devas to distinguish it from the ordinary night; and as

n
o

sacrifices were performed during the ordinary night, so

m
o offerings could be made to the Devas during their might

{vi. 58. 1). Of course, it must have been a long time before

men could develop conceptions like these. There was, in
deed, a time when they could hardly account for the fact

how the sun found his way from the west back to the east.

In the Rigveda x. 72. 7, the sun is said to rise from out of

the ocean and a similar idea is found in Homer who

describes not only the sun, but even the stars, as “bathed
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in the waters of the ocean.” In the Rigveda x. 108. 1,

Sarama is said to have crossed really a “long way.” The
Aitareya Brahmana iii. 44, which states that the sun never .
sets in reality, makes a distinct advance upon these notions.
But it is difficult to say whether astronomical ideas were
developed to such an extent in the days when the year first,
commenced from the winter solstice I do not, however
wish to enter here into these details. As previously observ
ed I assume that, at the time we are speaking, the Vedic
Aryns had already passed through these stages, and that
the ideas of Devayama and Pitriyama were familiarly known
and established; and assuming these as established, I intend to
examine how legends were built upon them. I have, however,
briefly alluded to the probable origin of these ideas inasmuch

as it helps us to better appreciate the description of the
Devayana and the Pitriyana. Ordinarily the Pitriyana is

described (Rig. ix
.

113.8) as the region “where Waivas
vata is the king, which is the undermost (lit. obstructedt)

heavens, and where there are eternal waters.”

Wasvata Yama here spoken of does not, however,

to have as yet been invested with the terrible charac
we find given to him in the later literature. Corres

ponding to Yama in the south we have Indra in the north,

each supreme in his own sphere, and dividing the whole

world into two parts, one bright and known, and the other
watery and mysterious, or, in the language of seasons, first

* Lewis. Hist. Survey of the Astronomy o
f

the Ancients, p
.

6
.

Iliad, v. 6
,

vii. 422. '

f THTTTT# fºr: in the original. I think stattºnmeans"when
the view o
f

the heavens is obstructed;” “the portion of the
heavens which is turned away." Cf. Ait. Br. iv
.

14, where

startſºn o
f

the year is spoken of.

#
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comprising Vasanta, Grishma and Warsha and the second
Sharad, Hementa and Shishira.

Now when the vernal equinox was in Orion or Mriga
shiras it was the beginning of the Deveyana, and as the
constellation is remarkable for its brilliancy and attractive
ness the ancient Aryans may have been naturally influenced

not merely to connect their old traditions with it
,

but also

to develope them o
n

the same lines. Thus the Devayana

and the Pitriyana, a
s representing the two hemispheres

must be joined, and the vernal and the autumnal equinoxes

became the natural points o
f

union between the regions o
f

gods and Yama. The equinoxes were, in fact, the gates o
f

heaven, and a
s

such it was natural to suppose that they

were watched b
y

dogs. In the Rigveda i. 48. 1
5

the dawn

is spoken o
f
a
s illuminating the “gates o
f heaven,” and in

i. 13. 6 and ii. 3. 5 the gates-deities are invoked to keep the
gates open. We have a similar invocation in the Vajasa
neyi Sanhita 21.49. This shows that the idea of the “gates

o
f

heaven” was not unknown in Vedic times, and the ar
rangement o

f

the gates o
n

the sacrificial ground, which is pre
pared o

n

the model o
f

the annual passage o
f

the sun, shows

that these gates divided the whole hemisphere into two
parts. Macrobius records a tradition that “the ancients
designated the signs o

f

Cancer and Capricorn as the gates

o
f

the sun, a
t

which having arrived, the luminary seemed to

retrace his path in the zone which h
e never leaves.” Now

Macrobius could not but speak in the language o
f

the

twelve zodiacal portions, and if we therefore divest his
statement o

f

the form in which it is naturally expressed it

* Macrob. Comment.in Somn.Scrip. Lib. I. chap 1
5
.
I take the
quotation from Narrien's Origin and Progress of Astronomy, p
. 51
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means that the equinoxes, which the ancients supposed to
be once in the zodiacal signs named above, were then called
gates of heaven.

The Iranians, however, have preserved the legend more
fully. With them the equinox is not merely a gate, but a
bridge connecting heaven and hell—the Devaloka and the
Yamaloka, or the Devayana and the Pitriyana—and “dogs

that keep the Chinwat Bridge” help the departing soul to
cross it

. Darmesteter, in his introduction to the Wendidad,

published in the Sacred Books o
f

the East Series, observes*
that “this reminds one at once o

f

the three-headed Kerberos

watching a
t

the doors o
f

hell and still more of the four-eyed
dogs o

f Yama, who guard the ways to the realm o
f

death”
(Rig. x. 14. 10). The ideas are, indeed, strikingly similar
and point out to a common source. Kerberos has even been

identified with Sanskrit Shabala o
r Sharvara, meaning

variegated o
r
a dog o
f

Yama. But, as far as I know, no
satisfactory explanation has yet been given o

f
these legends

nor any attempt made to explain them o
n
a rational basis.t

If we, however, suppose that the vernal equinox was once in
Orion, the constellations o

f

Canis Major and Canis Minor—
the two dogs—would then be on the boundary line o

f

heaven

and Yama's region, and the whole o
f

the above story may

b
e

seen illustrated in the sky like that o
f Prajapati and

Rudra previously referred to.: According to Bundahis

• Sacred Books o
f

th
e

East, Vol. IV., Zend Avesta, Part I,

Introduction v., 4.

# See Kaegi's Rigveda, b
y Arrowsmith, p
.

160, note 274a,

where the writer quotes Aufrecht to the same effect.

: Weber and Zimmer appear to have suggested that the
conception o
f

Yama's dogs might have been formed from some

constellations. Bloomfield rejects this suggestion and tries to show
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xii. 7, the Chinvat Bridge extends from the height of
Chakad-i-Diitak in the middle of the world to the summit.

of Arezur at the gate of hell; while Dr. Geiger observes
that “it was believed to have been built over a wide expanse

of water which separates the paradise from this world.”
In the later Indian literature we are told that the souls of
the deceased have to cross a streamt before they reach the
region of Yama, while the story of Charon shows that even
the Greeks entertained a similar belief. What could this

river be With the vernal equinox in Orion, one can
easily identify it with the Milky Way, which could then
have been appropriately described as separating the regions

of gods and Yama, the Devayana and the Pitriyāna, or the
Northern and the Southern hemisphere. In the later
Hindu works it is actually called the Celestial River (svar

that the dogs represent the sun and the moon. His explanation
does not, however, show how and why the dogs came to be located

at the gates of heaven and why they should be entrusted amongst

all the sections of the Aryan race with the duty of watching the
souls of the dead. Bloomfield quotes Kath. S. xxxvii. 14 (where
day and night are called the Dogs of Yama) and Shat. Br. x

i.
1
.

5
.

1
. (where the moon is said to be a divine dog) to prove that the

dogs must be understood to mean the sun and the moon. But I

think that the Brähmana here gives simply a conjectural explana
tion, and, as in the case of Namuchi's legend, we cannot accept it,
inasmuch as it does not give any reason why the dogs were station

e
d a
t

the doors o
f Yama's region. They are many other incidents

in the story which are not explained o
n Bloomfield's theory. I

see, therefore, n
o

reason for modifying my views which were put

down in writing before I could get Bloomfield's paper in the last
number o

f

the Jcurnal of the American Oriental Society.

* Dr. Geiger's Civil. of East Iran., Vol I.
,
p
.

100.

# Called Waitarani. The Garuda Purana, Pretak. v
i. 25–31,

states that a cow should be given to a Brahmana to enable the
deceased to pay the ferrymen o
n

this river.
-
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madī), while the Greeks have placed near it the constellation
of Argos (ship) and two dogs—Canis Major and:Canis Minor
--one on each side to guard both the entrances of the
Chinvat Bridge across it

.

The Rigveda also mentions two
dogs o

f

Yama kept to “watch the way,” while the Greeks

place a three-headed dog a
t

the gates o
f

hell. In Rig. x.

63. 10 we are further told that the land o
f

the blessed is to

b
e

reached b
y

“the celestial ship with a good rudder.”
The words in the original are daivim navam. Comparing

these with the expression divyasya shºwmah in the Atharva
Veda vi

.

80.3, and seeing that a celestial (divya) representa

tion o
f

Rudra is described in later workst it seems to me
that we must interpret the epithet to mean “celestial” and
not simply “divine.” Thus the Vedic works appear to place

a celestial dog and a celestial ship at the entrance of the
other world, and these can be easily identified with the
Greek constellations o

f Argo Navis and Canis, if we suppose
the Milky Way to be the boundary of Heaven in these days.

I do not mean to say that these conceptions had their origin

in the appearance of the heavens. On the contrary, a com
parison with the non-Aryan legends shows it to be more
likely that the heavenly bodies received their names from

the pre-existing beliefs, about the other world, amongst the
people. Herbert Spencer tells us that amongst the non
Aryan savage races the journey to the next world is believed
to lie over land, down a river or across the sea, and that in

consequence the practice o
f burying their dead in boats

prevails amongst some o
f

them. The North Americans,

*See Kaegi's Rigveda,translated b
y Arrowsmith, p.159, note 273

f See the passage from the Mahimna Stotra, quoted infra.

# See Herbert Spencer's Principles o
f

Sociology, Vol. I.
,

chap,
xv., 1st Ed.
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we are further told, say that the Milky Way is “the ‘Path
of Spirits,’ ‘the Road of the Souls,” where they travel to the
land beyond the grave, and where their camp fires may be
seen blazing as brighter stars.” This coincidence between
the Aryan and the non-Aryan legends makes it highly
probable that the figures of the constellations were conceived
by the Aryans according to notions of the next world
prevailing amongst them at that time. It may be noticed,
however, that the non-Aryan races do not connect the idea
of time e. g

.,

o
f

the year and the seasons, with these beliefs,

while it is the chief characteristic o
f

the Aryan legends.

We are, for instance, told that the dog commenced the year
(Rig. i. 161. 13) and that the Devayana comprised the
three seasons o

f Wasanta, Grishma and Warsha (Shat. Br. ii.

1
.

3
.

1
). t . It is this feature of the Aryan legends that is

most important for the purpose o
f

our enquiry, while the
coincidence, above pointed out, confirms, in a remarkable
way, the genesis of the Aryan legends here proposed. The
chief elements in the traditions of the three Aryan nations
may thus be satisfactorily explained.

It may, however, be contended that the two dogs of Yama
spoken o

f
in the Rigveda may not b
e the same a
s

the

Avesta dogs a
t

the Bridge. A closer examination o
f

the

several passages in the Rigveda, will, however, dispel such
doubts. In the Vendidad xiii. 9

,

the dogs are called peshw.

pana, C
r

those that guard the way to the region o
f

death.

The Avesta dog is chathaw-chashmen (Ved. viii. 16), while
the Vedic dogs are described a

s chatwº-akshaw (Rig. x
.

14. 11), both o
f

which expressions mean “four-eyed.” The
dogs in the Avesta and the Rigveda, however, differ in colour.

* Principles of Sociology, Vol. I.
,

chap. xxiv., p. 399, 1st Ed.

f For German legends, indicating time, see the next chapter.
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In Ved. viii. 16 the dogs are said to be zairitern or spaetem.
zairi-guoshem, yellow or white with yellow ears; while
the dogs of Yama are said to be shabalaw, spotted or
variegated. But the difference is neither very material,

nor such as cannot be accounted for. In the Rigveda we
can trace the yellow colour of the Avesta dogs. The
antelope of the sun in Rig. x. 86. 3 is said to be harita or
yellow, the zaïretem of the Avesta, and if we suppose this
antelope to be no other than that represented by Orion, as
the sun commenced the year at that point, we need not be
surprised if the dogs in the Avesta are described as yellow,
especially when in the Atharva Veda viii. 1.9 we find the
two messenger dogs of Yama named as Shyama and
Shabala, thus noting probably a difference in colour. The
Atharva Veda iv. 20. 7 mentions a four-eyed bitch, while in
the Shatapatha Brahmana xiii. 1.29 the adjective is applied
to a dog; and the same animal is evidently intended in both
places. In the Parsi scriptures the dogs at the Chinvat
Bridge are sometimes spoken of in singular (Ved. viii. 16)
and sometimes, as in Rig. x. 14. 11, in dual (Ved. xiii. 9).
This shows that we might disregard gender and number in
the description of these dogs; and we are thus led to
suppose that Sarama in the Rigveda is again to be identified
with the dogs that watch the gates of heaven. Whether

Sarama” in primitive days was or was not connected with
the dawn, I do not undertake to say. But there is an
incident in her story which confirms the identification I
have proposed. The Panis tried to coax Sarama by offering
her milk which she drank. On her return she denied
having seen the cows of Indra, who thereupon kicked her

* See Max Muller's Lectures on the Science of Language, Wol.
II., p. 511.
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and she vomited the milk. Now the mention of milk at

once suggests the idea that it must be the milk in the
galaxy on each side of which the two dogs are stationed.
In Rig. iv

.

57. 5 Shunasirau are invoked in order that they
may pour down upon the earth the “milk,” which they

“make in heaven.” Prof. Max Muller records a suggestion

that Shunasirau, here spoken of, may be a very old name for
the Dog-star, and with it derivative Sairya would gives us

the etymon o
f

Seirios!" In Rig vii. 55.2 the Wasteshpati,
“the guardian o

f

the house,” in the form o
f
a dog, is

invoked and described a
s bright and red Sorameya o
n

whose jaws spears seem to glitter: a description which
answers so well with the appearance o

f Sirius, that with
what has been said above we may a

t
once identify the

Sarameya with the Dog-star. I may here refer to the
Shatapatha Brahmana ii. 1. 2.9, where speaking o

f Mriga
shiras, the Prajapati's body pierced by Rudra is described

a
s his vastw. May not Wastoshpati be regarded as guardian

o
f

this? If so
,
it may be a further proof that Vastoshpati

represents the star Sirius,which, as it were, guards the head

o
f Prajapati in the form o
f Orion o
r

the antelope's head.

But, apart from this suggestion, I would finally quote Rig.

i. 161. 13, where it is expressly stated that “the dog

awakened” the Ribhus, the genii o
f

the seasons, a
t

the “end.

o
f

the year !” Sayana proposes to interpret shvamam in

the original b
y “wind,” but it is evidently a
n

error. In

the Shatapatha Brahmana xiii. 5.1. 8
,

wrika and shºwa are
mentioned together, and the former is known to be a name

for a wild dog. If so, Sayana's explanation of Rig. i. 105. 11

appears to be more probable than that o
f

Yaska. It is in

* Max Muller's Lectures on the Science of Language, Vol. II.,

p
.

526.

-

8
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fact a description of the dog (star) appearing in the east
after crossing “the etermal waters” of Yamaloka, and then
being immediately lost in the rays of the sun, which rising
after it

,
had to push the wild dog out of his way. The

mention o
f

the “eternal waters” o
f

the Yamaloka indicates

that the heliacal rising o
f

the Dog-star, here referred to,

occurred a
t

the end o
f

the Pitriyama o
r
a
t

the vernal equinox

thus further confirming the statement that the dog com
menced the year. There are other passages of similar
imporv, but as I wish to avoid, for the present, any disputed
passages, I d

o not mention them here. If the time, I am
contending to establish for the hymns o

f

the Rigveda, comes

to be accepted, it is sure to furnish an unerring clue to the
interpretation o

f many, other passages and legends in that
sacred book, but the work must be left to be done hereafter.
Putting all these passages together, we find that in the
Rigveda, dogs are described a

s dark and brown, bright and
red, possessing four eyes, guarding the house and the way
of Yama's region, vomiting and making milk, and above
all beginning the new year." All these facts clearly show
that the Vedic dogs are the same a

s the Hellenic o
r

the Iranian, and w
e

can easily and satisfactorily account

* Prof. Bloomfield’s theory leaves many o
f

these facts un
explained. If the dogs represent the sun and the moon, how can
the sun tell the Ribhus that the dog awakened them a

t

the end

o
f

the year? I cannot also understand how the sun and the moon
can be described as variegated in colour, or as engaged inmaking

milk. Again how can the sun o
r

the moon b
e said to be four-eyed

and why should they perpetually remain a
t

the boundary o
f

heaven and hell? In Rig. x. 86. 4, a dog is said to be let
loose a
t

the ear o
f

the Mriga, and this as well as the dog in Rig.

i. 161.13, must be supposed to be different from Yama's dogs, if

we accept Bloomfield's view.
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for a
ll

these legends by supposing that the vernal equinox

was near the Dog-star in those days, thus making the dog

rise with the sun in the beginning of the year at the gates

o
f

the Devayana. We can now also understand how the dogs

could have been described a
s four-eyed. For, if they are

correctly identified with Canis near the Milky Way, then
the four stars in the body of Canis might naturally be said

to be his eyes;* for once the number of eyes is increased
from two to four, we need not expect to find them all on the
head, but, like the thousand eyes o

f

Indra in the later
mythology, they may be regarded as spread over the whole
body. M. Darmesteter rightly observest that “the Parsis
being a

t
a loss to find four-eyed dogs interpreted the name

a
s
:meaning a dog with spots above the eyes; but it is

clear that the two-spotted dog's services; are only accepted

* In Rig. x. 127. 1, the stars are said to be the eyes of night.
The Greeks entertained a similar idea. Their Argos was surnamed
Panoptes, “the all-seeing,” having a hundred eyes on the body.

See Max Muller's Science o
f Language, Vol. II., p. 416.

# Sacred Books o
f

the East Series, Vol. IV.; Zend Avesta,
Part I.; Intro. v. 4.

: These services are required at the funeral ceremony. It may
be here noted that the hymn in the Rigveda which describes
Yama's dogs (Rig. x. 14) is still recited at the time of burning
the dead body of a Hindu. Every Brahman has also to give, every
day, two small offerings of cooked rice to the two dogs o

f Yama,
Shyama and Shabala, a

t

the time o
f

the Vaishvadeva sacrifice.

Several deities receive their oblations a
t

this sacrifice The offerings

are placed o
n

the ground in the form a circle, beginning with the
reastern point. The offering to Shyama is placed outside the circle

a
t

the south-west and that to Shabala a
t

the north-west point. In

other words, Shyama and Shabala are placed on each side of the
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for want of a four-eyed one, or of a white one with yellow

ears.” Evidently the Parsi priests failed to realise that it
was the divine or heavenly, and not an earthly dog that was

here described, as driving the death-fiend. The Atharva
Veda vi. 80.3 shows that the Indian priests of the time
well understood it to mean a dog who is “born of waters,

whose house is in the sky, and who sheds his lustre
all around.”

There is another set of traditions which we can similarly
explain on the supposition with which we have started, viz.,

that the vernal equinox was then in Orion. The heliacal
rising of the constellation at the beginning of the year

marked the revival of nature at the commencement of spring,

and the asterism may thus be said to represent a
ll

these

milder influences which in later mythology were lully
embodied in the conception o

f

Vishnu. But the case was
completely reversed if we take the acronycal rising of the
same. It was at the autumnal equinox that the Dog-star
rose a

t

the beginning o
f night, and though, strictly speaking

it marked the end of Varsha, yet the portion of the heaven
wherein the constellation is situated could have been easily

regarded a
s

the battle-ground o
f Indra andVritra who fought

in those days, and also as the stage o
n which the terrible

Rudra made his appearance. In short, the constellation
naturally became the harbinger o

f

the mild and the terrible
aspects o

f

nature. It is in this latter sense that the Dog
star might b

e

considered a rain-star, and Sarama, like the
Greek Hermes with which it is identified, might be said to

have been sent to search fo
r

the cows o
f Indra taken away
by the Panis of the nether world. The Greek legends mention

western point, in the same way as the dogs appear in the heavens

o
n

each side o
f

the Milky Way.
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two watch dogs—Kerberos and Orthros; and of these Ker
beros has been etymologically identified with Sharwa ra

.

and Orthros with Vritra.” But no explanation has been
given o

f

how this Vritra came to be stationed a
t

the gates

o
f

hell. Prof. Max Muller suggests that Orthros in the dark
spirit that is to be fought b

y

the sun in the morning. But
then, this does not explain why it was called Vritra, and
how it came to be killed by Herakles. The legend of Na
muchi, as given in the Rigveda and interpreted o

n

the
supposition that the year began with the Dog-star, does,
however, solve the difficulty. I have already alluded to the
fact that in the Rigveda Writra is often said to appear in

the form o
f
a Mriga (Rig. i. 80. 7
;

v
.

32. 3
;
v
.

34. 2
;

viii.
93. 14). In Rig. vii. 19. 5 Writra and Nimuchi are both
said to be killed b

y

Indra, and though this cannot be taken

a
s
a direct authority for holding that Vritra and Nimuchi

are the different forms o
f

the same enemy, yet from the
description o

f

the two I do not think there can b
e any

doubt a
s to their being identical. In fact, Shushna, Pipru,

Kayava and Nimuchit are only so many different names

o
f

the enemy o
f

Indra. Now Indra is represented a
s

cutting off the head o
f Vritra (Rig. i. 52. 10), and also of

Namuchi (Rig. v. 30. 7
;

v
i.

20. 6). Combining these state
ments we get that Indra cut off the head of Vritra or

Namuchi, in the form o
f
a Mriga; and this a
t

once sug
gests the question whether that head is not the same as that

o
f Prajapati cut off b
y

Rudra and which gave the name o
f

Max Muller, Gifford Lectures, 1891, p
.

248. Biographies o
f

Words, p
.

197.
**

# See Pro. Bloomfield's contributions to the Interpretation o
f

the Veda in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol.
XV., p. 146.
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Mriga-shirsha, or “the antelope's head” to the constellation.
In Rig. i. 53.7, we are simply told that Nimuchi was killed
by Indra in the distant (paravati) region, which seems to
mean the region of Yama. But as it does not satisfactorily
determine the place where Namuchi was killed, I refer to
Rig. x. 73.7, where Indra by killing Namuchi is said to
have cleared up “the paths leading (yama in the original)

to the (region of) Devas:” which plainly shows that Namuchi
was killed at the gates of the Devayana. In the Wajasaneyi
Sanhita 10. 14 a sacrificial rite is described which gives the
same place and time of Namuchi's death. The priest there
throws away a piece of metal hidden under a tiger hide,
exclaiming, “the head of Namuchi is thrown away,” after
he has taken his Yajamama through a

ll directions (East,
South, West, North and upwards) and also through all the

seasons (Wasanta, Grishma, Sharad, Warsha and Hemanta
and-Shishira). This means, if it can mean anything, that
Namuchi alias Vritra was killed, in the language of seasons,

after Shishira, or in other words, a
t

the get o
f

the Devaya

n
a

a
s

described in the above quoted passage from the Rig=
veda, for the end of Shishira is the end of the Pitriyana.

Here then we have a
n explanation o
f

how Orthros came to

b
e a
t

the gate o
f hell, o
r in a distant region under the setting

sun. But the association of Orthros with Kerberos throws

further light on the subject. If Writra's head is the same

a
s Mriga-shirsha, as explained in the beginning o
f this

chapter, then the-three stars in the belt o
f Orion, which

form the top o
f Mrigashiras, might have easily suggested

the idea o
f
a three-headed monster. In Rig. x. 99.6
Tº The original verse is as follows —

zá Sºia Hºffa Hat; grâ Fuqiā ### faārā

*# =#ā Hā tīāIzqūī ārśa Tha 'l
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Indra is said to have killed a three-headed and six-eyed

monster. It might be contended that the explanation is
not satisfactory, inasmuch as the head of Mriga is here
supposed to be again conceived as a dog, while there is no
authority in the Vedic works expressly describing Mriga as
a dog. But if Orthros has become a dog in the Greek
mythology, while it is a Mriga in the Vedas, I see no reason
why Kerberos should not get his three heads from the Tri
shirshan of the Vedas. The difficulty is not at all a serious
one. In bringing together the traditions of the three Aryan
races after thousands of years, we must make some allow
ances,and be satisfied with a general similarity of the stories.
The asterism of Mrigashiras and the dogs are so close, that
one might be easily mistaken for the other, when all the
knowledge of the original traditions was lost. It is thus
that we can account for the fact that out of the three be
ings that were represented in this portion of the heavens,

Rudra (the hunter), Mriga (the antelope), and Shva (the dog)

the Greeks retained in the sky only the hunter (Orion), and
the dog (Kwon," Canis), with nothing to hunt, while the
Hindus have not only forgotten, but condemned, the dog.

The Parsis, it is true, have not mistaken the dog, but
still as regards complexion, they have represented their
dogs as possessing the colour which in the Rigveda is given

*The principal star in Canis Minor is still called Procyon=
Gk. Prokuon, Sk. Prashvan, the Foredog. It shews that the
previous star was once called Kuon by the Greeks. If we count
the Nakshatras in the direction of the sun's annual course, Kwon

comes first, and:Prokuon afterwards. Cf. Sanskrit Radha and

Anuradha,of which like Procyon, later writers have only retained

Anuradha. Phalguni, Ashadha, and Bhadrapada are similarly di
vided into Purva and Uttara, the preceding and the foregoing.
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to the antelope of the sun. Another objection that may be
urged against this identification is that we are required to.
suppose Mrigashiras to be once the head of Prajapati, and
at another time that of Vritra. It must, however, be re
membered that we do so on the express authority of the
Tigveda, and that besides it is quite natural to suppose that
ºnce the antelope's head was said to exist in the heavens,

Vedic poets vied with each other in weaving legends out of

it
.

As an illustration I refer to Rig. x. 86.5, where the
poet describes Vrishakapi's head as cut off, but soon after
Vrishakapi is told that it was an illusion, and that in rea
lity it was some one else whose head was so severed (verse
18). This clearly shows that it was a period when legends

were still being formed out of the “antelope's head.”

We can now explain how later writers evolved a myth

out o
f

Namuchi's death. The story is given in the Tandya

Brahmana (xii. 6.8).” There we are told that Indra and
Namuchi came to a settlement that the former should kill
that latter, neither during day nor by night, nor by any
weapon, whether dry o

r

wet. Indra therefore killed him
with the foam of the waters at the junction o

f day and
might, when it had dawned, but yet the sun had not risen. It

is probably this circumstance that has led Professor Max
Muller to suppose that Orthros represents the gloom of the
morning. But the explanation does not account for the other

* See also Taitt. Br. i. 7. 1. 7; Shat. Br. xii. 7.3. 3. Also
the Puranas, Ramayana iii. 30. 28; Mahabharata Udyoga p

.

ix. 29. Prof. Bloomfield has collected a
ll

such passages in his
stricle o
n

the contributions to the Interpretation o
f

the Veda.

in the Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. XV., pp.
148-158. The legend o
f Hiranya-Kashipu in the Puranas
appears to have been based on Namuchi's story.
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incidents in the story. Was Namuchi or Writra killed every
morning by Indra : Or was it only at the beginning of the
rainy season 2 Evidently the latter. We must then suppose
that Namuchi was killed after dawn, but before the actual
daybreak, at or dwring the monsoons. In other words, the
junction of day and night in the later myths must be under
stood to mean a particular junction of day and night in the
rains, or more definitely, the junction of the day and the
night of the Gods—the junction of the Pitriyana and the
Devayana, the gates of which are said to be cleared up by

Namuchi's death in the passage from the Rigveda given

above. The latter pārt of the legend is
,

however, still more
poectical, and Prof. Max Muller's theory leaves it entirely
unexplained. Indra is here said to have killed Namuchi
with a weapon which was neither dry nor moist—the watery

froth. This is evidently based upon Rig. viii. 14. 13, where
Indra is described a

s “cutting the head o
f
Namuchi with

the foam o
f waters,” and the same incident is again referred

to in Rig. x. 61. 8. Therefore, even if we reject later
speculations with respect to “why foam or froth should have
been used,” and decline to slove the question b

y

assuming a
compact” between Indra and Namuchi, yet we have to

account for the fact that in the Rigveda itself Indra is said

to have used the foamy weapon to destroy his enemy. What

* Prof. Bloomfield has discussed this legend in a recent number

o
f

the Journal of the American Oriental Society(Vol. XV.,Number
II.), but he gives no explanation of the compact between Indra and
Namuchi. In my opinion it is impossible to hold that the compact
could have been the original basis o

f

the legend. It is evidently a

later invention toexplain what were then deemed otherwiseinexpli

cable incidents in the legend; and until these incidents are ex
plained in a natural way, the legend cannot be said to be proper

ly understood.
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could this foamy weapon be 2 If Namuchi was killed at the
gates of the Devayana and his head still lies there, the
watery foam could be no other than the broad belt of the
Milky Way which crossed the heavens at the same part
The blue vault of the heavens is often compared to an
ocean in the later Sanskrit literature,” and the stars are said

to be the patches of foam upon it
s

surface. Thus in the
Mahimna Stotra, which is considered to be a

t

least Seven

o
r eight hundred years old, the author describes (verse 17)

the heavenly form o
f

Rudra (i
.

e
.,

Rudra as represented in

the sky), and tells u
s

that the stream o
f

waters o
n his head

has “the beauty o
f

it
s foamy appearance enhanced b
y
a

number o
f

stars.” This is a description o
f

the Ganges on
the head o

f

the celestial form of Shiva, and the author o
f

Mahimna, who, in verse 22, refers to the story of Rudra.

piercing Prajapati with an arrow, and says that the whole
story is still illustrated in the sky; evidently meant to

* Cf. Sahitya Darpana 10, where under smaſh
we have— . . .

- # Tºrriſ - f wnr. WRT Ha'irºfºſſ: I

# frºgsarír HRTTTIFTHFărăTºfa.
HaTºr arria: guara ge: fºrf, a . .
startifrarărt strºfºil at #a- .

* :

- c i gºafºa fºr aa. 43 : m . . . . ."

The conception o
f Shiva embodied in this verse is really a

grand one. The poet asks his reader to imagine how great must
Shiva be, the celestial stream o

n

whose head oncircles the Uni
verse : The Milky Way which girdles the celestial sphere cannot
be better described. - -

{ THrard wrq arrafº Higfºnt

*r
ē fºnt fºr:fagasara agar

*Hsqrārīrā fºraft ºf Fang
*ſūrā āşūrfºr ser:Trà a Haſseſſºrſeſ: ll

Also Cf. Shakuntala, i.
,

Harrºrfect *T*TreTºTriffa fºrffinº i
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describe by it the Milky Way which passes over the
head of the star of Rudra. Now if the poetic imagination
of the author of Mahimna can perceive foam in the Milky
Way, I see no reason why the virgin imagination of the
Vedic poets should not rise to that pitch. Dr. Haug,
speaking of the Wanant Yashta, observes that the constella

tion (Wanant), by which the Parsi Dasturs understand the
Milky Way is said to stand directly over Hell, and further,

“the Dasturs are of opinion that this constellation is the
weapon (Vazra) which is constantly aimed by Mithra at
the head of the Daevas, as stated in the Khurshed Yasht.”
Referring to the Khurshed Yashta we simply find that the
club (Vazra) of Mithra “was well struck down upon the
skulls of the Daevas.” The information given to Dr. Haug
may therefore be traditional among the Parsi Priests; but
whether traditional or otherwise, as it comes from an
independent source, it is strong corroborative evidence to
support the identification of Indra's foamy weapon, with the

stream of the Milky Way in the heavens. With the vernal
equinox near the Dog-star, the Milky Way, which then
separated the region of gods from that of Yama, could well
be said to be over Hell and “well struck upon the heads
of the Daevas.” Namuchi's legend can thus be simply

and naturally accounted for, if we assign to the equinoxes
the position which we have deduced from other passages in
the Vedic works. I may point out that we do not hereby
account for the original idea of Vritra. That is evidently

a still older legend. But his existence at the gate of Hell
and his decapitation by the foamy weapon—the two chief

* Dr. Haug's Essays on the Parsis, p. 271, note.
#Sacred Books of the East Series, Vol. XXIII., Zend Avesta.
Part II., p. 87. -
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elements in the later Vedic traditions are satisfactorily

explained by placing, as originally proposed, the vernal
equinox in the constellation of Orion, and identifying

Namuchi alias Vritra with the constellation of Mrigashiras

or the antelope's head, situated just below the Milky Way.

We have next to deal with the legends of the bold
hunter, the terrible Rudra chasing the antelope, Several
attributes in the Puranic mythology, e.g., his bearing the
Canges, in his matted hair, his fondness for the burning

ground, and his appearance as Kirata or hunter, are all
accounted fo

r

b
y

placing Rudra just below the Milky
Way or the celestial Ganges,” at the gates of the Pitri
yana and figured as a hunter. I have already alluded to

the difficulty of identifying Rudra. But whether we take
the star of Ardra or Sirius to represent the lord of cattle,
the above attributes remain the same. But neither these

legends, nor the story o
f

Rudra chasing Prajapati, which,

so far as it was necessary for our present purpose, has been
already given, can help us, in a material degree, to solve
the question under consideration.. I wish, therefore, to deal
here only with such traditions as point out to the position

o
f

Rudra in the course of the year. Rudra as the lord of the
cattle and the presiding deity o

f storms, can b
e a
t

once
recognized and placed in the rainy season. There are, how
ever, other legends indicating time more definitely. In
Big. x

.

192. 2
,

Samvatsara o
r

the year is said to rise out o
f

the ocean, the place where Vritra was killed (Rig. x. 68
12). Prajapati, as represented b

y

Orion, may also b
e

naturally supposed to commonce the year when the vernal

equinox was in Orion. Rudra killed Prajapati, and a
s

See Mahimna Stotra, verse 17, quoted supra.
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I have shown before, Prajapati, Samvastara and Yajna:
were convertible terms. Rudra therefore killed Prajapati

or Yajna at the beginning of the year; and Yajna also
meant sacrifice. Rudra was therefore naturally believed to
have killed the sacrifice—thus giving rise to the Puranic
legends of Rudra routing the sacrifice of Daksha. At the
end of the Sauptika Parva in the Mahabharata" we are told
that “Rudra pierced the heart of Yajna or sacrifice with
an arrow. Thus pierced the Sacrifice, with fire, fled away

in the form of an antelope and having reached the sky,

there shines in that form, followed by Rudra.” Thus it was
that Rudra acquired the title of Sacrifice-breaker. In the
Tandya Brahmana vii. 2. 1, the death of Prajapati is

,

however,

spoken o
f
a
s voluntary. In Taitt. Br. iii. 9. 22. 1
,

h
e is said

to have assumed the form o
f Yajna and given himself up

to the Devas to be sacrificed. The Devas killed him o
n

their morning, and so every one should similarly perform the
Ashvamedha sacrifice a

t

the beginning o
f

the year. One
can now understand what the meaning o

f

these stories is
.

They refer to the death o
f Prajapati by Rudra at the begin

ming o
f

the year; and thus it was that Yajma, meaning the
year was sacrificed by means o

f Yajma or Prajapati Rig.x.90.
16., where we are told that Gods sacrificed Yajna by Yajna,

but this (human sacrifice) was an old (out o
f

date) practice,

may also be similarly interpreted. I cannot say which of

* Maha. Saupt. 18, 13-14 —
an: s ºf friarq ūāor ºf qfrºm
stºriaenſit ºr grit ſeat surqā; II

s a #1 sºur frå area sºrºriſh
sſ=#rrarit ºur ºf Iſàv Tatº Il -

Here the antelope is said to be pierced in the heart and not in

the head a
s in the Vedic works. It appears, therefore, that ther
whole antelope was considered to be in the heavens at this time.
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these legends is older, whether that of Prajapati sacrificing
himself, or of Rudra killing him at the beginning of the year.
But whichever of these be the older one it does not affect
our present question. Both of them indicate that Prajapati
once commenced the year and that he either willingly

allowed himself to be sacrificed or was killed by Rudra at
that time. As another indication of time, I may point out
that the time prescribed for the sacrifice of Shulagava in
Ashvalayana Grihya Sutras, 4.9.2, is in Vasanta or Sharad
with the asterism of Ardra. The passage, as now under
stood, means that the sacrifice should be performed on any
day in Vasanta or Sharad when the moon—whether
full, half, quarter or new—is near the asterism of
Ardra, the star over which Rudra presides. But it appears
to me that here we have a tradition that the sacrifice
was originally required to be performed at the new or
full moon in the vicinity of Ardra, in Vasanta or Sharad,
thus indicating that the vernal equinox was near Ardra
when the sacrifice was originally established. When the
seasons receded Ardra new or full moon could not fall in

Vasanta or Sharad and therefore Ardra-night afterwards
came to mean any night when the moon is near the
asterism of Ardra in Vasanta or Sharad. However, as the
point is not quite satisfactory I shall not press it here. The
only other fact about Rudra worthy of notice is that he
seems to be described as followed by dogs or rather as their
master (Vaj. San., 16.27).” This may shew that the Vedic
poets knew of the dogs near the star of Rudra.
*In the original there are salutations to several forms of the
deity, but it would not be quite safe to infer from it that Rudra
was, as a matter of certainty, followed by dogs. In Tand. Br.
xiv. 9. 12, Shiva is described as Mrigaya, while the passage in
Vaj. San, (16. 27) says afrir Hºrgºta, wh:1
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I have already alluded to the Parsi legends of the Chinvat;
Bridge and the dogs that keep it

.

There is
,

however, one

more circumstance to which I wish here to refer. The star
Tistrya has been identified with Sirius and the identification,

if not absolutely correct, is at least sufficiently so for general
purposes. But I think that the word itself has not been yet
satisfactorily explained. I propose to derive Tistrya from
Tri-stri which in Sanscrit means three-stars, Tri-stri may
easily be corrupted into Tistri, Tister. Tister is

,

therefore,

the same as Kerberos o
r

Trishiras and the fact that Tistrya

is called Tir or arrow in Modern Persian further confirms
this derivation, fo

l

the Aitareya Brahmana (iii.33) calls it

the three starred o
r tripartite arrow o
f

Rudra in the sky. I

have in the last chapter shown that if we commence with
the summer solstice and regard Fravashinam a

s the first
month o

f

the year, Tistreye corresponds to Margashirsha.

If Tister is understood etymologically to mean the belt o
f

Orion this coincidence of the months can be better accounted
for. I am therefore of opinion that Tistrya should not be
identified with Sirius, but with the belt o

f

Orion. We can

then better understand why the star should have been
spoken o

f
a
s Tristryeni” probably indicating more stars

than one and also Pawryemi, the first. The Parsis have

* As the word is understood at present it means ºpertaining

to o
r belonging to Tristrya.” But grammatically it may mean

“many stars or group o
f

stars.” I may here point out that if we
identify Tistrya with Sirius the etymology is not explained, nor
can we account for the Modern Persian name Tir which again
means a

n arrow. While if we identify Tristrya with the three
stars in the belt everything is satisfactorily accounted for. All
the arguments based upon the “rain-producing” influence o
f

the

star are equally applicable in either case, since both the stars
(Sirius and Orion) rise at the same time. See Dr. Geiger's Civil.

o
f

East Iran., Vol I.
,

pp. 141–142.
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preserved another interesting relic of the asterism of
Mrigashiras, but I reserve it for the next chapter.
Starting with the supposition that the vernal equinox was

in Orion, we have thus an easy and a simple explanation

by which the three principal deities in the Hindu mythology

can be traced to and located in this part of heavens.

Vishnu representing the happy times of Wasanta, Rudra
presiding over storms and Prajapati, the deity of sacrifices

beginning the year, were a
ll

combined in one place. It was
here that Vishnu killed Waraha (Rig. i. 61.7); it was

here that Indra killed Vritra, and it was here that Rudra

chased Prajapati, in the form o
f Yajna o
r

that h
e

sacrificed

himself. The celestial Ganges separating the upper and

the nether world was also in the same quarters,and through

it lay the path to Yama's region. In a word the Trinity o
f

the Hindu Pantheon was fully represented in the contellation

o
f Orion, when the Vernal equinox was there. Later writers

describe this Trinity a
s represented b
y

the three-headed

Dattatreya, followed b
y

the Vedas in the form o
f dogs; and

after what has been said above, I think we can have no
difficulty in identifying this personified Trinity with Orion
having three stars in the head and closely followed by the

dog (Canis) a
t it foot. It will be difficult t
o find another

place in the heavens where a
ll

these elements are combined

in such an interesting manner.
- -
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CHAPTER VI.
Grion and his aſſelt.

Agrahayana= Agrayana in the older works—Probable deriva
tion of hayana—The Agrayana sacrifices—Their number and
nature—Performed every half-year in Vasanta and Sharad
Greek legends of Orion—Their similarity to Vedic legends—
German traditions and festivities—Stag and hind—Twelve
nights—Dog-days—All of which indicate the commencement

of the year in Orion–Dr. Kuhn's explanation is insufficient
The usual adjuncts of Orion–His belt, staff and lion's skin—The
aïv-yaonghana of Haoma in the Avestº—The yajnopavita of
the Brahmans—Their sacred character probably borrowed

from the belt of Orion or Yajna—Use of mekhala, ajina and
danda in the Upanayana ceremony—Probably in imitation
of the costume of Orion or Prajapati, the first of the Brah
mans—Derivation of Orion from Agrayana—Its probability

—Phonetic difficulties—Conclusion.

IN the last chapter I have quoted an observation of
Plutarch that the Greeks gave their own name to the
constellation of Orion, and have there discussed some Vedic
legends which corroborate Plutarch's remarks and indicate
that the vernal equinox was in Orion at that time. In the
present chapter I mean to examine other legends which go
to shew that the constellation of Orion was known and
figured before the Greeks, the Parsis, and the Indians
separated from their common home, and that the legends

or the traditions so preserved, and perhaps the name of the
constellation, can be naturally and easily explained only on
the supposition that the vernal equinox was then near the
asterism of Mrigashiras.

I have already shown that Agrahayani, if not Agrahayama,
can be traced back to Panini's time, as the name of a
Nakshatra, and that it is a mistake to derive it from the

name of the full-moon day. We have now to see if we can
9
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trace back the word still further. The word hayana does
not occur in the Rigveda, and itmay be doubted if the name
Agrahayani was in use in the old Vedic days. Hayana is

,

however, used in the Atharva Veda' (iii. 2. 21; x
i.
6
.

17)

and in the Brahmanas; and may b
e compared with - Zend

Zayano meaning winter. Panini (viii. 1.148) derives hayana

from h
a
= to g
o

o
r abandon, after the analogy o
f gayana

and gives two meanings, viz., the grain ‘vrihi’ and ‘time.”
Whether we accept this derivation o

r not, it is at any

rate clear that the word was used in Panini's days, to denote

a division of time and a kind o
f 'grain, and I think we

can better account for both these meanings o
f hayana,

by connecting the word with ayana and Agrayana or the
half-yearly sacrifices. Dr. Geiger, speaking of the old Parsi
calendar observes that “probably the half-year was more
employed in civil life than the complete year.” Now
whether the observation b

e entirely correct o
r not, w
e

can,

I think at any rate, assume that the division of the year into
two equal halves is an old one. I have already discussed the
two-fold division o

f

the year into Devayana and Pitriyana.
and it

s

coincidence with the passage o
f

the sun to the north
and the south of the equator. Ayana in the sense of such a
division thus appears to be an old word and b

y

prefixing I.

to it w
e

may easily get hayana subsequently changed into
hāyami like the words in the Prajnadi list, wherein this
word was not included as it was derived b

y

Panini in a

different way. The insertion and omission o
f
h when-- ———-----

*Dr. Geiger's Civ. East Iran., Wol, I.
,

p
.

152. Dr. Schrader

makes a similar observation. “For al
l

these reasons (most o
f

which are philological) I believe we have the right to presuppose an
original division o
f

the Indo-Germanic year into two seasons.”
Preh. Ant. Ary. Peoples, Part IV., chap. vi., p. 302. .
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followed by a vowel at the beginning of a word is not un
common even in these days," and there is nothing extra
ordinary if we derive hayana from ayuna. Now by a
matural process when we have two forms of a word or two
derivatives of the same root they gradually come to be
utilised for specific purposes, and so acquire distinct
meanings. Sanskrit lexicographers class such words under
Yogarudha, meaning thereby that etymology and conven
tion have each a share in determining their denotation.
Hayama might thus come to exclusively denote a complete
year, while ayana continued to denote a half-year as
before..t When ayaya, thus became hayana, Agrayana,

which a
ll lexicologists derive from Agra-Ehayana, would

b
e changed into Agra-Flayana-Agrahayana ; and "when

hayana was changed to hayana in a manner analogous to the
words in the Prajnádi list (Pan. v. 4.38) a

s stated above,

Agrahayana would b
e altered into Agrahāyana. We can

thus account for the double forms—hayama and hdiyana,
Agrahayana and Agrahāyana—which we find given in
Bohtlingk and Roth's and other lexicons, while if w

e ac

* Cf. The derivation o
f

the word ‘history' from ‘istory in

Max Muller's Lectures on th
e

Science o
f Language, Vol.II.p.329.

i Zend Zayano, denoting winter, probably preserves a
n older

meaning, when hayana was used to denote the second o
f

the two

seasons (summer and winter) into which Dr. Schrader believes

that the year was primevally divided. Some o
f

the synonyms

for the year in Sanskrit originally denoted particular seasons,
e.g., Warsha, Sharad. Sama and Hayana may b

e similarly sup
posed to have been derived from the names o

f

the half-year o
r

ayana. - -

-

-

-

This derivation would give us Agráyana instead o
f Agrayana

and native grammarians obtain the second form from the first b
y

the interchange of the initial vowel with the following long A
.
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-cept Panini's derivation, hayama will have to be either
thrown out as incorrect-or derived otherwise. In, Amara

ii. 8. 52, hayama occurs a
s
a different reading for dayama.
in the sense of a vehicle and Bhanu, Dikshita derives it
.

from hay to go; but we might as well ask if hay, ay, and

i, all meaning to go, are not the different forms of the same
root. As far as the form of the word is concerned we may
therefore derive hayana from háyana and the latter again

from ayana and similarly Agrahāyama from Agrahayana.

and this again from Agrayana.

I may, however, remark that the process which appears

so simple according to the modern philological rules, was

not recognized b
y

the native.grammarians. There are
good many words in Sanskrit which can b

e thus easily de
rived on the principle o

f

the insertion and omission o
f
h
.

Thus we have invaka and hinvaka both meaning the
stars on the top o

f Mrigashiras, and atta and hatta denot
ing a market-place. But native grammarians, including
Panini, would not derive the words from each other, a

s we
have done above in the case o

f ayama and hayana. Their
method is to give two different roots for the two words;
thus we have two Vedic roots hinva and inva o

r

hiv and

iv
,

both meaning to go, to please, the one giving u
s

hinvaka.
and the other invaka. A

t

and hat, a
n

and han, ay and hay

i and hi are further instances of the principle adopted by the
native grammarians in such cases. Really speaking this is

not solving the difficulty, but only shifting it a stage back
wards; for, if any explanation is necessary to account for
the double forms like ayana and hayana, it is equally
required to explain why we should have the double roots

like a
y

and hay, both meaning to go. But it appears that
the native grammarians, having traced the words to their
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roots, did not push the matter further. With them ina is
derived from i to go, ayama from ay to go, hayama from
hay to go, and hayana from ha to go.” Whether and how
far we can dispense with some of these roots is an impor
tant philological question, but it is not necessary for us to
discuss it here. It does not much affect the point under
discussion whether hayana is derived from ayama i.e., ay to
go, or from ha to go as Panini has done. Etymologically
both the words, ayama and hayama, mean “going” and
when both came to be used to denote a division of time, it
is natural to suppose that they soon acquired special mean
ings. Thus while ayama, continued to denote the half-year;
hayana, which was comparatively a later word, might have
been exclusively used to denote the complete year, and as
the beginning of the first ayana was also the beginning of
the year, A(a)grayana would be naturally changed into
A@grahā(a)yana to express the beginning of the year.

Whether we adopt Panini's derivation or the principle

of modern philology we thus arrive at the same result,
and so far as our present inquiry is concerned we can
therefore suppose that the various words, which may be
represented by A@gro(d!)yama, or Aſ(!,Mrrahdayama, (17.6

a
ll transformations or derivations o
f agra + ayama II

A(a) grayana.
-

*This method sometimes fails, and native grammarians who

are not now at liberty to coin new roots, have to resort to the

Prishodaradi list. For example, we have two forms ilrala and

hilvala as different readings for invaka in Amara i. 3. 2
3
.

O
f

these ilvala can be derived from il
,
to sleep, though the root

meaning is not suitable, but hilva'a cannot be even so derived

and Taranatha in his Vachaspatya would derive o
r

rather

obtain the initial h b
y

Prishodaradi. Similarly cf
. Hintala
tala + Prishodaradiº º
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º, Now as regards the meaning it appears to me that ayama
at first denoted nothing more than the passage of the
sun. Gradually it meant a division of time regulated by
such passage. The Agrayama-ishtis: thus appear to have
originally meant the two half-yearly sacrifices performed

on the first day of each ayana, which seems to be regarded

somewhat like the new year's day at present, Gârgya Nara
yana, in his commentary on Ashvalayana's Shrauta Sutras
(i.2.9.1) derives Agrayama from agra +qyana; but interprets

it to mean a sacrifice which is followed by eating (ayana),
that is

,

which requires to be performed before the new
harvest is used for domestic purposes. He thus takes ayama

to mean eating, and a
s the . Agrayaneshtis in later

works like Manu (iv. 27) were described a
s “new-harvest

sacrifices,” a
ll

commentators have adopted this explanation

o
f

the word. But it appears to me to be evidently of later
origin and invented to account for the nature o

f

the

sacrifice when owing to the falling back o
f

seasons the
Agrayaneshtig came to be performed not a

t

the beginning

o
f

each agawa as they should have been, but a
t wrong

times. The necessity o
f

such a
n explanation must have

been still more keenly felt, when instead o
f

two half-yearly

sacrifices, the Agrayanaishtis were performed thrice a year.
Ashvalayana, it is true, gives only two, one in Vasanta and
the other in Sharad, the old beginnings o

f

the Devayana

and the Pitriyana and the real commencement of the two

ayanas. But he has mentioned three kinds o
f grain that

may be used, vrihi, shyamaka and yawa (i
.
2
.

9
. 1
,)

and

his commentator Gargya Narayana observes that yava and
shyamaka are to be used simultaneously in Sharad (i
.
2
. 9
.

13). It appears however, that the fact, that three kinds of

grain were sanctioned for use, soon gave rise to three
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Agrayama-ishtis—one in Wasanta with vrihi; the second in

Warsha with shyamaka, and the third in Sharad with yava.

But that it is a practice o
f

later origin is evident from a

passage in the Taittiriya Sanhita (v
.

1
. 7
.

3
)

which states

that “twice is grain cooked for the year,” clearly meaning
thereby that there were only two Agrayana-ishtis in a year

when the new harvest was first offered to gods. I am there
fore o

f opinion that originally there were only two half
yearly sacrifices a

t

the commencement o
f

each ayama, and

a
s vrihi was used on the occasion of the first of these ishtis,

the word ayama or hayana naturally came to denote the
grain so used, and that ayama in Agrayana originally

meant not eating as the later writers have imagined, but a

half-year as the word usually denotes. This way of deriv
ing and explaining the word is not a new invention. For
notwithstanding the fact that Agrayana and Agrahayama

are explained b
y

Taranatha a
s referring to the sacrifice o
f

grain and eating, yet he derives Agrayana, a word o
f

the

same group, from agra-Hayama and explains it to mean that
“the Uttarayana was in it

s front.” Even native scholars
thus appear to be aware o

f

the fact that Agrayana could

b
e

o
r

was derived from ayana meaning the Uttarayana.
Indeed, we cannot otherwise account why the Agrayané

shtis were originally celebrated at the beginning o
f

Vasanta
and the end o

f

Warsha a
s stated by Ashvalayana. The

Agrahayawi o
f

Amara is thus traceable to Agrayani of the
Vedic works; and perhaps it was the initial long vowel

in the latter that might have been retained in the later
form.

It may, however, be asked if there is any ovidence to show

* See Wachaspatya s. v. Agrayana.
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that Agrayana was used to denote a star in the Vedic
works. That Amara, and long before him Panini, under
stood Agrahayani, if not Agrahayama, to mean the Naksha
tra of Mrigashiras is undoubted; and I think we might
fairly infer therefrom that the meaning given by these
writers must have come down to them traditionally. Every
“yama, must begin with some Nakshatra, and it is quite

natural to suppose that Agrayana must have gradually come
to denote the star that rose with the first ayana. But I
have not been able to find out a passage where Agrayana is
used in the Vedic works to expressly denote the constella
tion of Mrigashiras. I may, however, refer to the Taittiriya
Sanhita (vi. 4. 11. 1) wherein the vessels (grahas ) used
for sacrificial purposes are mentioned as beginning with
Agrayana and considering the fact that two other vessels
are named, as the words themselves denote, after the planets

Shukra and Manthin,” we might suppose that Agrayana,

came to be included in the list, not as the name of a deity,

for it was not such a name, but as denoting, the star which
commenced the year, or the half-year. The word graha.

which in the sacrificial literature denotes vessel has been

used in later astronomical works to denote the planets, the

number of which, including the sun and the moon, is fixed
at nine, the same as the number of the vessels used for

sacrificial purposes. It is not, therefore, improbable that
Agrahayani or Agrahayana of the later writers was a
transformation of Agrayana, and that Mrigashiras, was so

called in old times for sacrificial purposes. When the Agra

*See infra Chap. VII. In Taitt, San. iii
.

1.6.3 the vessel

is described a
s the vessel o
f Agrayana, thus shewing that the
vessel was named after Agrayana, which must therefore be either
the name o

f
a deity o
r
o
f
a Nakshatra.
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gameshtis lost their primary meaning, Agraywna or Agrahā
gana naturally came to be used more to denote the month
when the sacrifice was performed than the Nakshatra at

the beginning of the ayana, thus giving rise to the specu

lations previously discussed. But in whatever way we may
explain the disappearance of Agrayana in the sense of
Mrigashiras in the oldest Vedic works, the fact that in the
days of Amara and long before him of Panini Agrahayami
was used to denote the constellation of Orion remains
unshaken, and we may safely infer therefrom that themean
ing given by them was a traditional one.

We have already seen how legends gathered round the
“antelope's head.” It was the head of Prajapati wishing
to violate his daughter, by which some understood the
dawn, some the sky and some the star Aldebaran (Ait.
Br. iii. 33). Others built the story of Namuchi upon the
same which placed Vritra, at the doors of hell; while a third
class of legend-makers considered that the death of Prajapati

was voluntary for the sacrificial purposes of the Devas.
The following summary of the classical traditions about the
death of Orion, taken from Dr. Smith's smaller Classical
Dictionary, will show how strikingly similar they are to the
old Vedic legends.

“The cause of Orion's death is related variously,
“According to some, Orion was carried off by Eos (Aurora),

“who had fallen in love with him; but as this was dis
“pleasing to the gods, Artemis killed him with an arrow
“in Ortygia." According to others, he was beloved by
“Artemis and Apollo + indignant at his sister's affection

Homer Od. v. 121. 4. See Gladstone's 7'ime and Place of
Homer, p. 214.

- -

† Ov. Fast v. 537.
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“for him, asserted that she was unable to hit with her
“arrow a distant point which he showed her in the sea
“She thereupon took aim, the arrow hit its mark, but the
“mark was the head of Orion, who was swimming in the
“sea. A third account, which Horace follows,. states that he
“offered violence to Artemis, and was killed by the god
“dess with one of her arrows.” - ::::. . .

Thus love, arrow and decapitation which are the three
principal elements in the Vedic legends, are a

ll present in

these traditions.” There is another story which says that
Orion was stung to death by a scorpion; but this is

evidently intended to represent the fact that the constella
tion o

f

Orion sets when that o
f Scorpion rises in the east,

and is therefore o
f

later origin when the zodiacal signs

were adopted by the Greeks.

There are other traditions which point out the position

o
f Orion in the course of the year. The cosmical setting o
f

the constellation was believed to be an indication o
f stormy

weather and the constellation was called imbrifer or acquogus

in the same way as the Shva in the Vedas is said to com
meiice the year, while Shunasirau are invoked along with
Parjanya for rain. The German traditions are, however,

more specific, and I take the following abstract of the same

b
y

Prof. Kuhn communicated to the late Dr. Rajendralal

Mitra and published by the latter in his “Indo-Aryans,”

Vol. H., pp. 300–302–
-

“Both in our ancient and modern popular traditions,
there is universally spoken o
f

the Wild Hunter, who some
times appears under the name o
f

Wodan o
r Goden, and

was, in heathenish times, the supreme god of the ancient
German nations. This god coincides, both in character and
shape with the ancient Rudra o

f

the Vedas (vide p
.

99).
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w

Now there is a class of traditions in which this ancient god
is said to hunt a stag and shoot at it

,

just as Rudra in the
Brahmanas is represented as shooting a

t

the rishya and
orohit. The stag in German mythology, is the animal of the
god Freyr, who like Prajapati, is a god of the sun, of ferti
lity, &c., so that the shot at that stag is to be compared

with Rudra's shooting at the rishya = Prajapati. I have
further endeavoured to show that some indications exist in

the mediaeval penitentials o
f Germany and England, which

give us to understand that a
t

the close o
f

the old year and

a
t

the beginning o
f

the new one (we call that time “ die
zwolften” o

r

the twelve days, the dvadashaha o
f

the Indians)

there were mummeries performed by the country people, in

which two persons seem to have been the principal per
formers, the one o

f

whom was disguised as a stag while the
other was disguised as a hind. Both represented a scene,

which must have greatly interested and amused the people,

but very much offended the clergy, by its sordid and hideous
character; and from a

ll

the indications which are given in
the text, communicated by me (pp. 108-180), we may safely
suppose that the chief contents o

f

this representation was
the connection o

f
a stag and a hind (or o
f

a
n

old woman),

which was accompained b
y

the singing o
f

unchaste songs.

From English customs a
t

the New-Year's Day, we may

also infer that the hunter's shooting a
t

this pair was even

a few centuries ago, nay, is even now, not quite forgotten.

Now as the time o
f

the “twelve days” was with our ances.
tors the holiest o

f

the whole year, and the gods were

believed to descend a
t

that time from heaven, and to visit

the abódes o
f men, we may firmly believe that this repre

sentation also was a scene o
f

the life o
f

the gods. I hope

to have thus proved that the Brahmanical and the German
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traditions are almost fully equal,and I have finally attempted
to lay open the idea from which the ancient myth proceeded.
According to my explanations, our common Indo-European

ancestors believed that the sun and the day-light (which
was, so to say, personified under the image of various

animals, as a cow or bull, a horse, a boar, a stag), was
every day killed in the evening and yet re-appeared almost
unhurt, the next morning. Yet a decay of his power was
clearly visible in the time from midsummer to midwinter,

in which latter time, in the more northern regions, he
almost wholly disappears, and in northern Germany, during

the time of the twelve days, is seldom to be seen, the
heavens being then usually covered a

ll

over with clouds.

I have therefore supposed, it was formerly believed that
the sum was then completely destroyed b

y
a god, who was

both a god o
f night and winter as also o
f storm, Rudra =
=

Wodan. The relics o
f

the destroyed sun, they seem to have
recognised in the brightest constellations o

f
the winter

months, December and January, that is
,

in Orion and the
surroundings stars. But when they saw that they had been
deceived and the sun re-appeared the myth gained the
further development o

f

the seed o
f Prajapati, from the

remnants o
f

which a new Aditya a
s well as all bright and

shining gods were produced. I have further shown that
both Greek astronomy and German tradition proved to be

in an intimate relation with the Brahmanical tradition; for

the former shows us, in almost the same place o
f

the celestial
sphere, a gigantic hunter (Mrigavyadha, Sirius; Orion, the
hunter Mrigashiras); while the latter has not yet forgotten

that Saint Hubertus, the stag-killer, who is nothing but a

representative o
f

the god Wodan, who had, like Rudra, the
power o
f healing all diseasos (the bhishaktama o
f

the
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Vedas) and particularly possessed cures for mad dogs which
not only were his favourite companions, but were also in
near connection with the hottest season of the year, when
the declining of the sun begins, the so-called dog-days.”

Here is an equally striking coincidence between the
German and the Vedic traditions. The mummeries were
performed “at the close of the old year and at the beginning of
the new one," and the stag and the hunter had therefore
something to do with it

.

Pro. Khun's explanation does not

clear u
p

this point satisfactorily, nor does it give any reason
why the festivals were celebrated only during the twelve
days preceding the new year. A

s
regards the decay o

f

the
sun's power it must have been observable during , the whole
season and does not therefore in any way account for the
selection o

f

1
2 particular days. As for the dvadaghaha

o
f

the Indians, it is the period during which a person con
secrates himself for a yearly sacrifice and so must naturally

precede the commencement o
f

the new year when the annual

sacrifice commences, and I have previously shewn that it
represents the difference between the lunar and the solar
years; in other words, they were what we may now call

the intercalary days added at the end o
f

each year to keep
the concurrence o

f

the lunar and the solar measures of
time. The German traditieńs therefore can be better

accounted for, if we suppose that they are the reminiseences

o
f
a time when the stag and the hunter actually commeneed

the year. This also explains why the dog-days were consi
dered so important. When Sirius or the dog-star rose with
the sun a
t

the beginning o
f

the year, the dog-days, or
rather the days when the dog was not visible, were the new
year's days, and as such they were naturally invested with

a
n importance which they never lost. I have already
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alluded to the passage in the Rigveda which states that the
dog awakened the Ribhus, or the gods of the seasons, at the

end of the year, and this appears to me to be the origin of
what are still known as dog-days in the western countries.
Owing to the precession of the equinoxes and by neglecting

to maintain the correspondence of the seasons the days now
fall during a period different from the one they did of old,
but such differences we find in all cases where ancient rites

or festivals are preserved. The feast of manes, which
the Parsis and the Hindus seem to have commenced to
gether when the summer solstice occurred in the month of
Bhadrapada, now no longer coincides with the summer sol
stice; but for that reason we cannot say that it might not
have occurred originally at the summer solstice, especially

when the latter supposition is supported by other reliable
evidence, and gives a better origin of the festival. I am
not therefore disposed to accept Prof. Khun's explanation as
satisfactory, and am of opinion that the German traditions

are the reminiscences of a time when the vernal equinox was

in Orion, the hunter. We cannot otherwise account why
the mummeries and festivals should have been celebrated

during the twelve days at the end of the old and the begin
wing of the new year.

It will, I think, be evident from this that the Greeks and
‘Germans have preserved the memory of the days when the
year commenced with the vernal equinox in Orion. I have
previously shown that the Parsi primitive calendar, as fixed
by Dr. Geiger, points to the same conclusion. The Parsis,

the Greeks, the Germans and the Indians therefore appear
to have separated after these traditions were formed and
after Orion was figured, and recognised as the Agrayana

constellation. I do not think that any more traditional
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eoincidences are necessary to establish the Aryan origin of
the constellation of Orion, as well as it

s position a
t

the ver
nal equinox in old days. I shall, however, give one more
eoincidence which on account o

f

its peculiar nature is alike
interesting and important.

- -

In the Greek mythology Orion, after hi
s

death a
s

above
described was placed among stars, where he appears a

s

a

giant with a girdle, sword, a lion's skin, and a club.” Now,

if as remarked b
y

Plutarch, Orion is an original Greek
name, we should find some traces o

f

these various adjuncts
of Orion or at least some of them in the old Iranian and
Indian works. Do w

e

so find them I think we do, only if

we look for them with a little more attention and care, for
the transformation is more specific and peculiarly out o

f

the
way in this case. In the Vedic works Soma is said to b

e

the presiding deity o
f

the asterism o
f Mrigashiras. Soma

is Haoma with the Parsis. The 26th verse in the Haoma
Yasht is as follows -—

-

, .

Fra te Mazdao barat pawrvanian wivyaonghamem.
steher-paesanghem mainyu-tastem vanghwhim daemam.
Mazdayasnim. ..

.
. . . -

which has been thus rendered b
y

Mr. Mills in his transla
tion o

f

the Zend Avesta, Part III., in the Sacred Books of the
East Series (p

.

238)—“Forth has Mazda borne to thee,
the star-bespangled girdle, the spirit-made, the ancient one,
the Mazda-Yasnian Faith.” Dr. Haug takes paurvanian

in the original to mean “leading the Pawrvous,” which latter
he believes to be the Persian name for the Pleiades, which

is variously written paru, parvah, parvin and pārijiž. This
$een-sighted suggestion o

f

Dr. Haug has been pronounced

*See Smith's Dictionary o
f

Classical Mythology.” "

f Dr. Haug's Essays on the Parsis, p. 182.
-
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by Mr. Mills as “doubtful, and refuted by Vistasp Yasht
29, where Darmesteter renders a word probably akin as
‘the many.’” But excepting this difference of opinion alk
agree in holding this Yasht to be an ancient one, “a repro- .
duction of an Aryan original,” and that the verse above
given contains a description of the belt of Orion. Orion is
Haoma, the Soma of the Indians which is it

s presiding

deity in the Vedic works, and the above verse states that
God has given a natural star-studded girdle to Haoma

This girdle is
,

therefore, n
o

other than the belt o
f Orion

The verse in the Haoma Yasht, however suggests more
than it denotes. Both Haug and Mills have used the word
‘girdle' in the translation. But whether we use girdle’

o
r ‘belt; it hardly conveys the idea of the original aivyaom

ghanem. It is a striking instance of how in translations we
sometimes lose the force o

f

the original. Aivyaonghama is

a Zend word for the kw8;i, or the sacred thread o
f the

Parsis, which they wear round their waist. The 'girdle’

o
r

the ‘belt' o
f

Orion is thus said to be his kusti, and
though we may have n

o

more traces o
f

the ‘belt' o
r the

‘club' o
f

Orion in the Parsi scriptures, the above verse a
t

once directs our attention to the place where we may expect

to find the traces o
f Orion's, belt in the Indian works.

I have before pointed out that Orion or Mrigashiras is called
Prajapati in the Vedic works, otherwise called Yajna. A

belt o
r girdle o
r
a piece o
f

cloth round the waist o
f

Orion o
r

Yajna will therefore b
e naturally named after him a
s yajno

pavita, the wavita, or the cloth of Yajna. The term, how
ever, now denotes the sacred thread o
f

the Brahmans, and it

may naturally b
e asked whether it owes its character, if not

*See Sacred Books o
f

the East Series,Vol XXXI., Zend Avesta,
Part III., p. 238.
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the origin, to the belt of Orion. I think it does on the
following grounds. *

The word yajnopavita is derived by all native scholars.
from yajna-Fupavita; but there is a difference of opinion

as to whether we should understand the compound to

mean an ‘wpavita for yajna, i. e.
,

for sacrificial purposes, or

whether it is the ‘wpavita of yajna.’ The former is not in
correct, but authority is in favour o

f

the latter. Thus,

the prayoga-writers quote a 8mwriti to the effect that “the
High Soul is termed yajna b

y
the hotris"; this is his wbavita;

therefore, it is yajnopavita.” A mantra, which is recited on

the occasion o
f wearing the sacred thread means, “I bind

you with the wpavita o
f yajna "+ while the first half of the

general formula with which a Brahman always puts on his
sacred thread is as follows—

- -

asſiqā qū ūſāā astruáčzsgs; greatal
The mantra is not to be found in any of the existing
Sanhitas, but is given in the Brahmopanishad and by
Baudhayana. This verse is strikingly similar to the verse
quoted above from the Haoma Yasht. It says, “yajno
pavita is high and sacred; it was born with prajapati, o

f

old.” The word purastat corresponds with pawrvamim in

the Avesta verse and thus decides the quesiton raised by
Dr. Haug, while Sahaja,” born with the limbs of Prajapati,

+ qiftsma eqrāarī—

. Tarºt: Rareaſ a seară #4 raſă:

s Tºri aſāſētā at Hrastiqºra-FH II -

See Taranatha's Vashaspatya, s. v. upavit ; and Sankhya

yana Grihyasutra, ii. 2. 3
,

where the mantra is given as follows—
arārqāraāfºr I aſsrººt tar Tºrqātāārqāsīſā In the Paraskara
Grihyasutra, ii.2.11, both these mantras, arriºră qā &c., and
arrºt eat &c., are given. -

-

IO -
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conveys the same meaning as mainyw-tastem. The coinci
dence between these verses cannot be accidental, and it
appears to me that the sacred thread must be derived from
the belt of Orion. Upavita, from ve to weave, literally
means a piece of cloth and not a thread.* It appears, there
fore, that a cloth worn round the waist was the primitive

form of yajnopavita and that the idea of sacrednese was
introduced by the theory that it was to be a symbolic
representation of Prajapati's waist-cloth or belt. In the
Taittiriya Samhita (ii.5.11.1) mivita, Prachinavita, and
wpavita, three words which at present denote the position

of the sacred thread on the body of a Brahman, are defined,
but the Mimansakas: understand them to apply not to the
sacred thread, as we now wear it

,
but to a piece o

f

cloth

o
r deer-skin, which everyone must use at the time o
f

Sacrificing. It appears, therefore, that in the oldest times
the Brahmans wore a piece o

f

cloth o
r

deer-skin and not

a thread. This conclusion is further strengthened by the
fact, that according to the ritual given in the Sutras, no
sacred thread is mentioned in the description o

f
the

ceremony o
f Upanayana;$ while the investiture with the

* ºrgsi ºrº sight #fraſſifſ: Tºrqº. Shankarananda's
com. o

n Brahmopanishad (MS.).

# Cf. Medhatithi on Manu, ii. 44.

; Cf. Jaiminiya-nyaya-mala-vistara, iii.4.1. STT ºffairſ; firſt
affº artifasſà, a firgstrafasſà “stfärå arº at ºfTurn: sqāſa'
(Taitt. Arn. ii.1) reairn Tºrrara I agreeſ a friri ºranaireſ
*Iraq. I Taitt, Arn, ii. 1 is the only passage in the Vedic works
which fully describes the positions fºr:frå &c., and it expressly
mentions are and stfära, but not ºw.

-

$ See Taranatha's Vachaspatya s.v. upavita. Also Ashvalayama.
Grihya Sutra i. 19, 8-10-12, where ajina, mekhala, and danda,

are alone mentioned. -
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thread is looked upon at present as the principal part of that
ceremony. We have still retained a memory of this old
practice in the performance of obsequies and at the time of
performing sacrifices, when a piece of clothis worn in addition
to the sacred thread. Devela" says that out of the three
sacred threads to be worn, one is a substitute for the upper
garment, thus clearly indicating what the old practice was.
But this is not the place to go into these details. It is
enough for our purpose to notice that yajnopavita originally,

meant a piece of cloth, and that in the times of the 8mriti
writers, it came to be symbolically represented by the sacred
thread, thrice twisted and thrice folded. There is

,

however,

another difficulty which must be here noticed. The Parsis
wear their sacred thread round the waist, while the Brahmans
usually wear it over the left shoulder and across the body,
leaving the right arm free (i

.
e
., upavita). The Parsis may

thus be said to wear their sacred thread after the manner

o
f Orion; but in the case o
f

the Brahmans, it may b
e ques

tioned if their manner of wearing the thread corresponds

to the position o
f

Orion's belt. From the passage in
the Taittiriya Samhita referred to above, it will, however,

b
e

seen that wivita (and not upavita), is the position o
f

the

thread there prescribed for a
ll

human actions, or, in other
words, for doing a

ll ordinary business of life. Nivița has been
defined by all later writers to mean the position o

f

the

sacred thread passing around the neck, over both the

shoulders and dropping down in front. A reference to

Rumarila Bhatta's Tantra Wartika (iii.4.2), will, however,

show that wivita also meant “tying round the waist,” and
Kumarila observes that “tying round the waist is the most
convenient position for a
ll

kinds o
f work.” Anandagiri

* a As i

•e *
firszta I
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and Govindananda in their commentaries on the Shankara's

Bhashya on the Brahmasutras (iii. 4. . 19), give the same
explanation, from which it appears that the Brahmans,

like the Parsis, once wore the thread around the waist, thus
literally girding up their loins when they had to do any work.
The sacred thread of the Parsis and the Brahmans thus

seems to be a symbolical representation of Prajapati's girdle

or Orion's belt in every respect. The various stages, by which
the original piece of cloth round the waist dwindled into
a thread, are interesting and instructive from a ceremonial
point of view, but not being relevant to the present inquiry,
I do not mention them here. -

* As the passage is important as a record of now obsolete
practice I give it here in the original— . . . . . . . . .
firſt#farºfºrtſ ºf #frº: afraºrº
ww arºſsrairièr gārrºw it aſſif i qfrancieſ;
Rºrarătăsarqarantzarrºrs ºf

The word EHR fº
r

in this passage indicates that the writer had a

*gſa text in hismind. Madhava in his commentary o
n

the Para
shara Smriti (Cal. Ed., p

.

450) quotes Katyayana and Devala a
s

follows—

arratºr—qatū a Hrai - was firs afrº
agrégºid saraſº H-firewan a º

bar:—sawſºn it writ: ā
q

ūrī asarait I -

I think these verses clearly indicate that the thread must be
worn below the breast and above the navel, and going round the
whole waist. As the practice has long since been obsolete, the
verses have been much misunderstood b

y

later writers. The
author o
f egratfºrt does, however, clearly state that there

are two ways of wearing the thread, first over the shoulder as
described in the Taitt, Arn.ii. 1
;

and (ºr in the original) second

a
s given in the above texts o
f Katyayana and Devala. This
view has also been adopted b

y

the author o
f

the tre+Taisºr.
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But the sacred thread is not the only trace of Orion's
dress that we have retained. A reference to the Upanayana
ceremonial will show that we have preserved belt, staff,
skin, and all. Every boy, who is the subject of this ceremony,

has to wear a mekhala or grass cord round his waist, and

we still put three knots to his cord just over the navel, as
it were, to represent the three stars in the belt of Orion.*
In the Wajasaneyi Sanhita 4. 10, we are told that the knot
of the mekhala, when it is worn for sacrificial purposes, is to
be tied with the mantra, “you are the knot of Soma;”f

which Mahidhara explains as “a knot dear to Soma;” but
which remembering that we have a similar verse in the
Haoma Yasht, may be naturally interpreted to mean the knot
of Soma, the presiding deity over the constellation of Orion.
Then every boy whose wpamayana, or the thread-ceremony

as it is popularly understood, is performed, must carry with
him a stick of the palasha or the fig-tree and the same
passage in the Wājasaneyi Samhitâ says that for sacrificial
purposes the stick (danda) is to be taken in hand by the
Mantra, “O wood be erect and protect me from sin till
the end of this yajna.” Here again Mahidhara interprets
3yajna to mean sacrifice for which the staff is taken up,

* In the Prayoga works we have (and we still do so):--

#ssi frtrari amīqā āfāwā gain
In the Sankhyayana Grihya Sutra ii.2.2, we are told that the
knots of the mekhala may be one, three or five, and the commen
tator adds that the knots should be equal in number to one's
pravaras. The author of the Sanskara Kaustubha quotes a smriti
to the same effect. But the explanation is unsuited to the first
case, viz., of one knot, and I am inclined to take it to be a later
suggestion.

-

f its fifts
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But I think here also we may trace a reference to
Prajapati alias Yajna. The third accompaniment of a
newly initiated boy is the deer-skin. Theoretically it is
necessary that he should be fully clothed in a deer-skin, but
practically we now attach a small piece of deer-skin to a
silk-thread and wear this thread along with the yajnopavita.
Mekhala, ajima, and danda (the girdle, the skin and the

staff) are thus the three distinguishing marks of a newly
initiated boy; and what could they mean, except that the
boy is made to assume the dress of Prajapati as far as
possible. To become a Brahman is to imitate Prajapati, the
first of the Brahmans. Prajapati assumed the form of a
deer, so the boy is clothed in a deer-skin; Prajapati has a
girdle round his waist (the belt of Orion), so has the boy

his mekhala with three knots over the navel; and lastly,
Prajapati has a staff, and so the boy must have it too.”

* Dr. Schrader in his Preh. Ant. Ary. Peop., Part iv., Chap.
viii., concludes that the primitive dress consisted of a piece of
woolen or linen cloth thrown round the shoulders like a mantle,

and a girdle. The history of yajnopavita, the way of wearing it
as described in Taitt. Arn. ii.1, and Orion's dress, as conceived by

the Greeks, point to the same conclusion. I have already alluded,
to the difficulty of explaining how upavita, which literally means a
cloth, came to denote a thread. If yajnopavita be taken to have
originally meant yajna and upavita, and yajna be further supposed

to have once denoted a girdle this difficulty is removed. Av. yasto.
Gk.208tos, Lith..justas, meaning “girded” point to an original root
jos, Av.yangh,from which Gk. zonw, Av. aiv-yaonghana may be de
rived (See Ficks' Indo-Germ. Wort.). If we suppose that the root
appeared as yajinSanskrit and derive yajna from it
,

like Gk. zonu,

we may take yajna tomean a girdle and translatesTºrqārāt art
wrºtºr:(Jabal. Up.5)by“how can a Brahman b
ewithout a girdle and

a cloth?” If this suggestion be correct, then yajnopavita must be
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Thus in their Upanayan ceremony the Brahmans have fully
preserved the original characteristic of the dress of Praja
pati or Orion. The Brahman batu (boy) does not, however,
carry a sword as Orion is supposed to do, and the skin used
by the boy is deer's and not lion's. I cannot account for the
first of these differences except on the ground that it might

be a later addition to the equipment of Orion, the hunter.
But the second might be traced to a mistake similar to that
committed in the case of the seven rikshas. The word
Mriga in the Rigveda, means according to Sayana both a
lion and a deer, and I have already referred to the doubts
entertained by modern scholars as to the animal really de
noted by it

. Mrigajima is therefore likely to be mistaken
for lion's skin. There is thus an almost complete coinci
dence o

f

form between Orion as figured by the Greeks and

the boy whose wpamayana is recently performed, and who is

thus made to dress after the manner o
f Prajapati. I do not

mean to say that a piece o
f

cloth was not worn round the
waist before the constellation o

f

Orion was so conceived; on

the contrary, it is more natural to suppose that the ancient

taken to have meant nothing more than a mantle and a girdle in

primitive times and that the primitive people invested Orion with

a dress similar to their own. When Orion came to be looked upon

a
s
a celestial representation o
f Prajapati, Orion's dress must have

attained the sacred character whichwe find preserved in the sacred

thread of the Parsis and the Brahmans. I, however, know of no
passage in the Vedic literature where yajna is used in the sense o

f

a girdle, and hence the above suggestion must be considered as

very doubtful. But it may be here mentioned that inMarathiwe
use the word jamve to denote the sacred thread. This word is

evidently derived from Sk, yajna, Prakrita jammo. Perhaps we
have retained only the first word o
f

the long compound yajnopavita.
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people invested Orion with their own dress. But the coinci
dence of details above given does, in my opinion, fully
establish the fact that the sacred character of a batw's

dress was derived from what the ancient priests conceived

to be the dress of Prajapati. With these coincidences of
tails, still preserved, it is impossible to deny that the
configuration of the constellation of Orion, is of Aryan
origin and that the Hellenic, the Iranian and the Indian
Aryas must have lived together when these traditions and
legends were formed.

And now it may be asked that if the Eastern and the
Western legends and traditions of Orion are so strikingly
similar, if not identical, if the dress and the form of the
constellation are shewn to have been the same amongst the
different sections of the Aryan race, and if the constella
tions at the feet and in front of Orion—Canis Major and
Canis Minor, Kuon and Prokuon," Shvan and Prashvan, the
Dog and the Foredog—are Aryan both in name and tradi
tions; in short, if the figure, the costume, the attendants and
the history of Orion are already recognised as Aryan, is it
not highly probable that the name, Orion, should itself be
a transformation or corruption of an ancient Aryan word?
Orion is an old Greek name. Homer in the fifth book of
Odyssey speaks of the bold Orion and the traditional coin
cidences, mentioned above, fully establish the probability
of Plutarch's statement that the word is not borrowed from

a non-Aryan source. Two of the three names, mentioned
by Plutarch, Canis (Kwon) and Ursa (Arktos) have again

**en phonetically identified with Sanskrit shvan and rikshas,

and we may, therefore, legitimately expect to find Orion
similarly traced back to an Aryan original. The task, how

* See note on page 119 supra.
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ever, is not so easy as it appears to be at the first sight.
The Greek mythology does not give us any help in the
solution of this question. It tells us that a hunter by name
Orion was transformed after his death into this constellation

which consequently came to be called after him. But this

is surely no satisfactory explanation. Who is the hunter
that was so transformed ! There are many mythological
proper names in Greek which can be traced back to their
Aryan originals, and why should Orion be not similarly

derived The story obviously points to the Vedic legends

of Rudra, who is said to be still chasing Prajapati in the

heavens. The Vedic legend has fully preserved all the
three elements in the story—the hunter Rudra, the dog

and the antelope's head, while the Greeks appear to have
retained only the hunter and the dog with nothing to hunt :

But that does not, preclude us from discovering the
identity of these legends, and the question is whether
we can suggest a Sanskrit word which will give us Orion
according to the already established phonetic rules. I know
of no name of Rudra from which Orion can be so derived.

But if we look to the names of the constellation of
Mrigashiras, we may, I think, in the absence of any better
suggestion, provisionally derive Orion from Sanskrit
Agrayana the original of Agrahayama. The initial long a
in Sanskrit may be represented by omega in Greek as in Sk.
ama, Gk. omos, Sk. ashu, Gr. okus, and the last word ayana
may become ion in Greek. It is not, however, so easy to
account for the dropping of g before r in the body of the
word. Comparison of Sk. gravan with Gk. laos and of Sk.

ghrama with Gk. ris, rim.08, shews that the change may take
place initially, but scholars whom I have consulted think
that there is no instance in which it takes place medially
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between Greek and Sanskrit, though such changes are not
rare between other languages as in Old Irish ar, Cymric
aer, which K. Brugmann derives from* agra. Also com
pare Gk. daka'w, Goth. tagr, Old Irish der, English tear;

Latin ea agmen, examen, O. Ir
,

am, from the root aj. I do
not feel myself competent to decide the question, and hence
must remain content with simply throwing out the sugges
tion for what it is worth. I have shewn that traditional
coincidences clearly establish the possibility o

f

the Aryan
origin o

f Orion, and if I have not hit upon the correct word
that does not affect my argument. My case does not, in

fact, rest o
n phonetic coincidences. I rely principally upon

certain statements in the Vedic works, which indicate that
the vernal equinox was once in Orion, and I wanted to shew
—and I think I have shewn it—that there is sufficient
evidence in the Greek and Parsi legends to corroborate the
statement in the Vedic works about the Phalguni-full

moon being once the first night o
f

the year. We can now
give a reasonable explanation o

f

how Fravarshinam came

to be the first month in the primitive Parsi calendar and
why Dathusho should have been dedicated to Din (creator).f.

* Comp. Gram. Vol. I Arts. 518. 523. Prof. Max Muller
extends the rule to Greek and Latin, see his Lectures o

n the
Science o

f Language, Vol.II., p.309, where several other instan
ces are given. For a full statement of the phonetic difficulties in

indentifying Gk. Orion with Sk. Agrayana, see App.to this essay.

i By the bye it may be here remarked that we can perhaps
better account for the names Ahuramazda and Ahriman on

the theory that the vernal equinox was then in Orion, the
winter solstice in Uttara Bhadrapada and the summer solstice

in Uttara Phaluni. The presiding deities of the last two Nakshatras
are respectively Ahir-Budhnya and Aryaman. According to the
Avesta belief, which assigns the south to the gods and the north

to the Daevas, Ahir-Budhnya, as the regent of the southernmost
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The mummeries and festivals amongst the Germans can
also be more satisfactorily accounted for, while above all,

the form, the dress and the traditions of Orion may be now
better traced and understood. I have already in the
previous chapter shown that even the Vedic legends, espe
cially those in the later works, can be simply and naturally
explained on the assumption we have made regarding the
position of the equinoxes in the days of the Rigveda. The
hypothesis on which so many facts, legends, and traditions

can be so naturally explained, may, in the absence of a
better theory, be fairly accepted as correct without more
proof. But in the present case we can go still further and
adduce even direct evidence, or express Vedic texts, in its

point, would come to be regarded as the supreme ruler of the gods,

while Aryaman would be the king of evil spirits. Therefore we
may suppose that the names Ahura-Mazda and Ahriman, if not
actually derived from these words, were, at least modelled after

them. Amongst the names of the Vedic deities Ahir-Budhnya is

the only word, both the component members of which, are declined

as in Ahura-Mazda. Spent-Mainyus and Anghra-Mainyus is a
distinct pair by itself; and besides the difficulty of deriving Ahri
man from Anghra-Mainyus, there seems to be no reason why

Ahriman, if so derived, should be contrasted with Ahura-Mazda
(See Phil.Mazd. Relig. by Casartelli, trans. by F.J. Dastur Jamasp
Asa, §§ 71, 72, pp. 54-6). Parsi mythology has another deity

named Airyaman,and as this word is derived from Sanskrit Arya
man, it may be objected that same word cannot be said to have
also given the name for the evil spirit. I do not think that the objec
tion is well founded. C

f.

Andra (Sk. Indra) and Verethraghna (Sk,
Writrahan) both o

f

which are the names o
f

the same deity in

Sanskrit, but one o
f

which has become a
n evil spirit in the Avesta.

But I cannot fully discuss the subject in a note, and not being
pertinent to my case, I cannot also do more than merely record
here a
n explanation that may possibly b
e suggested.
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support. In the chapter on the Krittikas, I have drawn
attention to the remarks of Prof. Max Muller who objected

to the conclusion based entirely on the Vedanga Jyotisha

on the ground that no allusion to the position of the Kritti
kas was to be found in the Vedic hymns. We can now
account for this silence; for how can the hymns, which
appear to be sung when the sun was in Orion at the begin
ning of the year, contain any allusion to the period when
the vernal equinox fell in the Krittikas 2 This could have
been easily perceived if

,
instead o

f confining to the contro
versy about the position o

f
the Krittikas and endeavouring

to find out if some clue to the date of the Weda could be
obtained from the determination o

f
the original number and

source o
f

the Nakshatras, scholars had pushed their inquiries

further back and examined the Vedic hymns in the same
critical spirit. It would not have been difficult in that
case to discover the real meaning o

f

the Vedic verse which
states that “the dog awakened the Ribhus at the end o

f

the
year.” I have in a previous chapter already referred to the
verses in the Rigveda regarding the position o

f

Yama's dogs

and the death o
f

Namuchi. These passages, a
s well as the

description o
f Vrika or the dog-star rising before the sun

after crossing the eternal waters, the terminus o
f

the
Devayana (Rig. i. 105.11), sufficiently indicate the position

o
f

the equinoxes in those days. In the next chapter I

propose to discuss and examine two other important passages

from the Rigveda, which directly bear out the statement in

the Taittiriya Sanhita with which we have started, viz., that
the Phalguni full-moon commenced the year a
t

the winter
solstice in days previous to those o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhita
and the Brahmanas.
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CHAPTER VII.
Fºibhus and U)risha Rapi.

Knowledge of astronomy in Vedic times—The seasons and year

—The ayanas—The zodiacal belt or rita—Observation of
a total eclipse of the sun in the Rigveda–Knowledge of the
planets—Shukra and Manthin—Venus and Vena, Shukra and
Rupris—The legend of the Ribhus—Their identification with
the Ritus or the seasons of the year—Their sleep or rest in
Agohya's (sun's) house for 12 intercalary days—Said to be
awakened by a dog (Rig. i. 161. 13) at the end of the year—

Indicates the commencement of the year with the dog-star—

Nature and character of Vrishakapi–His identification with
the sun at the autumnal equinox—The hymn of Vrishakapi

in the Rigveda x. 86—Its meaning discussed verse by verse
—Cessation and commencement of sacrifices on the appear

ance and disappearance of Vrishakapi in the form of a Mriga.
—Indrani cuts off his head and sets a dog at his ear—Orion
(Mrigashiras) and Canis—meaning of mediyas in the Vedic
literature—when Vrishakapi enters the house of Indra, his
Mriga becomes invisible (Rig. x. 86. 22.)—Points to the
vernal equinox in Orion or Mriga–Leading incidents in the
story stated and explained. -

It is said that we cannot suppose that the Vedic bards
were acquainted even with the simplest motions of heavenly

bodies. The statement, however, is too general and vague.

to be criticised and examined. If it is intended to be:
understood in the sense that the complex machinery of
observation which the modern astronomers possess and the

results which they have obtained thereby were unknown in
early days, then I think there cannot be two opinions on
that point. But if by it is meant that the Vedic poets were
ignorant of every thing except ...the sun and the dawn,
ignorant of the Nakshatras, ignorant of months, ayanas,
years and so on, then there is no authority or support for.
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such a supposition in the Rigveda. On the contrary, we
find that some of the Nakshatras are specifically named,

such as Arjunt and Agha in Rig. x. 85. 13, while the same
lºymn speaks generally of the Nakshatras, and the motions
of the moon and the sun as causing the seasons. In Rig.
i. 164 we have again several references to the seasons, the
year and the number of days contained in it (verse 48) and
according to Yaska, perhaps to the ayanas (Nirukta 7. 24).
I have in a previous chapter referred to the passages
in the Rigveda, which mention the Devayana and the
Pitriyana, the old names of the ayanas beginning with the
vernal equinox; and there is

,
therefore, n

o objection to

understand the above verse (i
.

164.48) a
s alluding to the

black o
r

the Pitriyama. The intercalary month is mention
ed in Rig. i. 25. 8

,

while in i. 24.8 Waruna is said to have
constructed a broad path for the sun, which appears
•vidently to refer to the Zodiacal belt. I am further in
elined to think that the path of rita (Rig. i. 41.4) which

is mentioned several times in the Rigveda, where the
Adityas are said to be placed (x. 85. 1), and wherein
Sarama discovered the cows o

f Indra (V.45. 7
,

8
)

refers to
the same broad belt o

f

the Zodiac which the luminaries, a
s

observed by the Vedic bards, never transgressed. It was

so to speak their ‘right' way, and therefore called rita,

which though literally derived from r
i,
to go, soon came to

mean the ‘right' path, the circle o
f

which exists for ever, o
r

rather exists and exists (varivarti) in the vault of the
heavens (Rig.i.164.11). Prof. Ludwig goes further and holds
that the Rigveda mentions the inclination o
f

the ecliptic

with the equator (i. 110. 2) and the axis of the earth (x.86.
.4). It is now generally admitted that the seven rikshas
were also known and named at this time. The mention of

a hundred physicians in Rig, i. 24.9 may again b
e taken
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to represent the asterism of Shata-bhishak or Shata
taraka, presided over by Varuna according to the later

lists of the Nakshatras in the Taittiriya Brahmana.
The fortieth hymn in the fifth Mandala of the Rigveda is

still more important in this connection. It shows that an
eclipse of the sun was then first observed with any preten

sions to accuracy by the sage Atri." It is thus that I
understand the last verse in the hymn which, after describ
ing the eclipse, says, “Atri alone knew him (the sun) none
else could.” This observation of the solar eclipse is noticed
in the Sankhyayana (24.3) and also in the Tandya Brah
mana (iv. 5. 2; 6.14), in the former of which it is said to
have occurred three days previous to the Vishwan (the
autumnal equinox). The observation thus appears to have

attracted considerable attention in those days. It seems
to have been a total cclipse of the sun, and the stars became
visible during the time, for I so interpret the expression,
* Prof. Ludwig has tried to deduce th

e

date o
f

the hymn from

this circumstance. But the attempt is a failure a
s shewn b
y

Prof.
Whitney (see the Proceedings o

f

the American Oriential Society,

Vol. XIII., pp.17-22). As the eclipses recur in the same order after

a certain period, w
e

cannot use such facts for chronological purposes

without knowing the geographical position o
f

the place where the

eclipse occurred,and even then the conclusion will be correct only

if it can be shown ch independent grounds that such a phenomenon
did not occur at that place during several centuries before o

r

after
the date we determine. I, therefore, simply use the hymn for the
purpose o

f showing that a
n eclipse o
f

the sun was observed in those
days in such a way as to leave a record behind. It would b

e difficult

to deduce any other reliable conclusion from it even upon the as
sumption,not known and hence not used b

y

Prof. Ludwig, that the
vernal equinox was then in Orion and that the eclipse occurred 3

days before the autumnal equinox a
s

described in the Brahmanas.

I cannot, however, accept the suggestion that the hymn may be
aunderstood a
s referring to the obscuration o
f

the sun b
y

clouds.
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bhwvanani adidhayuh in verse 5. In verse 6 we are told
that “Atri knew (the eclipsed sun) by twriya brahma,” and
Sayana interprets the last two words to mean “the fourth
verse or mantra. But the verse wherein these words occur

is itself the sixth, and Sayana has to explain that by “fourth”
is to be undersuood the “fourth, if we count from the sixth,
i. e

.,

the tenth verse . The explanation may b
e good

from the ritualistic point o
f view, but it appears to me to be

quite unsatisfactory otherwise. I would rather interpret
twriyena brahmand tomean “by means of twriya.” Twriya.

is mentioned in modern astronomical works as a name for

a
n

instrument called quadrant (Siddhanta Shiromani x
i. 15),

and though we may not suppose the same instrument to

have existed in the old Vedic days, yet there seems to be
no objection to hold that it may have meant some instru
ment o

f

observation. The word brahima is no doubt used

to denote a mantra, but it may also mean knowledge or the
means o

f acquiring such knowledge. In Rig. ii. 2. 7

Sayana has himself interpreted brahma to mean some “act

o
r action;” and I see n
o

reason why we should not under
stand the phrase twriyena brahmana in the above hymn to
mean"by the action o

f twriya "or in other words, “by means

o
f twriya,” and thus give to the whole hymn a simple and

natural appearance, rather than endeavour to interpret it

after the manner o
f

the Red Indians, who believed that
Columbus averted the calamity o

f

the eclipse by prayers.

The peasants o
f

the Vedic times, some scholars might
argue, cannot b

e considered to be more civilized than the
Red Indians; but in so arguing they forget the fact that.
there must b
e
a Columbus, who would, by his superior
capacity, inspire the feelings o
f

awe and reverence for him.
When the bards, therefore, tell us that Atri knew of the
eclipse b

y twriya brahma, we can now easily seewhat it means.
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Sayana's explanation, as I have above observed, may be good
from the ritualistic standpoint; but we cannot, for other
purposes, accept an interpretation which makes the ‘fourth"
to mean the “tenth’verse of the hymn ! Thus understood
the hymn clearly indicates that at the time when the
observation was taken the Vedic priests were tolerably well
acquainted with the elementary astronomical facts. It is

,

however, suggested that the planets were unknown in these
days. I am unable to accept even this statement.” It is

impossible to suppose that the Vedie poets, who constantly

watched and observed the various Nakshatras in the Zodiac,

should not have noticed planets like Venus, Jupiter, o
r

Saturn, which outshine many o
f

the Nakshatras in brilliancy.

The periodical appearance o
f

Venus in the west and the
east, and especially it

s rising only to a certain altitude followed

b
y

it
s

regress, are facts too striking to remain unnoticed even

b
y

the superficial observers o
f

the heavens. But w
e

must

not g
o

o
n

mere probabilities. The hymns o
f

the Rigveda are
before u

s,

and though probabilities may serve the purpose

o
f determining the direction o
f

our search, yet if we cannot
find any reference to the planets in the Vedic works them
selves, w

e

must give u
p

the notion that they were known to

the poets o
f

these hymns. There is no question that planets

were known in the days o
f

the Brahmanas. In the Taittiriya
Brahmiana (iii. 1. T. 5) w

e

are told that Brihaspati (Jupiter)

was first born” near the asterism o
f Tishya, and to this

day the conjunction o
f Tishya and Jupiter is considered as

highly auspicious in the astrological works. We have, how
ever, to look for any allusion to the planets in the Rigveda

* Estafa: aqāsīrāarī: fasi Hari arriºr This reminds u
s.

o
f Rig. iv
.

'50. 4
,

where similar wording occurs, thus—ssetſä:
Tºri streraſit Hºt satiſts: quit safrāa 1 -

-

I I
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itself. The mention of the five buils in Rig. i. 105. 10 may

not be considered as sufficiently explicit to denote the five
planets; * but what shall we say to the mention of Shukra
and Manthin together in Rig. iii

.

32.2 and ix.46.4% They
seem to be evident, references to vessels called Shukra.
and Manthin used in sacrifices and have been so interpreted
by the commentators. But as I have before observed, the
vessels in the sacrifice themselves appear to have derived
their names from the heavenly bodies and deities known at
the time. It is generally conceded that the sacrificial
arrangements more o

r

less represent the motions o
f

the
sunt and the chief events o

f
the year. In other words,

the yearly sacrifice is nothing but a symbolical representation

o
r

rather imitation of the sun's yearly course. If so, it is

natural to suppose that some o
f

the sacrificial vessels a
t

least were named after the Nakshatras and the planets.

In the Taittiriya Sanhita iii
.
1
. 6
. 3
,

the vessels are spoken

o
f
a
s ‘the vessel o
f Shukra,’ ‘the vessel o
f Manthin,' and

so on, which indicates that Shukra and Manthin were not

used a
s adjectives o
f

the vessels. The only other explana
tion is to suppose that Shukra, Manthin, Agrayana, &c., were
the names o

f

Soma juice, and that the vessels used for
holding that juice in its various capacities, were described

a
s

the vessels o
f Shukra, &c. There is
,

however, n
o authority

in the sacrificial literature for holding that Soma really had

so may and 8wch different capacities; and I therefore
conclude that the mention o

f

Shukra and Manthin, a
s

* Cf. Rig. i. 162. 18; x
,

5
5
.

8
. Also see Kaegi's Rigveda

(translated b
y

Arrowsmith), p. 20
,

and note 6
7 o
n pege 115.

I hold that the planets were not only known, but some of them

a
t

least had already received their names by this time.

ºf See Dr. Haug's Intro. Ait. Br., p
.

46.
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applied to vessels, in the Rigveda is a clear indication of
the planets being then discovered. There is

,

however, in

my opinion, a more explicit reference to a planet in the
Rigveda which does not seem to have yet been noticed.

In the tenth Mandala we have a hymn (123) dedicated to

Vena which according to Yaska denotes a deity o
f

the
middle region. Yaska (Nirukta 10.38) derives the word
from ven ‘to love,’ ‘to desire,’ and explains it as denoting,

a
s

h
is

commentator. Durgacharya says, “loved b
y

all,” "

while the hymn itself contains such expressions as the “son

o
f

the sun,” “on the top o
f rita,” “comes out o
f

the ocean
like a wave,” &c., which have been variously interpreted

b
y

the commentators. But from a
ll

these facts I think w
e

have herein the original Aryan name o
f

Venus. The word,

o
r

rather the meaning I have here proposed, is entirely
lost in the Sanskri literature, but considering the fact
that the Latins named the planet as Venus, while the word
cannot b

e satisfactorily derived from any Latin root,
there can be n

o objection to identify Venus with the Vena
(non. sin. Wenas) in the Vedic works. In the Latin
mythology Venus is the goddess o

f love, and this we can now
easily account for, as the name o

f

the Vedic deity is derived
from a root which means “to desire,” “to love.” I may
again point out that the hymn o

f

Vena in the Rigveda, is

* See Mahidhara o
n Vaj. San. 7. 16. Some consider that the

root is Win and not Pem.
-

+This reminds one o
f

the tradition of Aphrodite who, in

Greek mythology, is said to be sprung from the foam o
f

the sea,

: In Dr. White's Latin-English Dictionary the word is deriv
ed from Sanskrit van to love; But if it is to be derived from a

Sanskrit root why not derive it from win or ven to desire o
r

love,

and so connect it with Wena of the Rigveda,
-
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used in sacrifices at the time, when the priest takes up the
vessel Shukra in the sacrificial ceremonies.” Katyayana,
indeed, mentions the optional use of the hymn for taking
up the vessel of Manthin.” But that does not much alter
the position, for; when the meaning of the word was utterly
forgotten, the hymn might come to be used for a different
purpose in addition ºthe previous one. The fact, that
the Vena hymn was used in taking up the Shukra vessel

is
,

therefore, a
n

important indication o
f it
s

o
ld meaning,and

when w
e

find"théname actually preserved till now indicatº
ing the planet Venus, and that this name cannot b

e

satisfactorily derived in any other way, w
e might fairly

infer that Vena o
f

the Rigveda is Vénus o
f

the Latin
mythology. A

s regards the change o
f gender w
e

need riot
consider it to be a serious objection inasmuch a

s not only
Venus, but also the moon has changed in-gendé. in its
passage to Europe. A

s
a further proof o
f

the statement

that the planets, o
r
a
t any rate Shukrk, was discovered and

named in the primitive period, I refer to the Greek word:
Kupris (Latin Cypris) which means Venus.” The word can

b
e easily identified with Sanskrit Shukra which, according

to the well-established phonetic rules, becomes Kupros in
Greek, the initial sh being changed to k

,
a
s in Sk, ahvan,

Gk. kwon and the medial k
r
to prºby labialisation, cf
.

Gk.

ºk
.

See Durgacharya o
n Nirukta 10:39, ºf Hºfstar Isrå.

.#The Sutras o
f Katyayana bearing on this point are a
s

follow—
(See Kat...Shr. S
u is
.
6
.

11–13) g
º

### a
t
# Haifa I staf

## =## 1 afāqāzīāa ºf 1. Thus he first lays down that the
Shukra vessel should be taken b
y reciting the hymn ºf Tasm &c.
(Vaj. San. 7. 12) o
r according tö’some the hymn staf ##: &c.
(Vaj. San. 7. 16

.

Rig. x
.

123). H
e

then observes that this
latter hymn is used in taking u

p

the Manthin vesseſ::::: . . . . .
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priamai, Sk. kri-mami, I purchase. As Venus was supposed
to be a feminine deity in Europe. Kupros was naturally
changed into Kupris. Thus, both the Latin and the Greek
names of the deity may be traced back to the Vedic Wena
and Shukra, and we may therefore hold that the planet

was discovered and named before these rages separated. I
know that European lexicologists derive Kupris from
Kupros the Greek name of the island of Cyprus where Venus
was said to be much worshipped and that Cyprus again is
supposed to have received it

s
name from the trees, cypresses,

in which it abéunds! But the explanation, which, gives no

derivation fo
r

the name o
f

the tree, seems to m
e

to be

quite unsatisfactory. If Aphrodite was known to the Greeks

in the primitive times it is more natural to derive the name

o
f

the island from the name o
f

the deity. In course of time
this criginal connection between the name o

f
the deity and

that o
f

the island may have been forgotten, and Greek writers
regarded Kupris as born in Cyprus. But w

e

must receive

these derivations o
f

Greek mythological proper names with
great caution as most o

f

them have been suggested a
t

a
time when comparative Philology and comparative Mytho
logy were unknown. Latin cuprum meaning 'copper' is

again said to be derived from Cyprus (Gk. Kuproº), but it

does not affect our argument, for whatever be the reason for
giving the name to the island, once it was named Cyprus or

Kupros, many other words may be derived from it without
any reference to the reasons for which the island was so

eålled.
- - - -

Some o
f

the reasons given above may be doubtful, but on

the whole I am inclined to hold that the Vedic Rishis

were not a
s ignorant of the broad, astronomical facts

a
s they are sometimes, represented to be. They seem to

have watched and observed the sun and the moon during
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their yearly course noted the bearing of their motions on
the division of time, fixed the length of the solar year and
endeavoured to make the lunar correspond with it

. The
Nakshatras and their rising and setting also appear to have
been duly observed. It was perceived that the sun and the
moon and such o

f

the planets as they had discovered never
travelled out o

f
a certain belt in the heavens, called rita;

while the eclipses o
f

the sun and the moon also received due

attention and notice. Men, who were acquainted with these
facts, would naturally be able to fi

x

the beginning o
f

the
months and the year b

y

the stars that rose a
t

the time, and
though w

e

cannot suppose the Vedic bards to have been in

the possession o
f any accurate astronomical instruments, yet

it was not difficult for them to decide roughly b
y

simple

observation when the day and the night were equal, o
r

when the sun turned to the north, either from the solstitial

o
r

from the equinoctial point. The knowledge implied by

these observations may appear to be too much for a Vedic
poet in the opinion o

f

those who have formed their notions

o
f primitive humanity from the accounts of savages in

Africa or the Islands of the Pacific. But as observed before,

we must give u
p

these a priori notions o
f primitive

humanity in the face o
f

evidence supplied by the hymns o
f

the Rigveda. It is on this evidence that we have to form

our judgment o
f

the primitive Aryan civilization,and if that
evidence is found conflicting with our prepossessions, the
latter must be given up. In what follows I shall therefore
assume the capacity o
f
a Vedic bard to make the simple

observations above mentioned.

• ‘We shall now take u
p

the verse in the Rigveda, referred

to several times previously, the verse, which declares that

a dog awakened the Ribhus a
t

the end o
f

the year (Rig.

- *** ,--
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i. i01. 13); and the first question that arises in this con
nection is

,

who are the Ribhus * Referring to Nirukta
(11.15 and, 16) we find that native scholars consider that
the three Ribhus—Ribhu, Vibhvan and Waja—were the
sons o

f

Sudhanvan and that having rendered wonderous
services to the gods they gained divine honors and a share

in the sacrifice'. and immortality.” But even Yaska does
not seem to be satisfied with this explanation. There are
several hymns in the Rigveda wherein the deeds of the
Ribhus are described (Rig. iv

.

33–37; i. 20. 110, 111 and
161), and in most o

f

them the Ribhus are spoken o
f

a
s

working in close connection with the year (samvatsam o
r

Samvatsara). Thus in the Rigveda i. 110.4 they are said

to have commenced work at the end of the year, and in iv
.

33. 4
. they are described as engaged, for the whole year

(3amvatsam), in reviving the cows (the rays of the sun).
The Ribhus are further mentioned as resting in the house

o
f Agohya, the “unconcealable" sun-god for twelve days

a
t

the end o
f

their course (Rig. iv.33.7). In Ait. Br. iii
.

30
they are described a

s

sun's neighbours o
r pupils (ančevasas);

while in Rig. iv
.

51.6 their work is said to be done b
y

the
dawn. Yaska therefore considers that the Ribhus also re
presented the rays o

f

the sun, and in this h
e
is followed b
y

Sayana. But the explanation does not account for the ºwmber

o
f

the Ribhus who are said to be three brothers. We must

therefore g
o
a step further and hold that the Ribhus did

not merely represent the rays o
f

the sun generally, but the
three seasons, a

s

connected with them, as several European

scholars have suggested. In the Rigveda iv
.

34. 2
,

the
Tº Also compare Brihad devata iii
.

81.88; p. 82, Cal. Ed.,

where the same story is given.
-

- . . . . .

#See Kaegi's Rigveda, p
. 37, and note 127 o
n page 133. Parti
cularly see Ludwig's Rig. iii., pp. 187-9, -
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Ribhus are told to rejoice with the seasons (Ritus) and this:
supports the latter view. In Rig. i. 15. 10, Dravinoda is
said to be the fourth companion of the seasons and the
Shatapatha Brahmama (xiv. 1. 1. 28) expressly states: that
there are three seasons. It is therefore generally believed
that this was the old division of the year; and that the
number of the seasons was increased as the Aryas travelled
further, from their original home." The three Ribhus,
representing the three seasons, may thus be said to be
engaged, throughout the whole year, in doing wonders for
the gods and received as guests in the house of Agohya at
the end of their course. “Here they spend twelve days in
enjoyment; then the course begins anew, and anew the
earth brings forth fruit, the streams flow, plants cover the
heights, and waters the depths.” And now comes the
verse (Rig. i. 161. 13) on which I rely— . . . . .

grºid ºutritis ºf it'snºwn
ań' sºn infinitariº gºal ºrgan
Here the Ribhus, awakened from their sleep and rest for
twelve days, ask “Agohya Who is it that awakened us ºf
The goat (the sun) replies that it is the “hound”, Sayama
understands shºanam to mean “wind,' but there is no
authority for it and the meaning is perfectly unnatural. In
fact Sayana may to said to have failed to interpret the

• * -- *

* Kaegi's Rigveda, p. 116, note 68, where he quotes Zimmer to
the same effect.

--
-

ºf This is in substance a translation of Rig. i. 161. 11 and iv.

33. 4.-See Kaegi's Rigveda, p
.

3
7
.

ºr . . . . . . . . . .

: Idam in the first line is not the object of abubudhat a

Sayana and Mr. S
.

P
.

Pandit suppose. It should be taken either

in apposition with tat, o
r

a
s ran adverb meaning ‘now’
*here,’ &c. ..

. .
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verse correctly, Ludwig and Grassmann both translate it by
‘hound,' but neither, of them explains what it signifies,
There is again some difference of opinion as to whether
the word somvatsare should be taken with bodhayitaram.

or with vyakhyata. But whichsoever construction we adopt

the meaning remains the same, since it is the same thing

if the Ribhus are said to be awakened at the end of the
year and then commenced their course, or they awakened
and then looked up at the beginning of the new year, or in

other words, commenced their new-year's course. Practically,
therefore, a

ll agree in holding that the awakening of the
Ribhus here rºrted to is their awakening a

t

the end o
f

the year, after these have enjoyed sound sleep and rest in

the house o
f Agohya fo
r

twelve (intercalary) days, and the

only question that emains is
,

who is the hound o
r

the dog

that awakens them We have seen that the Ribhus were
the genii o

f

the seasons and that a
s companions o
f

the sun
they worked wonders during the whole course o

f
the year.

But as it was a lunar year, 12 days were intercalated at the
end o

f

each year to make it correspond with the solar year.
These 1

2 days belonged neither to the old nor to the new
year, and the Ribhus were therefore maturally believed to

suspend work during this newtral period and spend it in

rest and enjoyment in the house o
f Agohya. When the

whole legend has thus a chronological signification it is

natural to hold that the hound, here alluded to, must be

some constellation in the heavens, and if so, after what has
been said in the previous chapters about it

,

what could it

b
e except, Canis Major o
r

the Dog-star & The end o
f

the
year here referred to is evidently the end o
f

the three

seasons, represented by the three Ribhus, and we must,
therefore, take it to mean the end of the equinoctial year
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or the beginning of Vasanta, the first of the seasons. Durga
charya in his commentary on Nirukta 1

1
.

1
6 explains the

phrase samvatsare (in Rig. i. 110.4) in the same way.
As I have already discussed the subject before,” I do not
here repeat the grounds o

n which I hold that the year, in

primitive times commenced with the vernal equinox.

Prof. Ludwig has made a happy suggestion that abhogaya,

which the Ribhus are said to desire (Rig. i. 110.2) before
they commence their career and reach the house o

f

the
sun, should b

e interpreted in it
s ordinary sense to mean

the bend o
r

the inclination o
f

the ecliptic with the equator.

Our investigation, based upon independent facts, leads u
s

to the same conclusion. In short, the whole story of the
Ribhus, as we find it recorded in the Rigveda, directly
establishes the fact that a

t

the time when this legend was
formed the year commenced with the vernal equinox in

Canis Major o
r

the Dog-star. It is highly improbable, if

hot impossible, to give any other reasonable interpretation

to the verse in question, whether we understand the Ribhus

to mean the three seasons o
f

the year o
r

the rays o
f

the sun.

a
s Yaska and Sayana have done. With the vernal equinox

near the Dog-star, the winter solstice would fall on the full
moon in Phalguna and Mrigashiras would head the list o

f

the Nakshatras. Our interpretation o
f

the verse in question

is
,

therefore, fully warranted by the traditions about the
ancient year-beginnings given in the Taittiriya Samhita and
the Brahmanas.

Let u
s

now examine the too much and too long mis
understood o
r

rather not-understood hymn o
f Vrishakapi

in the tenth Mandala o
f

the Rigveda. A
s

there is only one
hymn in the Rigveda which gives the story, it is not so

* See supra, Chapter II.
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easy, as in the case of the Ribhus, to determine the nature
of the deity, and hence various conjectures have been made
by scholars as to its origin, character and meaning. The
deities appear both in the masculine and in the feminine
form, Vrishakapi and Vrishakapayi., Amara" considers
that Vrishakapi means either Vishnu or Shiva, and Vrisha
kapayi either Lakshmi or Gauri. In the Brihad-devata
Wrishakapi is said to represent the setting sun, and
Vrishakapayi the gloaming.” Yaska (12. 27) would derive
the word so as to mean the sun who shakes (the world)
with his rays, and his commentator observes that the god

showers mist or dew and shakes the animate world.
Modern speculations about the derivation and the meaning

of the name may be found in Bhanu Dikshita's commentary

on Amara (iii. 3. 130). Prof. Max Muller, in one place,;

observes that “i
t
is difficult, o
n seeing the name o
f Vrisha

kapi, not to think of Erikapaeos, an Orphic name of Proto
gonos and synonymous with Phanes, Helios, Priapos,

Dionysos,” but, says he, “the original conception o
f Vrisha

* Amara iii
.
3
.

130 and 156. strfastiqrāāa and rºarſ
*fisääf: 1.

- - - - - -
-

f Brihat-Devata ii. 9. and 10– --

*Tarqrſt airst: a fºr a qāq;
grazırrırgºtt azº attſfit fºrå I

#"Ta`Taff azātāārº strº; tufasafºt u'

And, again further on in ii. 69 and 70. -

- -

w

ria afºrest warrafºisſºl.
guratfºrº ân frºſtfää sav. Il

wfsafir, afºrſa Hst afts q
ā

ºr
:
I

ararºarrà ſarſh tarqawsºft +

Tºrarfüfrit a
ſ

tarfiſh áàg gsara u

# Lectures o
n

the Science o
f Language, Vol. II., p. 539.
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kapi (Vrishan, bull, irrigator; Kºpi, ape, tremulous) is not
much clearer than that of Erikapaeos.”. However, if the
comparison be correct, we may, I think, take it as confirm
ing the identification of Vrishakapi with the sun proposed
by several scholars, native and European. In fact, there
seems to be a general agreement that Vrishakapi represents

the sun in one form or the other. But this alone does not
account for all the incidents recorded in the hymn. I
would, therefore, further suggest that Vrishakapi be under
stood, as representing the 8wn at the awiwmnal equinox,

when he may be rightly said to shake o
ff

the rains, inas
much a

s

the equinox falls at th
e

end o
f

the rainy season.

I have previously shown that the conception of Vishnu and
Shiva can be traced to the Vedic Vishnu and Rudra, and

these latter may b
e

taken a
s

the types o
r

the embodiments

o
f

the mild and terrible aspects o
f

nature a
t
the vernal and

the autumanl equinox. If Vrishakapi in later mythology
has therefore come to denote Vishnu and Shiva, according

to Amara, the meanings are consistent with the supposition

that in the Vedas Vrishakapi represents the sun a
t

the
equinoxes. In the hymn itself, Vrishakapi is said to have
assumed the form o

f
a yellow antelope whose head Indrani

is described to have cut off. This circumstance serves to

guide u
s
in at once fixing the position of Vrishakapi in the

heavens. It is the same antelope's head that has given rise to

so many myths.When the position o
f Vrishakapi is thus fixed,

it would not be difficult to understand the various incidents
described in the hymn. But without further, anticipating

what I havo to say in the explanation o
f

the hymn, I

now proceed to examine the hymn itself. We shall then
see whether the assumption which we have made regarding

the character, and attributes o
f Vrishakapi gives u
s a
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simple, natural, and above all, intelligible explanation

of the story given in the hymn, which, as explained at
present, is nothing but a bundle of disconnected; if not
mutually inconsistent, statements. I shall first quote the
original hymn,

* ... * * * - .
tº

*Riversiºn
Hatºušić. §g #aſ fºsſa sº u an
ºf #

ia

widia Tºdafi'i
- - -

# * **** firiº as a
tº airliftºn, tº Ft.

a
s weigair sºng at a

Hää # ºutfiſãº . .

a
t #4 iſ gaſ ºf Rûââo ſix

fººtagfi'i sãºaº . .

: " :* : . . . . .

ſº as Tā; a gigº'sſi ſãdo nº u

a ####ard a giftſ a
n

a rººfing a grºñºf axi. u -

sā ā
a gºlfiº ºff #Fasº . . . .

sa
i

is wa
s
a ſº ºria at us -

is dº sº ºf
f tº

f; ſºft HºHalifºſi ſãº, a 2lº
affºlſåå AIHá arriózſä data

-

smºſº, fiftikºſsºs ads a st - . . .
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### sign aſ ºff qi
ā

rºof

h
a
ſ gº iſºlaºſ Hää fºr u : . .

ānālā alſº gºtiatºr;
alsº sigt sa Tºgi º qſaſāq- m a

n
Il

Higfúſ (RM sediºtº sis: Bă ăg ºf ſº, u ** a

gºatſá čáſt gº ºrg gº
win ºssi, asºrºf n is a
si f: à itan st win ºf . .

suggis ºn sº waifºn v.
gº a fundings ## 1 -

irº is # * i a gift' alagº. I ºwn

a h
it

#
4

#37 ºn 3 ºil - - -

Hää. as: ài Hågå ſº ſº. I is nº

a tº as āū Hāsā'ājña

ità dei tiºn asºn. A fºr u v || . º

anff; writ: teià. g
º

f{xa --

a
ſ g
i
ſã weakusa añá ſº- a 12 m

sidia frariańſºuntil * - - -

finiſh Tºà itaniwi ſãº. I 1 m

* ** * *inian fi in
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###á wººiſt ºf sº fºr u wo m
gieſ: wº in #qqāš
ºw effigieia sai sãº. I wº
agā āqā Izſäätsäriä
r; a gait grºwnità fººd o ll ºz (l
sh; Tā Hūſ ū

lī
dās fluid

-

# * sº a gºal sºdaſa. Il ri i

There are twenty-three verses in the hymn; and o
f

these

3
,
4
,
5 and 20, 2
1

and 2
2

have a direct bearing o
n

the
question we are discussing. But to understand these verses
properly, it is necessary to discuss most of the other verses

in the hymn, and I shall therefore examine the hymn verse

b
y

verse. I have already remarked that the hymn is one of

those which have not yet been properly understood. Some

o
f

the verses have been explained by Yaska, but h
e

has
nowhere tried to give u

s

the bearing o
f

the whole story
described in the hymn. Sayana's commentary is very often
simply verbal, and in many places h

e

too is not certain
about the meaning, while the Anukramani has been several
times disregarded by Sayana himself. On the other hand,
Ludwig, Grassmann, and several other European scholars
have tried in their own way to explain the legend o

r

the
story embodied in the hymn, and the latest attempt o

f

the
kind is that o

f

Piscel and Geldner in their Vedic Studies
Vol. VII., Part I.” These scholars hold that the hymn

* I am indebted for this information to Dr.R.G. Bhandarkar,
who kindly undertook to explain to me the views of German
scholars o
n

this point.
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narrates a legend current in old days, In other words, they
take it

,

and I think rightly, to be a historic hymn. But the
question, what does the legend signify, o

r

how did it

originate, still remains, unsolved. Piscel and Geldner
understand the hymn to mean that Vrishakapi went down

to the south and again returned to the house o
f Indra.

But even then the bearing o
f

the legend is but imperfectly

explained. The occurrence o
f

such words a
s dasa, arya and

parshwin the hymn have led some to suppose that the hymn

records the story o
f
a struggle between the Aryan and the

non-Aryan races. But the hypothesis hardly explains the

various incidents in the story, and the legend may therefore

b
e said to be but still imperfectly understood. Under such

circumstances...any suggestion which explains the hymn

better is a
t

least entitled to a hearing. It is admitted that
the hymn is a dialogue between Indra, Indrani and Vrisha
kapi, a son o

f

Indra as they call him.*... But there is a great
divergence o

f opinion in assigning different verses to their
deities. I shall examine these points while discussing the
VGrS6S. . - : . . . . . . i. “... : : * : . . -----

3.

•Katyayan, in his Sarvanukramani says—ſafe safúšâr #Tran
fiftarºſław ºf Upon this the Vedartha-dipika b

y Sadguru

shishya has-rººfiñasgºw; Tºrºnt ºf tarſaw.itar
tarafitfit waſ . staff #sºftfit fºrará ###n | The verses of the
hymn are then distributed amongst the speakers a

s follows—
Indra, 1,8, 11, 12, 14, 19, 20, 21,22; Indrani, 2

,
3
, 4
,
5
,
6
,
9
,

10,

1
5
,

16,17,18; and Vrishakapi, 7
,

1
3
,

2
3
.

The same distribution is

given in the Brihad devata b
y

Shaunaka. Piscel and Geldner in

troduce Vrishakapayi in the dialogue and distribute the verses
somewhat differently thus, Indra, 1,3,8,12, 14, 19, 20; Indrani,

2
,

4
, 5
, 6
,
9
,

16, 21; Vrishakapi 7, 10, 13; and Vrishakapayi
11, 15, 17, 18. Verses 23 and 2

2

are supposed to be addressed

b
y
a stranger, the narrator.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
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VERSE 1.—The verse has been differently interpreted
by different writers. Yaska (13. 4.) interprets it as
referring to the rays of the Sun, which (the rays) deem
themselves perfectly independent of the luminary by which
they were sent out. Sāyana ascribes it to Indra who says
“that Sacrificers, allowed by me to sacrifice to Vrishåkapi,
have disregarded me, but are praising the lord Wrishākapi
who is delighted, as my friend, in the sacrifices, where
plenty of Soma is used ; [but notwithstanding] this Indra
is superior to all.” Mādhava Bhatta, whom Sāyana mentions
with respect, however thinks otherwise. He considers
that the verse is addressed by Indrāni to Indra, when she
perceived that the sacrificers have ceased to sacrifice on
account of the oblations being spoiled by an animal repre
senting Wrishākapi. He would, therefore, thus interpret
the verse. Says Indrāni, “In places of plenty where lord
Vrishākapi revels, sacrificers have given up sacrificing and
disregarded Indra. My friend Indra is superior to all.”

When the very first verse is thus interpreted in three
different ways, one can easily attribute the difference to an
imperfect perception of the bearing of the whole hymn.
To me Mādhava Bhatta alone appears to have taken into
consideration the verses that follow. Thus the fifth verse
of the hymn states that the things of Indrăni were spoilt by
Vrishåkapi in the form of an animal, and consequently he
was beheaded. I should, however, like to refer to verse 21,
wherein Wrishakapi is told that when he appears again,
sacrifices would be performed. This evidently implies that
they were stopped before and were to be commenced again
on the re-appearance ofWrishäkapi. The first verse there
fore must be interpreted to mean that “the sacrifices are
stopped.” The root srij with vi may mean either to

12
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abandon or to allow, but the former is it
s

natural meaning,

and when verse 2
1 in the same hymn can be easily explain

e
d b
y taking the former meaning o
f sri; with ci, it

would be straining the words if we put a different inter
pretation o

n them. I am, therefore, disposed to interpret
the verse after the manner o

f

Mádhava Bhatta, except the
last sentence.

But why should sacrifices b
e stopped 2 What has

Wrishäkapi to d
o with them These are very important

questions, and I am sure that had they been properly
answered, there would have been n

o difficulty in interpreting

the hymn. In verse 3 we are told that Vrishākapi,
spoken o

f
in this hymn, has the form o
f
a yellow antelope.

In verse 5 Indräni is prepared to cut off his head, because

h
e

offended her, and in the preceding verse (4th) a dog

is said to be le
t

loose upon him. These facts—an antelope

with the head cut off, and a dog closely following him—are
quite sufficient for the purposes o

f

identification. They

shew that the whole story is based upon the “antelope's
head” we have previously discussed ; and had Yāska and

Sāyana known that there is a constellation called dog in the
heavens b

y

the side o
f Mrigashiras, I feel certain that they

would not have hesitated to recognize in Vrishäkapi, the
sun a

s represented b
y

the constellation o
f

Orion. But all
traces o

f

the dog, a
s
a constellation, having been lost in the

Sanskrit literature, neither Yāska nor Sāyana could find
any clue to the true meaning o

f

the hymn. This is not,
however, the only place where Yāska has been obliged to

invent extraordinary interpretations. Not knowing that

the dog represented a star, he has proposed (Nirukta 5.20),

hat Vrika should b
e understood to mean “the moon,”

while usually it means awolfor awild dog, and it appears to
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me that a similar mistake has been also committed here.

Comparative Mythology and Greek Astronomy have, how
ever, thrown further light on the subject, and we must now
try to interpret the hymn accordingly. Wrishåkapi must,
therefore, be taken to represent the sun in Orion.
But even supposing the Vrishåkapi thus represents the

sun in Orion, why should the sacrifices be stopped on his
account 2 The identification of Vrishåkapi with Orion at
once furnishes us with a solution of this question. We
have already seen that the dog is Said to commence the new
year in Rig, i. 16.1. 13; and since Canis and Orion are close
to each other, Orion may also be said to have commenced
the year. The Devayāna, therefore, extended in those days
from the heliacal to the acronycal rising of Orion; that is

,

when Orion rose with the sun, it was the vernal equinox,
the beginning o

f

the Devayāna, and six months after, when

it rose at the beginning o
f night, it was the autumnal

equinox, the end o
f

the Devayāna. Now all Deva-cere
monies and sacrifices could b

e begun and performed only
during the Devayāna," o

r
a
s

we find it in later traditions,
only in the Uttarāyana. The acronycal rising o

f

Orion was
thus a signal to stop such ceremonies, and oblations could
properly be said to have been spoilt b

y

the appearance o
f

this constellation at the beginning o
f night.t But above

all the burden o
f

the song “Indra is uttara of all,”
becomes specially appropriate in this case. The word uttara.

* Jaimini Mim. Dar. vi. 8. 23, and other authorities cited in

Chap. II. -

† If Writra is correctly identified with the constellation o
f

Mrigashiras, we may on the same theory also explain why h
e is

called Makhasyu in Rig. x. 73. 7. The appearance of Mriga, at

the beginning o
f night, indicated the commencement o
f

the Dakshi
nāyana when sacrifices were stopped. Writra alias Mriga might

thus come to be regarded a
s
a destroyer o
f

the sacrifices.
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does not here mean superior, but “upper” implying that

Indra is in the upper or the northern portion of the uni
verse, though the sun or Wrishäkapi may go down. Iwould,
therefore, translate the first verse thus—“Where my

friend Vrishåkapi rejoiced in the wealth of the Aryans,
they

gave up sacrificing and did not respect Indra. Indra is (how
ever) in the upper (i

.
e
.,

northern) part o
f

the universe.”

VERSE 2–-Indra is here reproached for following up.

Wrishākapi, though h
e has offended Indrānt. Says she to

Indra: “O Indra ! (how is it that) you run down fast after
Wrishākapi and d

o not g
o anywhere else to drink Soma.

Indra is, &c.”

The word pará in this verse seems t
o denote the

region where Wrishākapi has gone. Parácat i
s often

said to b
e the place in the distant o
r

lower portion o
f

the

sphere, and is thus contrasted with arváeat (Rig. viii. 13.

15). In Rig. viii. 33. 1
0 Indra is said to b
e Wrisha in the

parávat and also in the arcávat regions. Indra i
s again

very often spoken o
f
a
s going to distant regions to see

whether Writra is duly killed. The same fact appears t
o b
e

here expressed in a different form.

VERSE 3.--Sāyana following the Anukramani, under

stands the verse a
s

addressed b
y

Indrāni to Indra. Ludwig

and Grassmann, on the other hand, take it t
o be addressed

b
y

Indra to Indrānī : and this construction seems better

than that o
f Sáyana. It may, however, be here, once for

all, remarked that though scholars thus differ i
n assigning

verses to different deities, yet it does not, o
n the whole,

materially alter the legend incorporated in the hymn.

* If Vrishākapāyi is to be at al
l

introduced in the dialogue, we

may assign this verse to her. The phrases, “my friend” and “did

not respect Indra,” would b
e

more appropriate in her mouth than

in that of Indra o
r Indrāni.

-
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Says Indra : “What has this Vrishākapi, in the form of a
yellow antelope, done to thee that you are so much angry

with him 2 Was it the rich possession (wealth ) of the
Aryans? Indra &c.”
The form, in which Wrishäkapi is here said to have
appeared, should be specially noted. Harita means yellow,

and yellow animals (Haritah) are said to be yoked to the
carriage of Āditya in Nighanfu (1.15). There the word is

,

however, understood to be the plural o
f Harit, by the com

mentators in conformity to Rig. i. 115. 3 and v. 45.9,

where the sun is said to have seven horses yoked to his
carriage. But I think that the same idea may give rise to

the conception that the Sun is represented b
y
a single

yellow animal, and we may take the passage in the Nighantu

a
s referring also to the verse under consideration. I have

previously alluded to the fact that the dog at the Chinvat
bridge in the Parsi traditions is described a

s zaritem, that

is
,

o
f

the same colour as the antelope in the third verse.
But the question of colour cannot be taken as finally settled
until we first definitely decide what animal is represented
by Mriga.” -

VERSEs 4 & 5.-Sāyana is literally correct, but again

misses the spirit, or rather has missed it throughout the
hymn. Indra was reproached in the second verse for his
partiality o

r

over-kindness to Vrishäkapi. But Indrăni was

not satisfied with it
,

and if Indra failed to punish the Kapi,
she took the matter in her own hand. Says she “O Indra !

a
s you (thus) protect this (your) favourite Wrishäkapi, let

the dog, eager (to chase) a hog (cardha), bite him a
t

his
ear. The Kapi spoilt my favourite things.f I shall, there

* See Dr. Rajendralal’s Indo-Aryans, Wol. II., p. 303.

t The word in the original is tashtani, which literally means
ºnade, shaped, &c. Mādhava Bhatta understands it to mean
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fore, cut off his head, in order that an evil-doer may not
enjoy happiness. Indra is in the upper (portion) of the
universe.” Here Indrānī is herself prepared to punish
Vrishākapi by setting the dog at his ear, and cutting off his
head. I have in a previous chapter shown how the figure
of Mriga's head is to be obtained in the sky. Taking the
three stars in the belt of Orion as the top of the head, the
dog is close by the right ear of Mriga and may properly

be said to bite it
.

The word caráha also points out the
place where we may expect to find the dog. In Rig. i.

61.7, caréha " is said to be killed b
y

Vishnu beyond a

mountain, which, in all probability, is the same story as that

o
f

Indra killing Vritra. A dog chasing caráha is therefore

n
o

other than Canis Major following the constellation of
Orion, o

r

the “antelope's head” representing Vritra. Sāyana
and Yāska, and even European scholars are silent as to who
this dog is

.

The verses, in fact, may b
e said to have

remained altogether unexplained hitherto, though the
words themselves are simple enough and have caused no
difficulty.

VERSE 6.—This verse presents n
o difficulty. Thus

Satisfied, Indrani speaks o
f

herself as the best o
f women,

best in every way.

VERSEs 7 & 8.—Indra now tries to conciliate her. Sayana,
following the Anukramani, supposes that the seventh verse

is addressed b
y Vrishåkapi and the eighth b
y

Indra. The
only reason I can find for such a

n interpretation is the

oblations offered to Indrāni. I translate it by things generally.
Whatever meaning we may adopt, it is quite evident that the Kapi's
interfering with them has offended Indrāni.

* In Rig. xi
.

99. 6
,

Indra is said to have killed Trishirshan, and
with his aid Trita killed caraha.
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occurrence of the word ambá, which means “mother,” and
this cannot be supposed to be used by Indra. But though

we avoid one difficulty in this way, we are launched into
another, for the verse speaks of Indränt being pleasing
“to me; ” and if Wrishākapi is the speaker, “me” cannot
refer to him, as Indrānī is his mother and, consequently,

“me” has to be interpreted to mean “my father,” and this
Sāyana has done. I prefer taking ambá as an affectionate
and respectful mode of address, as in modern Sanskrit, and
the verse presents no difficulty. We can then take both the
7th and the 8th verse together and give them a natural
interpretation. I translate thus “O auspicious lady what
you Say is true . . . . . you are pleasing to me
But oh ! hero-wife, with beautiful arms, pretty figure,
profuse hair, and broad hips, why should you be so angry

with our Vrishākapi? Indra is in the upper (part) of the
universe.” -

VERSE 9.—Indrăni replies, “This mischievous (Vrishà
kapi) considers me to be acirá (i. e.

,

without a brave
husband o

r son), while I am the wife of Indra, the mother

o
f

the brave, and the friend o
f

Maruts. Indra, &c.”

VERSEs 1
0
& 11.—Pischel and Geldner suppose that the

first is addressed b
y Vrishäkapi to Indrāni, and the second

b
y Vrishakāpāyī. Sāyana understands them to be addressed

b
y

Indra. Whichsoever construction we adopt, the mean
ing remains the same. Indrānī is here told that she is

highly respected everywhere; she is the blessed o
f all

women, and that her husband never suffers from old age.

This is obviously intended to pacify her.

VERSE 12.-Indra says “O Indrāniſ I am not delighted
without my friend Vrishākapi, o
f

whom these favourite
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watery oblations reach the gods. Indra is in the upper
(part) of the universe.’

VERsk 13.—This seems to be also addressed by Indra to
Indrāni, who is here called Vrishākapāyi. This latter name
has caused a difference of opinion, some considering Vrishā
kapāyi to be the mother, some the wife of Vrishākapi.”
I do not see how the wife of Vrishākapi, as such, could be
introduced in the song, unless Wrishākapi is understood to
be the name of Indra himself. Commentators, who take
Vrishäkapāyi to mean the wife of Vrishākapi, accordingly
adopt the latter view. Pischel and Geldner think that the
verse is addressed by Vrishåkapi to his wife Wrishākapāyī.

The verse means, “O rich Vrishäkapāyi ! having a good son
and a daughter-in-law, let Indra swallow the bulls, your
favourite and delightful oblation. Indra, &c.” There has
been much speculation as to who could be the son and the
daughter-in-law of Vrishåkapāyi. But if Vrishākapāyi be
understood to mean the wife of Indra, it causes no such
difficulty. The adjectives “having a good son,” &c., are
simply complimentary, corresponding to the statement of
Indrāni, that she was the “mother of the brave' in verse
9. Indra accepting her statements, asks her to allow him
to swallow the watery oblations said to come from Vrishä
kapi in the last verse. The words priyam and haci's are
the same in both the verses; and I think that both of them
refer to the same oblations.

VERSE 14–Indra, satisfied with the prospect of getting
the oblations, describes his appetite: “Twenty and fifteen
oxen are being cooked for me; I shall eat them and be fat.
Both the sides of my belly will be filled up. Indra, &c.”

* See Max Müller's Lectures on the Science of Language,
Wol. II., 538.
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The practice of sacrificing bulls to Indra seems to have been
out of date even at the time of the Rigveda (cf. i. 164. 43,

where it is said to be an old custom). But the old custom
could not be entirely forgotten, and if real bulls were not
offered to Indra, poets supposed that clouds or stars might

answer the same purpose. The number 35 mentioned in
the verse may thus refer to the Nakshatras (28), and
planets (7). But this explanation is doubtful, and I cannot
suggest a better one.

VERSEs 15, 16 & 17.—The fifteenth and the sixteenth

seem to be addressed to Indra by Indrāni, and the seven
teenth to Indrāni by Indra. In the fifteenth Indrāni, accord
ing to Sāyana, asked Indra to sport with her just as a bull,

with pointed horns, roars amongst a number of cows. The
next two verses do not appear to be relevant to our pur
pose. We may, the refore, pass these over, and resume the
thread of the story. Pischel and Geldner suppose that the
17th and 18th verses are addressed by Wrishakapāyī.

VERSEs 18 & 19.—Indräni is now conciliated, and says

that she has not killed Vrishåkapi, but some one else.
The verse thus means, “O Indra ! let Vrishåkapi get the
slain animal—an animal which was quite different from
Wrishäkapi's. Let him at once have a knife, a fire-place,

a new vessel, and a cart-load of fire-wood (to cook the
killed animal). Indra, &c.” Thus by the intercession of
Indra, Indrăni was moved, and at last undid or rather ex
plained away her previous act of decapitation. Pischel and .
Geldner translate the verse very nearly as I have done.
They, however, consider it to be addressed by Wrishäkapāyi

and translate parasvantam by “wild.” This does not explain
what dead animal is here referred to. It is
, I think, more
natural to suppose that the dead animal here spoken o
f
is
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the same as that described in verse 5, and one whose head
Indräni is there said to be ready to cut off. Indränt now says

that this dead animal should be given to Vrishäkapi, espe
cially as Indra has already got his oblations of bulls. I have
already shown that there were several legends about the
“antelope's head.” It seems that Indrāni, referring to some
of them, assures Indra that it was not Wrishåkapi in the form
of the antelope which she killed, but some one else (literally
parasvantam= representing another than Vrishäkapi, as
Sāyana takes it). Thereon Indra, having thus saved Vrishā
kapi by his intercession, observes, “Thus do 1 go seeing and
discriminating between a dasa and an arya ; I take my drink
from those that prepare Soma juice and cook the oblations,

and thus behold or protect the intelligent sacrificers.” In
another word, Indra is glad that he has saved an Arya, and
triumphantly declares that he is always careful to distinguish

between an Arya and a Dasa, the latter of whom he would
punish and kill, e.g., Writra, who is said to be a Dăsa.
Vrishäkapi being thus saved Indra, in the following verses,

bids him a farewell, wishing for a safe journey and speedy

return. These verses are very important for our present
purpose, and I shall, therefore, examine them singly.

VERSE 20.—In this verse Indra asks Wrishåkapi to go.

to his house (a stam) and then return afterwards to the
house (grihas) of Indra. But the question is where is
Vrishākapi's house and where is that of Indra” The words
in the original are dhanva, krinfatra and mediyas. Wrishà
kapi is asked to go to dhanwa, which is also krintatra.
Sāyana takes ahanca to mean a desert and krintatra in the
sense that “the trees therein are cut off.” But this meaning

does not quite suit the context. What is meant by saying

that Vrishäkapi, who is admittedly the sun in a different
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form, should go to a forest ? Where is that forest, and
what does it imply Dhanwa is a word that occurs several
times in the Rigveda. In Rigi. 35.8 it is said to consist
of three yojanas and is contrasted with the earth. Sāyana
there understands it to mean “sky or heavens;” and I see
no reason why we should not interpret the word in the
same way in this verse. Dhanva therefore means “sky” or
“heavens.” But is it the vault above with three stages 2
No, the poet qualifies the idea by krinfatra, meaning “cut
off.” It is thus evidently the portion of the heavens
which is cut off. In other words, the idea here denoted
is the same as that expressed by the phrase avarodhanam
divah—“where heavens are closed,” or “where the view is
obstructed,” in Rig. ix. 113.8. Dhanca which is Krifantra,”
thus denotes the innermost part of the celestial sphere,
the southern hemisphere or the Pitriyāna. The poet knows
that the vault of the heavens above him has three halts or
stages which Vishnu is said to have used as his three steps
(Rig. i. 22. 17). But of the nether world the poet has
no definite knowledge, and he therefore cannot specify the
gojanas or the stages it contains. Thus he simply says that
there are some yojanas therein. The first part of the verse
may now be translated thus: “O Wrishākapi ! go to the
house (in) the celestial sphere which is cut off and which con
tains some yojanas or stages.” In short, Indra means that
Vrishakapi should now descend into the southern hemis
phere.

The latter part of the verse literally means “and come
to our house from nediyas.” Now mediyas is again a

* The only other place where krintatra is used in the Rigveda is
v. 27. 13, which Yāska and Sáyana both interpret to mean that
“waters come up from krintatra, i.e., a cloud.” But it may be as
well asked if krintatrat cannot here mean “from below.”
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word which neither Yāska nor Sāyana seem to have properly
understood. Pånini (v. 3. 63) tells us that mediyas is the
comparative of antaka. Now mediyas cannot possibly be
derived from antika by any change in the form of the latter
word. Pånini therefore considers meda to be a substitute
for antika, when the comparative form is to be derived.
This is equivalent to saying that ‘bet' is to be substituted
for “good’ in deriving the comparative form of ‘good in
English. I need not say how far such an explanation
would be regarded satisfactory. My own view is that
nediyas had lost its positive form in the times of Pånini, or
perhaps its positive form was never in use like that of
“Superior' in English. But Pånini, who, as a grammarian,

felt bound to account for all the forms, connected mediyas

With antika, probably because the ordinary meaning of
nediyas in his time was the same as that of the comparative

form of antika. But we cannot infer from this that mediyas
might not have meant anything else in the days of Pånini.
Panini might have taken into account only the most
-ordinary sense of the word, and finding that a positive form
was wanting connected it with the word which expressed

the ordinary meaning in the positive form. The fact that
Pånini considers mediyas as the comparative of antika does
not, therefore, preclude us from assuming, if we have other
grounds to do so, that mediyas originally meant something

else in addition to its present sense; for Pânini speaks of
the form and not of the meaning of mediyas. Having
thus shown that the authority of Pămini is not against me,

I shall now give my meaning of mediyas. I think it means
lower, being akin to neath, beneath, nether" and corres

* Bopp derives O.H.G. nidar from Sk, ni down, and dis
approves Grimm's suggestion that it should be traced to a Gothic
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ponding words in other languages. The suggestion, I
know, will be received by some with surprise and suspicion,

and I must give by grounds for proposing a new meaning.
There is no passage in the IRigveda where the use of
nediyas might be considered as definitely deciding its
meaning. In Tig. v. 52, 6, viii. 26. 10 and x. 101. 3,

medishtha or mediyas might be supposed to mean lowest or
lower. But the passages are not conclusive on this point,

as the word there used might also be understood to mean
“nearest,” “nearer,’ according to Pānini. In the Brähmanas
we, however, meet with more decisive passages. Thusin the
Aitareya Brähmana vi. 27 mediyas is contrasted with upari
shtát.” Böhtlingk and Roth give a passage from the
Käthaka recension of Yajurveda (28.4), which says, “he
ascends (őrohati) to the heavens from the nethishtha world.”
Here the word ‘ascend’ clearly shows that the nethshitha
world must be understood to mean the “lowest world,”

“world at the bottom.” In the Tândya Brahmana (iii. 4, 2,

verb nithan, math, nethum, and divided as mid-ar, ar being a
comparative termination. (Bopp, Com. Gr. Eng. Tr. 1860, vol. I.

,

p
.

382). K. Brugmann compares Sk. mediyas with Av. nazd-yah.
meaning ‘nearer,' and derives the words from nazd (ni down and
sed to sit). Cf. Sk, nida Lat. nidu, O

. Ir, net, O
.

H
.

G. nest==

a resting place (Comp. Gr. i.
,
§ 591, ii. §§ 4
,

135). Both Bopp and
Brugmann do not propose any new meaning o

f mediyas. But

it is evident that whichsoever derivation we adopt the word is:
connected with n

i down, and if we find passages in the Brähmanas.
where it is contrasted with uparish tót, we can, I think, safely
understand mediyas to mean ‘lower' as suggested by its etymology;
‘nearer' is a secondary meaning.

* suftsrataſa writ Ait. Br. vi
.

27.

f afterås ºrištåårötuſ? I Kāthak. 28.4.
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13, 3) there occurs a passage where the directions for
lowering the tone are given as follows—“Just as after .
creeping up to the top of a high tree (a man) gradually

comes lower and lower so, &c.” The word for lowering in
the text is mediyas Sankramāt, and there is no possibility of
mistaking its meaning. In the Tândya Brähmana ii

.
1
.
3 the

raising o
f

the tone is described a
s ascending from top to

top (agrât agram); and mediyas sankrama must, therefore,

mean a gradual lowering o
f

the voice. In fact, mediyas

sankrama represents the same idea a
s low-er-ing, that is
,

not taking a sudden leap down but descending from the
highest point to the next lower, and s

o on. In all these
places Sāyana explains mediyas as meaning “nearer' accord
ing to Pānini; but in every case h

e
has to strain the words

to suit the context. It was not, however, Sāyana’s fault;

for after mediyas was once assigned to antika, all traces o
f

its

old meaning were naturally lost, and none dared t
o question

Pånini's authority. But we now know that in other
languages neath means low, and in several passages in the
Brähmanas, we find mediyas contrasted with “upper' o

r

‘top.’ This, in my opinion, is sufficient to prove that nediyas

meant lower in the Vedic times. I have already shown
that the authority o

f Pālini is not against understanding
the word in this way. All that he has laid down is that
mediyas having n

o positive form should b
e derived from

antika without Saying whether nediyas was o
r

was not used

in any other sense. I am, therefore, inclined to think that
nediyas might have had more than one meaning even in

Pånini's time, but h
e took the most ordinary meaning and

derived the comparative form from antika. This in course

* qut astºrturn guest afta: tamara Raſtasiaºrºaſia: ##Hur

*frui dºntº awraft Tán. Br. iii. 4. 2.
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of time served in its turn to restrict the denotation of the
word only to one meaning, ci.e., “nearer.’

I would, therefore, translate the verse thus, “O Wrishā
kapil go to the house—the celestial sphere which is cut off
and which contains some (unknown) yojanas or stages.

From your nether house come to our house. Indra is in
the upper (portion) of the universe.” Nediyas is thus
contrasted with uttara in the burden of the song. T3oth
are comparative forms. Indra is in the uttara (upper)
regions, while Wrishäkapi is going to the mediyas (lower)
world; and Indra expects or rather requests Wrishäkapi to
come back again to his (Indra's) house. That is the gist

of the whole verse. The idea that the sun falls down from
the autumnal equinox is an old one. In Ait. Br. iii. 18 and
in Taitt. Br. i. 5. 12. 1 the ceremonies on the Vishūván or
the equinoctial day in a satra are described, and there we
are told that “gods were afraid of the sun falling down
from the sky and so supported him,” and being thus sup
ported he “became uttara, to all. The Ait. Br. iii. 18 has
thus the same word uttara that we have in this verse, and
it is natural to suppose that both relate to the same subject.
I have also quoted a passage from the Aitareya Brähmana
where mediyas is contrasted with uparishtāt. From these
I infer that the verse, we are now considering, describes
the descent of the sun into the southern or the lower hemi
sphere, and that Indra asks him to come back again to
the house of gods, i.e., the northern hemisphere. ..

. I have
already given in full my reasons for understanding mediyas

in a different sense. But I may remark that, even: accept
ing the common meaning o
f the:word, the verse mayśstill

b
e interpreted in the way I have suggested.

VERSE 21.—Wrishākapi has gone down to the nether
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world. This verse now describes what Indra will do when

he returns. Says Indra, “O Wrishåkapi I you, the destroyer

of sleep, who are going to the house, come back again,
again by (your) way. We would perform the sacrifices.
Indra, &c.” The verse thus distinctly refers to the recom
mencement of the sacrifices in the Devayāna or the Uttarā
yana as understood in old days. The word suvità is from
the same root as waitánika and Kalpayácahai is from krip,

the root which gives us the word kalpa in kalpasatras.

Sucita kalpayávahai thus means “we would perform the
waitánika ceremonies,” which, as described in the first
verse, were stopped when the sun went down to the nether
world. I may also here point out that the house in the
nether world or, as Sāyana interprets it

,

the house o
f the

enemy is called asta literally ‘thrown,” while Indra's house

is called griha. The sun goes down to the asta and returns.

u
p

to the griha o
f

Indra. This verse, in so far as it speaks

o
f

the recommencement o
f

Sacrificial ceremonies, confirms,

the interpretation I have proposed for the preceding verse.

VERSE 22.-This is the most important verse in the
whole hymn. It describes the circumstances under which
Wrishäkapi will return to Indra’s house. Literally rendered

it means, “O mighty Wrishäkapi !" when you rising up

* Pischel and Geldner suppose that the verse is addressed b
y
a

third person to Vrishåkapi and Indra, probably because both these,

names occur in the vocative case and the verb is in plural. In that
case the verse would mean, “When Indra and Wrishakapi would
both b

e in the house, where would the sinning Mriga be, &c. 2”.
This interpretation does not, however, make any change in the part

o
f

the verse material for our purpose. For whichsoever construc
tion we adopt the question still remains—why is the Mriga invisible.
when both Indra and Wrishākapi are together ?
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wards (or rather northwards) would come to (our) house,
where would that great sinner Mriga be? Where he, who
misleads people, would go? Indra, &c.” Now Yaska, in
whose days all traces of Canis being once a star in the
heavens were lost, could not understand what to make
of the statement “where would that great sinner Mriga
be 2" It means that Mriga would not be seen, would
not be visible, when Wrishåkapi goes to the house of Indra;
but Yāska did not perceive what was intended by such a
statement. He could not conceive that the constellation
of Mrigashiras would be invisible, when the sun in his
upward march would be there at the beginning of the
Devayāna, that is

,

when h
e

comes to the house o
f Indra,

and therefore h
e proposed to interpret Mriga in the sense

o
f

“the sun” (Nirukta 13.3). Mriga, says he, is derived
from mpij to go, and means “going,” “one who goes and
goes and never stops,” in other words, “the sun.” Now,
says his commentator, when a person goes into a house h

e

cannot be seen b
y

the outsiders. S
o Wrishäkapi, when h
e

goes to the house, cannot be seen b
y

the people on the earth!

I do not think that I need point out the highly artificial and
inconsistent character o

f

this explanation. The word Mriga,

so far a
s I know, is nowhere used in the Rigveda in this

sense. Again, if the word Mriga in the third verse of this
hymn is to be understood as meaning an antelope, is it not
natural enough to suppose that the same Mriga is referred

to in this verse * Then, again, how can the sun b
e

said to

become invisible to the people when h
e is in the house

o
f gods? Nor can he be invisible to Indra whose house h
e

enters. What can, in such a case, be the propriety of the
word udancha o
r “rising upwards”? If Mriga means the

sun according to Yāska, we shall have to suppose that the
I3
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rising sun was invisible, a clear contradiction in terms. I am
sure Yāska here tried to explain away the difficulty in the
same way as he has done in the case of Vrika. But, in the
present instance, the solution he has proposed is

,

o
n the face

o
f it
,

highly inconsistent, so much so that even Sāyana does
not follow it

. Sāyana, however, has nothing else to propose,
and h

e quiety leaves the word Mriga as it is and unexplain

e
d in his commentary. In short, both Sāyana and Yāska.

have found the verse too difficult to explain. The meaning

I have proposed explains the verse in a natural and a simple
manner, and further corroborates the statement in the
Rigveda previously referred to, viz., “Canis awakened
the Ribhus at the end o

f

the year.” In the Taittiriya
Brahmana i. 5

.
3
. 1
,

we are told that the Vedic priests,
e.g., Mātsoni, observed the position o

f
the sun amongst

stars in the morning, and, as the Nakshatras disappear
when the sun rises, they determined the position b

y

observ
ing what Nakshatra rose a little before the sun. The
present verse records an observation to make which no
greater skill is required. It tells us that when Vrishākapi
went to the house o

f

Indra his Mriga was not visible any
where, thus clearly indicating that the sun rose with Orion

o
n that day. The Word udancha is especially remarkable

in this case. The Sun must be udaneha when h
e goes to

the house o
f Indra, which, the burden of the song tells us,

is in the northern or the upper part o
f

the universe. This
verse, therefore, clearly describes not merely the rising sun
but the position o

f rising sun amongst the constellations
when he is at the Vernal equinox, the entrance o
f

the house

o
f gods or the house o
f

Indra. Sāyana and Yāska have
completely missed this point, and have made Vrishakapi
represent the rising Sun as an unnecessary rival to Savità
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(Nirukta 12. 12). If the meaning I have proposed is
correct, we have here a record of the position of the sun at
the vernal equinox. I take pulvaghas in the original to
mean “great sinner ; ” but it may be translated as Yāska
proposes by “omnivorous” or “voracious.” But in either
case I would take it.as referring to the antelope's spoiling
the things of Indrani. The point is that the sinning Mriga

would not be with Vrishåkapi when he again goes to the
house of Indra, and Indrăni would have no cause to com
plain of the presence of the odious Mriga at the time.

VERSE 23.—Sayana translates, “O arrow ! Manu's daugh
ter, named Parshu, gave birth to twenty (sons) together.
Let her whose belly was big be happy Indra is in the upper
(portion) of the universe.” I cannot, however, under
stand what itmeans. Parshu, according to Sayana, is a Mrigi

or a female antelope. But why address the arrow to give
happiness to her ? Can it have any reference to the arrow
with which Orion was killed * Then who are these twenty

sons? Are they the same as twenty mentioned in verse 14?
Is it likely that twenty alone are mentioned leaving the
additional fifteen to be understood from the context 2 The

concluding verse undoubtedly appears to be benedictory.

But I have not found a Satisfactory solution of the above
questions. Perhaps bhala meaning ‘auspicious,” may be
used for Wrishäkapi, and Indra addressing him pronounces

benediction on the female that gave birth to the yellow

antelope and several other stars that are supposed to be
either killed or swallowed by Indra in this hymn. But
I cannot speak with certainty on the point and must leave
the verse as it is.

Now let us see what are the leading features of the story
of Vrishäkapi and what do they signify. We have seen
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that scholars differ in assigning the verses of the hymn to.
the different speakers, and here and there we meet with
expressions and words which cannot be said to be yet satis
factorily explained. Some of the interpretations I have
proposed may not again be acceptable to all. But these
difficulties do not prevent us from determining the leading

incidents in the legend, which may, therefore, be summarised
somewhat as follows. Wrishäkapi is a Mriga, and sacrifices

are stopped where he revels. He is
,

however, a favourite of
Indra, and consequently the latter, instead o

f punishing,

follows him. Indrani, who has herself been offended by
the Kapi, now reproaches Indra for his overfondness for
the animal and threatens to punish the beast b

y cutting off
his head and letting loose a dog at his ear. Indra intercedes
and Indrani assures him that the punishment has not been
inflicted on his favourite beast, but on someone else.
Wrishākapi is now going down to his house and Indra, in

bidding farewell to his friend, asks him to come up again

to his (Indra's ) house, so that the sacrifices may be
recommenced ; and, strange to say, that when Vrishākapi
returns, in his upward march to the house o

f Indra, the
impertinent Mriga is n

o longer to be seen Vrishåkapi,
Indra and Indrani thus finally meet in the same house,

without the offensive beast, and the hymn therefore con
cludes with a benedictory verse.

There can be little doubt that the hymn gives a legend

current in old Vedic days. But n
o explanation has yet

been suggested, which accounts for all the incidents in the
story o
r explains how it originated. Wrishäkapi is a,Mriga,

and his appearance and disappearance mark the cessation
and the recommencement of the sacrifices. The Indian tradi
tion indentifies him with the sun in one form o
r

another and,
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comparison with Greek Erikapaeos points to the same con
clusion. Our Wrishäkapi or Mriga must again be such as is
liable to be conceived in the form of a head cut off from the
body, and closely followed by a dog at it

s ear, unless we are
prepared to treat the very specific threat o

f

Indrāni asmean
ingless except as a general threat. All these incidents are
plainly and intelligibly explained b

y taking Wrishākapi to

represent the sun a
t

the autumnal equinox, when the Dog
star o

r

Orion commenced the equinoctial year; and, above
all, we can now well understand why Wrishåkapi's house is

said to be low in the south and how his Mriga disappears

when h
e goes to the house of Indra—a point which has been

a hard knot for the commentators to solve. I, therefore,
conclude that the hymn gives u

s

not only a description o
f

the constellation o
f

Orion and Canis (verses 4 and 5), but
clearly and expressly defines the position o

f
the sun when

h
e passed to the north o
f

the equatorin old times [verse 22];

and joined with the legend o
f

the Ribhus we have here
unmistakeable and reliable internal evidence o

f

the hymns

o
f

the Rigveda to ascertain the period when the traditions
incorporated in these hymns were first framed and con
ceived. In the face o

f

these facts it is impossible to hold
that the passages in the Taittiriya Sanhità and the Brāh
manas d

o

not record a real tradition about the older begin
ining o

f

the year.

-
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CHAPTER WIII.

CONCLUSION.

Results of previous chapters—Winter solstice in Phâlguna and Māgha
Successive year-beginnings in old times stated and explained—

The second traditional year-beginning in the Taittiriya Sanhità–
Winter solstice in Chaitra and vernal equinox in Punarvasu
Vedic traditions corroborating the same—The commencement of
the sacrifice with Aditi, the presiding deity of Punarvast—The
Abhijit day—The asterismal Prajápati with Chiträ for his head—
THE CONCLUSIONs—Periods of ancient Vedic literature stated and
described—The Pre-Orion Period, 6000–4000 B.C.—The Orion
Period, 4000–2500 B.C.—The Krittikä Period, 2500–1400 B.C.
—Pre-Buddistic Period, 1400–500 B.C.—Not inconsistent with
the results of Comparative Philology or Mythology—Rate of the
precession of the equinoxes–Correctly determined by the Hin
dus—Continuous record of the different positions of the equinoxes
in Sanskrit literature—Traditions based upon the same—Prajā
pati, Rohini and Rudra—Meaning of Rohini—The Krittikás in
the Trittiriya Sanhità and Vedānga Jyotisha—The equinox in
Ashvini in later works—Story of Vishvāmitra—Notices of the
recession of the rainy season from Bhādrapada to Jyeshtha—

Conclusions shewn to be consistent with the traditions regarding

the antiquity of Zoroaster and the Vedas.

WE have thus traced back one of the traditions about
the old beginnings of the year, mentioned in the Taittiriya
Sanhità, to the oldest of the Vedic works, and what is still
more important, shown that the Vedic traditions are in
this respect completely corroborated by the oldest records
and traditions of the other two sections of the Aryan race—
the Parsis and the Greeks. The traditions of each nation

taken singly may not be conclusive, but when, putting all
these together and interpreting one se
t

in the light o
f

another, we find that directly or indirectly a
ll point to the
same conclusion, their cumulative effect cannot but be.
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conclusive. Scholars have already discovered the similarity
between the traditions of the three nations, but without
any clue to the period when all the Aryas lived together,
it was impossible to reduce all these traditions into a
harmonious whole. The traditions of Orion, and especially

its position at the beginning of the equinoctial year, do,
however, supply such a clue, and with it

s help the mystery

about the oldest periods o
f Aryan civilization is consider

ably cleared up. Thus if Orion is now n
o longer a hunter

o
f

unknown parentage, we need not also indulge in uncer
tain speculations about the foamy weapon with which
Indra killed his enemy, o

r

how the four-eyed dogs came to

b
e stationed a
t

the Chinvat Bridge, or why the Ribhus are
said to be awakened b

y
a dog a
t

the end o
f

the year.

Astronomically the matter is as simple a
s it could be.

All our measurements of time are directly based upon the
changes in the positions o

f heavenly bodies. But there is

n
o

measurement o
f time, at present determined, which is

longer than the period during which the equinoxes com
plete their revolution in the ecliptic. It is

,

therefore, the
best measurement o

f

time for determining the periods o
f

antiquity, only ifwe have reliable records about the position

o
f heavenly bodies in early days. Fortunately, such records

o
f

the time, when the Hellenic, the Iranian and the Indian
Aryans lived together, have been preserved for u

s

in the
Rigveda, and with the help o

f

the Greek and the Parsi
traditions we can now decipher these records inscribed o

n

the specially cultivated memory o
f

the Indian Aryans.
Commencing with the passages in the Taittiriya Sanhità
and the Brähmanas, which declare that the Phalguni full
moon was once the new-year's night, we found that Mriga
shiras was designated b
y
a name which, if rightly inter
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preted, showed that the vernal equinox coincided with that
asterism in old times. This was, so to speak, a sort of
corroborative evidence of the truth of the statement in the
Taittiriya Samhitā. A reference to the figure will show at
a glance that if the sun be at the winter solstice on the
Phalguni full-moon day, the moon to be full must be
diametrically opposite to the sun and also near Phalguni
Uttarā, Phalguni will thus be at the summer solstice and the
Vernal equinox will coincide with Mrigashiras. With the
solstice in Māgha, the equinox will be in the Krittikás ;
while when the Uttarāyana begins in Pausha the equinox is
in Ashvini. Ashvini and Pausha, Krittikás and Māgha, and
Mrigashiras and Phâlguna are thus the correlative pairs of
successive year-beginnings depending entirely upon the pre
cession of the equinoxes; and the facts, statements, texts
and legends discussed in the previous chapters supply us
with reliable evidence, direct and indirect, of the existence
of all these year-beginnings in the various periods of Aryan
civilization. It has been further shown that not only the
traditions, but also the primitive calendar of the Parsis bears
out the conclusions we have deduced from the Vedic works.

We have so far considered only one of the traditional
year-beginnings recorded in the Taittiriya Sanhitā, the
Phalguni full-moon. But it may be asked how we interpret
the other mentioned along with it

,

and almost in the same
words. Analogy at once suggests that w

e

should interpret

it in the same way as we have interpreted the first. With
the Phalguni full-moon, at the winter solstice the vernal
equinox was in Mrigashiras ; so with the Chitra full-moon

a
t

the solstice the Vernal equinox would b
e in Punarvasú.
Let us, therefore, see if we have any evidence in the Vedic
literature in support o
f

such a
n interpretation. It may b
e
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observed that we are here entering upon the remotest
period of antiquity, when the year was probably first
determined with some approach to accuracy; and even in
the Vedas there is hardly anything beyond vague traditions
about this period, while the Greeks and the Parsis have
not, it appears, preserved even these.

There is no express passage which states that Punarvasú
was ever the first of the Nakshatras, nor have we in this
case a synonym like Agrahāyana, or Orion, wherein we
might discover similar traditions. There are, however,

some indications about the oldest position of Punarvasú
preserved in the sacrificial literature. The presiding deity

of Punarvasú is Aditi, and we are told in the Aitareya

Brāhmana i. 7, and the Taittiriya Sanhitā vi
.
1
.

5
. 1
,

that
Aditi has been blessed with a boon that all sacrifices must

commence and end with her. The story begins with the
statement that the Sacrifice (the mysterial sacrificial per
sonage) went away from the gods. The gods were then
unable to perform any further ceremonies, and did not know

where it (the sacrifice) had gone to ; and it was Aditi that
helped them, in this state, to find out the proper com
mencement o

f

the sacrifice." This clearly means, if it can
mean anything, that before this time sacrifices were per
formed a

t random, but it was at this time resolved and fixed
to commence them from Aditi. Aditi was thus the oldest
and the first commencement o

f

the sacrifice o
r

the year.

In the Wājasaneyi Sanhità 4. 19 Aditi is said to be ubhaya
tah shirshni, “double-headed,” and the commentators

* Ait. Br. i. 7. A similar tradition about Orion is narrated in Greek
mythology. It is stated that having lost his sight h
e followed a

guide to the east in search of the sun and there, b
y

exposing his face

to the rising sun, his sight was restored. -
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interpret it to mean that the two termini of the sacrifices,
which began and ended with Aditi, are the two heads here
alluded to. These traditions are further corroborated by

the sacrificial ceremonies. According to the sacrificial
terminology the 4th day before Wishūván or the central
day of the yearly satra is called the Abhijit day. “In the
sixth month,” observes Dr. Haug," “there are three Abhi
plava, Shalahas (six-days’ periods) and one Prishthya

shalaha.” This makes up the first 24 days of the sixth
month. The following days are thus enumerated: “the
Abhijit day, the three scarasāman days and the Vishūvān,
or the central day which stands quite apart.” Thus if we
exclude the Vishūván day, as standing apart by itself, this
gives us four days, and with the two days—Atirátra and
Chaturcinsha—which are taken up by the initial cere
monies of the satra, we make up the shaftaha wanted to com
plete the six months. The Abhijit day thus falls on the
fourth day before the Wishūvân. Now if Abhijit day be sup
posed to be named after the Nakshatra of that name (i

. e.,
when the sun is in Abhijit) then the Vishūvān or the autum
nal equinox must fall four days—or as the sun travels over
about 1° o

f

the ecliptic each day, 4°–after the asterism

o
f Abhijit ; and it can be shewn b
y

astronomical calculation
that, with Aditi or Punarvasú a

t

the vernal equinox to
commence the sacrifice, we get nearly the same result. In

the Sūrya Siddhānta (viii. 3 table) the longitude o
f

Punarvasú is said to be 93°, while that o
f Abhijit is 266°

40, that is
,
in other words, Abhijit would be about 6° behind

the autumnal equinox or Vishūvān, if we suppose the Vernal
equinox to exactly coincide with Punarvasú. With the

* See Dr. Haug's translation o
f

the Aitareya Brahmana iv. 12,

p
.

279, note.

*
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vernal equinox in Punarvast, there is again no other Nak
shatra nearer to or at the autumnal equinox to mark the
Vishūván day. We can, therefore, now understand Why
Abhijit, which is so fa

r

away from the ecliptic, should have
been included in the old list o

f

the Nakshatras. It marked.
the approach o

f
the Wishūvan in the primitive sacrificial

calendar, but when it ceased to be used for that purpose
owing to the falling back o

f seasons, it was naturally drop
ped from the list o

f

the Nakshatras, a
s it was far away from

the Zodiac. If Bentley's suggestion about Müla and
Jyeshthā b

e correct, this must have been done at the time

When the vernal equinox was in Orion. But be that as:

it may, it will, I think, be clear from the above that the
position o

f

the Abhijit day in the sacrificial literature fully
supports the tradition about Aditi, the presiding deity o

f

Punatvasú, having discovered the commencement o
f

the
Sacrifice. Aditi at this time must have also separated the
Devayāna from the Pitriyāna and thus may have been
appropriately called the mother o

f

the Devas (liig. x. 72.
5)." It was from her that the Ādityas were born (Rig. x.
72.8; Shat. Br. iii

.
1
.

3
. 2
),

o
r the sun commenced his

yearly course.

The only other tradition I could find in the Vedic litera
ture about this position o

f Aditi is the story o
f

the

* Aditi is here said to be the daughter o
f Daksha, also cf. Rig.

vii. 66. 2. In Purānic traditions the 27 Nakshatras are said to be

the daughters o
f

Daksha who gave them to the moon. If we com
bine these two traditions Aditi would be a

t

the head of all the
Nakshatras, in the same way as Mirgashiras or the Krittikas headed
the list in later times. There are again many legends in the Pura
nas, stating that everything was born from Aditi. We can account
for all these facts if we place Aditi at the vernal equinox, when the

• calendar was first fixed for the sacrificial purposes.
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asterismal Prajāpati given in the Taittiriya Brahmana (i
.
*.

2
. 3)." The asterism o
f

Chitrá is here said to be the head
ofthis Prajápati, Sváti the heart, Hasta the hand, Vishākhā
the thighs, and Anúrādhā the foot. Many conjectures are
made about the meaning o

f

this figure, but none o
f

them
satisfactorily explains why Prajapati, who is said to be

the god o
f

time o
r

the lustrum o
f

years in the Vedānga
Jyotisha, should have been represented in this way. I

propose that we should interpret it after the manner o
f
a

similar representation o
f

Brahman b
y

Bādarāyana,t where

in the different signs o
f

the Zodiac are said to be similarly
related to the different parts o

f
the body o

f

Brahman o
r

the
Creator. Prof. Max Müller has thus translated the
Verse—“The ram is the head, the face o

f

the Creator is the
bull, the breast would be the man-pair, the heart the crab,
the lion the stomach, the maid the hip, the balance-bearer
the belly, the eighth (scorpion) themembrum, the archer his
pair o

f thighs, the Makara his pair of knees, the pot his
pair o

f legs, the fish his two feet.”f Thus if Mesha was
Brahman’s head when the Rashis were introduced,

Chiträ could well be said to be the head o
f Prajápati when

the Chiträ full-moon commenced the year. But though we
can thus satisfactorily account for the fact why Chiträ
should have been called the head o

f Prajapati, yet we can

* it it wºr:fri srstrafā āa sºrºrº ºutfäg: get garºr
stºr: fºrwſ frº: favºrſ gard 135s fºsſrú afterartur: quº

• Wºr=ſtar: Tºrqſar:

f irr: ſºrts” waſ await fruſtſ: qār Mīrzāfāgā āqā Fºrr:
frºnxſtaraxit gaſã: #fesa aftarºſławrirgitawa. Trºu

ºrºftware-frºgst ºr sitsa ºf Tºrfa
sigrfºrd #w: qrāt arºqarā āfa u

# India; what it can teach us? pp. 322, 323.

*
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not give an equally satisfactory reason in the case of one of
the Nakshatras in this representation, unless we place three
intercalary months in five years. It is

,

however, very
difficult to determine how the intercalary months were:
inserted, if at all, at this remote period, and the question
must therefore, to a certain extent, remain unsolved for the:
present. The analogy o

f

the pictorial representation o
f the

twelve signs o
f

the Zodiac in later days, is
,

however, a

strong ground to hold that the asterismal Prajapati may

have been similarly conceived when the primitive year was
first determined on the Nakshatra system. There is

,

so far

a
s I know, no more evidence about this primitive calendar

in the Vedic works, than what has been given above. But
the traces o

f

such period which We can discover in the
Sacrificial literature and especially the express mention in

Taittiriya Sanhità that the Chiträ full-moon once commen
ced the year are, in my opinion, sufficient to prove the exist
ence o

f

such a calendar in the primitive days. We cannot
otherwise account Why the first and last offerings in:
every sacrifice should b

e

made to Aditi and why Abhijit
day should precede the VishūVân b

y

four days. Compared

to the evidences o
f

the Orion period, these are slender

materials for the construction o
f

the primitive Vedic calen
dar, but they are decidedly superior to the materials o

n

which TJr. Geiger has determined the primitive calendar
of the Iranians.

It appears to me therefore that the oldest Vedic calendar
like the oldest hymn, Was Sacrificial ; and that the sacrifice

o
r

the year commenced with Aditi at the vernal equinox in

o
r

near Punarvasú. The phases o
f

the moon, the seasons.
and the ayanas further guided the ancient Aryas in

measuring time for Sacrificial purposes. The asterism o
f

Abhijit marked the approach o
f

Wishūván o
r

the central
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day, while Punarvasú, which soon after came to be called

Yamakau, perhaps Yama and Yami, indicated the begin
ining of the year. Sometime after this and before the

vernal equinox had receded to Orion, the lunar months and

tithis or days appear to have come in use ; and, in fact, the

whole calendar seems to have been re-arranged, the year

being made to commence from the winter solstice in the

Chitra full-moon. But this did not alter the sacrificial

system, which, so far as the procedure is concerned, still
continues to be what it was in the oldest days. For all

civil purposes the new calendar was, however, at once

adopted and the two systems have continued to exist side

by side up to the present day, though in a considerably

modified form, as described before in the second

Chapter.
-

The oldest period in the Aryan civilization may, there
fore, be called the Aditi or the pre-Orion period, and we

may roughly assign 6000-4000 B.C. as it
s

limits. It was

a period when the finished hymns d
o not seem to have been

known and half-prose and half poetical Nivids o
r

sacrificial

formulae “giving the principal names, epithets, and feats

o
f

the deity invoked” were probably in use. The Greeks

and the Parsis have retained n
o traditions o
f

this period,

for the simple reason that they carried with them
only

the calendar which was in force when they left the common

home, while the Indian Aryas have preserved all the

traditions with a super-religious fidelity and scrupulous

ness. It is thus that I explain why the oldest Greek and
Parsi traditions d
o not go beyond Orion.

We next come to the Orion period which, roughly
speak

ing extended from 4000 B.C. to 2500 B.C., from the time
when the vernal equinox was in the asterism o
f

Ardra to

the time when it receded to the asterism o
f

the Krittikás.
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This is the most important period in the history of the
Aryan civilization. A good many stºktas in the Rigveda
(e.g., that of Wrishåkapi, which contains a record of the
beginning of the year where the legend was first conceived)
were sung at this time, and several legends were either
formed anew or developed from the older ones. The Greeks

and the Parsis appear to have left the common home during

the latter part of this period as they have retained most

of these legends, and even the attributes of the constellation
of Mrigashiras, otherwise called Ågrayana, Orion or
the Pauryeni. We can now easily understand why no
confirmatory evidence about the Krittikā-period is found
either in the Rigveda or in the Greek and Parsi legends and
traditions. This was pre-eminently the period of the hymns.

The third or the Krittikā-period commences with the
vernal equinox in the asterism of the Krittikás and ex
tends up to the period recorded in the Vedānga Jyotisha,

that is
,

from 2500 B.C. to 1400 B.C. It was the period

o
f

the Taittiriya Sanhità and several o
f

the Brähmanas.

The hymns o
f

the Rigveda had already become antique and
unintelligible b

y

this time and the Brahmavādins indulged

in speculations, often too free, about the real meaning o
f

these hymns and legends, attributing the use o
f

the foamy
weapon used b

y

Indra to a compact between him and
Namuchi. It was at this time that the Sanhitàs were
probably compiled into systematic books and attempts

made to ascertain the meanings o
f

the oldest hymns and
formulae. It was also during this period that the Indians
appear to have come in contact with the Chinese, and the
latter borrowed the Hindu Nakshatra system. I do not
mean to say that Hindus might not have improved their
system b
y

the mutual interchange o
f

ideas a
s they did
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when they came to know of Greek astronomy. But the
system was decidedly of Hindu origin and of purely Hindu
origin being handed down from the remotest or the pre
Orion period in the Vedic literature. M. Biot was unable
to assign any reason why the Chinese should have taken a
leap from the shoulder to the belt of Orion to choose their
fourth sieu. But with the older Hindu traditions the ques
tion admits of an easy explanation, as the belt was therein.
the real Mrigashiras or rather the top of Mriga's head.

The fourth and the last period of the old Sanskrit
literature extends from 1400 B.C. to 500 B.C. or to the birth

and rise of Buddhism. It was the period of the Sūtras and
philosophical systems. It may be called the real pre-Bud
dhistic period. But as this has been sufficiently discussed
by other writers I need not go into its further details.

I do not mean to lay down hard-and-fast limits of each of
these periods of antiquity, nor do I intend to say anything
about the period which must have elapsed before the
Vedic Aryas were able to fix their primitive calendar in the
Aditi period. The beginning of the Aryan civilization must
undoubtedly be placed a long time before the people were
able to conceive and determine the calendar. But I do not
wish to enter here into these speculations. I take my stand
only upon what we find recorded in the Vedic works, and
hence all that I mean is that if the astronomical allusions,
references, facts, and legends in the Vedic works can have any
meaning, we cannot materially shorten the periods I have
here indicated. We may not rely on vague traditional beliefs.
amongst one nation alone, but when we find that the tradi
tions of India, Greece, and Iran, agree in their important
features, and can be explained Satisfactorily only by placing.

the vernal equinox in Orion, and when we have an express.
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authority for doing so in the Rigveda, I do not think that
we can reasonably refuse to accept the conclusions deduced
therefrom. It is true that we have determined the oldest
Vedic periods from the traditions we find recorded in the
Rigveda, and, strictly speaking, it is the period of the tradi.
tions and not of the hymns into which they have been in
corporated. But this does not, in my opinion, materially

affect the conclusions we have arrived at above regarding

the ancient periods of the Vedic literature. I do not mean
to deny that the hymns may not have been sung some time
after these traditions and legends were originally conceived,

or that after they were first sung the hymns might not
have been somewhat modified in form in passing from
mouth to mouth before they became settled in the form in

which we now possess them. But though so much may

be legitimately conceded, I think that it is impossible to
hold that the hymns were composed thousands of years
after the stories narrated in them, were first conceived.
For, as a matter of fact, we find that the Rigveda hymns

had already become antiquated and unintelligible in the
days of the Taittiriya Sanhità and the Brähmanas. The
Taittiriiya Sanhitā places the vernal equinox in the Krittikás,
and I have shown that we must fix its date at about 2500
B. C. If the hymns of the Rigveda Sanhitā were unintelligi
ble at this time, they must have been sung several centuries

before it
.

The comparison o
f

the Taittiriya with the Rigveda

Sanhità further shows that while the first mentions three

year-beginnings—one current and two old—the second
only mentions one. Again, the Rigveda Sanhitā contains

no reference to theKrittikās as the mouth of the Nakshatras

I therefore conclude that the legends in question must have
been incorporated into the hymns o
f

the Rigveda, when
I4
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they were still intelligible, that is
,

in the Orion period.
It is of course impossible to determine the dates of indivi

dual hymns. That all o
f

them were not sung a
t

one time

is quite evident from their style. Some o
f

the hymns dis
tinctly speak o

f
older hymns o

r bards, while in Rig. x
.

90.9 the hymns are said to proceed directly from the puritsha,

o
r

the sacrificial personage. All that we can therefore legi
timately say is that the hymns, which contain older traditions
and legends, e.g., o

f

the Ribhus and Wrishākapi, must have
been composed in the Orion period. Some o

f

the hymns
may even be still older and some later, but generally speak
ing we may suppose that 4000 and 2500 B.C. are the limits

o
f

this period. This may require us to assume the existence

o
f

some Vedic verses at a time when the Hindus, the
Greeks and the Parsis lived together. Some scholars may

hesitate to accept such a conclusion. But so far as I know
the conclusion is not inconsistent with the results of com—
parative Philology or Mythology. Prof. Max Müller in

his Biographies o
f

Words (pp. 188–198) gives a list of
about sixty mythological names which may be shown to be
common to Greek and Sanskrit.” If so many mytho
logical names can b

e shewn to be phonetically identical,

it is impossible to suppose that no songs, celebrating the
deeds o

f

these deities, existed in the Indo-Germanic period.
Westphal has already proved the existence o

f poetry in the
Indo-Germanic period, and Dr. Kuhn has endeavoured to

trace whole formulae back to the beginning o
f Indo-European

* For instance Ribhu is compared to Greek Orpheus, Saramá

to Gk. Elenes, Vritra to Gk. Orthros, Dásahantar to Gk. Deophen:

tes. I have already referred to his suggestion regarding the

comparison o
f Vrish&kapi with Gk. Erikapaeos. If all these
deities existed in the Indo-Germanic period, why not their hymns 2
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poetry. Verbal coincidences such as, Sk. pada, Av. padha,
Gk. pous, all meaning a metrical foot, again point to the
same conclusion.” The results of comparative Philology,
are, therefore, not only not inconsistent with, but, on the
contrary, corroborate the conclusions we have independently

deduced from the astronomical references and allusions
recorded in the old Vedic literature. But I would not make
my case rest on such grounds. It must be remembered
that we have not been speculating in any Way about the

oldest Vedic periods. Our conclusions have been based on
express statements and texts in the Vedic literature, and un
less the texts themselves are questioned or other more rea
sonable interpretations suggested, we shall not be justified

in disregarding these results, simply because they do not
support certain literary hypotheses, guesses, or conjectures,

as for instance, those that have been previously referred

to in the first chapter. The results of the literary method
may be moderate. But moderation is a virtue only when

we have to make guesses about the periods of antiquity
from uncertain data. Where however we have definite

texts and traditions to rely upon, nothing but prejudice

can deter us from drawing legitimate conclusions from

them on the ground that they take us too far back. The

astronomical method, I admit, is vague, in so far as it does
not enable us to determine the exact date of all the Vedic
hymns or works, but it is certainly superior to the linguistic

method inasmuch as it supplies us with certain definite

and undisputed facts, for instance, the position of the equi
noxes which can safely be made the nuclei of the different,

* See Dr. Schrader's Pre-historic Antiquities of Aryan Peoples,

Part I.
,

Chap. II., pp. 27, 28.
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periods of antiquity. When the centres of each period are
thus undisputably fixed and determined, we can then use.
the literary:or the linguistic method to supplement these
results by determining the duration of each period. There
would then be no real opposition between the two methods.
The one would determine the specific points of time, while
the other would give us the range of the different periods.
In other words, the first would supply the piers and the
second the arches of the bridge, which we mean to con
struct across the period of antiquity, and which must there
fore be completed with the assistance of both.

It may, however, be urged that if the beginning of the
year was twice altered owing to the precession of the
equinoxes, how is it that we do not find the traces of the
intermediate stages or of the changes in the seasons in the
old Vedic works? How, it may be further asked, did the
Indian Aryas not discover the precession of the equinoxes.
in the early Vedic times? But it is not at all difficult to.
answer these questions. We might as well ask how no one
before Bhāskarāchārya or Newton ever thought of the
attraction of the earth, though since the very beginning of
the human race every one observed heavy objects falling
down to the surface of the earth. The reason is plain
enough. Celestial and natural phenomena cannot be fathom
ed or understood without a steady and close observation for
centuries, and, above all, until all the auxiliary, or rather
the whole group of sciences are proportionally developed.
Ifwe bear this circumstance in mind, we can, I am sure,
discover sufficient traces of the intermediate changes in the
Vedic works. Thus we find that of all the ancient

nations the Hindus :alone had well nigh accurately

determined the rate of the motion of the precession of the
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equinoxes. Hipparchus considered it to be not less than
36", while the actual motion at present is 50'. 25 per year.
Ptolemy adopted, as observed by Prof. Whitney, the
minimum of 36” determined by Hipparchus; and it is
evident that the Hindu astronomers who fixed the rate at
54" per year could not have borrowed it from the Greeks.
Prof. Whitney is at a loss to understand how the Hindus
succeeded in arriving at a determination of the rate of
motion, so much more accurate than was made by the great
Greek astronomer, and he observes that it might be a
“lucky hit on their part.” But why should they try to
hit, even luckily, when they could have easily borrowed it
from the Greeks 2 I am therefore disposed to think that it
was independently, and almost correctly, discovered by the
Hindus long before other nations could do so, though we
cannot exactly fix the period when it was done ; and that
there were sufficient materials for the purpose in the old
literature of India.

-

Let us next see what traditions about the intermediate
stages have been preserved. First of all I refer to the
tradition of Rudra killing Prajapati, the god of time, for
receding towards his daughter Rohini. The Aitareya
Brähmana (iii. 33) describes this conduct of Prajápati as
akrita or unprecedented and such as deserved to be
severely noticed by the gods. Can we not herein discover
the fact that the sun was gradually receding towards
Rohini, by the precession of the equinoxes 2 The ancient
priests, who observed the fact as they watched the Nak
shatras at the commencement of the year, could not account
for the change, and they rightly and honestly believed
that it was a great calamity that the sun or Prajápati

* See Whitney's notes to the Sūrya Siddhānta, iii. 13, p. 105.
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should thus follow an unprecedented course. I have
previously referred to a verse from Garga,” which says that
if the Uttarāyana commenced otherwise than from the
asterism of Dhanishthā it foretold a great danger; and we

may suppose that the Vedic Aryas similarly believed that

if the sun ceased to commence the year from Orion, it was
an unprecedented calamity. Parjāpati, however, was

punish

ed for his unusual conduct, and there the matter ended for
the time being. I may also refer here to the ancient mode
of deriving the word Rohini. The Arabs called it Al
Dabaran or “the follower” evidently because it came next

after the Krittikás.f But the Hindus called it Rohini,

“the ascended,” inasmuch as they noticed that the sun
gradually ran towards it in oldest days. It has been sug
gested that we should explain the legend of Prajapati by

reference to the daily rising of Rohini, Mrigashiras, and

Rudra in succession. But this explanation hardly accounts

for the fact why Prajapati was considered as
literally

after Rohini in an unprecedented way. Surely we can

not suppose that the Vedic priests were ignorant of the
fixed position of these constellations, and if so, we cannot
account for the fact why they considered Prajápati as:

running after and thinking of living together with Rohini.

unless they had noticed the actual recession of the sun to—

wards Rohini owing to the precession of the equinoxes.

The tradition of Prajapati and Rudra is thus comparatively

speaking a later tradition, though it seems to have been

completely formed before the seperation of the Greeks and,

the Parsis from the Indian Aryas.

* See supra, Chapter II, p. 19.

# See Whitney's notes to Sūrya Sid., viii. 9., p. 185.
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But the question which was dropped at this time after
punishing Prajapati, was again taken up when the equinox
had receded to the Krittikás. The seasons had fallen back
by one full month and the priests altered the year-begin
ning from the Phalguni to the Maghá full-moon, while the
list of the Nakshatras was made to commence from the
Krittikás, instead of from Agrahāyana. There is nothing
surprising in the fact that the change should have been
quietly introduced when we see that Varāhamihira did the
same in the fifth century after Christ when the Ashvini
system was introduced.” The calendar was mainly used for
the sacrificial purposes, and when the priests actually ob
served that the sun was in the Krittikás, and not in Mriga
shiras, when day and night were equal, they altered the

commencement of the year to the Krittikás, especially as
it was more convenient to do so at this time when the
cycle of seasons had receded by one full month. The
priests knew that the year commenced a month earlier in
older days, but like Varāhamihira they must have appealed

more to the actual facts, as they saw them, and introduced

the change without attempting to discover its real cause.

The Vedānga Jyotisha introducesthe third change, when
the seasons had further fallen back, not by a month, but
by a fortnight. It was probably during this interval that
the beginning of the month was altered from the full-moon
to the new-moon, and when this beginning of the month
was so altered, advantage was taken of the receding

of the seasons by a fortnight, to commence the year with
the new-moon in Dhanishthā as the Vedānga Jyotisha has
done.

* See supra, Chap. III., p. 36.
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From this the next recorded step is to Ashvini. There
is
,

however, an interesting story related in the Mahābhārata
which evidently refers to an abortive attempt to reform
the calendar when the seasons had again fallen back by a

fortnight. In the 71st chapter o
f Ādiparva w
e

are told
that Vishvāmitra attempted to create a new world,” and
make the Nakshatras commence with Shravana, instead of
Dhanishtha ; and the same story is alluded to in the Ashva
medha Parva, chapter 44. The tradition can also be found

in other Purānās where Visvāmitra is represented as
endeavouring to create a new celestial sphere. It appears,
however, that he did not succeed, and the Krittika-system,

a
s

modified b
y

the Vedānga Jyotisha, continued to re
gulate the calendar until the list o

f
the Nakshatras was

quietly made to begin, as noticed in the third chapter, with
Ashwini in later times.

We have thus an almost continuous record o
f

the year
beginnings from the oldest time down to the present in the
literature o

f India, and in the face o
f

this evidence it is use
less to indulge in uncertain speculations about the antiquity

o
f

the Vedas. I have already referred to the occurrence of
the pitri-paksha in Bhādrapada as a relic o

f

the time when
the year commenced with the Phalguni-full-moon. Our
Shrāvani ceremony appears to have been once performed

in Bhādrapada (Manu iv
.

95); and a
s it marked the begin

ning o
f

the rains, when the herbs appear anew (Ashvalayana

* Maha. Adi. 71, 34.

++RTH = #####r agraduat
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u

and again in the Ashv. 44, 2.
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Grihya Sūtra iii. 5. 2), we can here trace the recession of
the rainy season from Bhādrapada to Shrāvana, and from
Shrāvana to Ashādha (Sänkhyāyana Brähmana i. 3) and
finally from Ashadha to Jyestha, as at present, thus fally
corroborating the recession of the beginning of the year or
the winter solstice from Chaitra to Phälguna, from Phâlguna

to Māgha, and from Māgha to Pausha. The evidence of
the recession of the seasons is not, however, as complete as
that of different year-beginnings, inasmuch as there are
various local causes besides the precession of the equinoxes
that affect the occurrence of the seasons. The seasons in

the Central India and Central Asia cannot, for instance, be

the same, and if the Aryas came into India from the North
West, the very change of locality must have caused a
corresponding change in the seasons. The evidence of the
change of seasons cannot therefore be supposed to be so
reliable and conclusive as that of the successive changes in
the beginning of the year above mentioned.

Lastly, there remains only one question to be considered.
Is the Vedic period here determined consistent with the
traditions and opinions entertained about it by the ancient
and modern scholars 2 I think it is. I have already re
ferred to the remarks o

f

Prof. Weber who, though h
e

regards the Krittikā evidence a
s Vague and uncertain. yet

o
n geographical and historical grounds arrives a
t

the con
clusion that the beginnings o

f

the Indian literature may be

traced back to the time when the Indian and the Iranian
Aryas lived together ; and this opinion is confirmed b

y

the
fact that there are Yashts in the Zend Avesta which may

b
e

considered a
s “reproductions” o
f

the Vedic hymns. Dr.
Haug considers that this condition may be satisfied if we
place the beginning o
f

the Vedic literature in 2400
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B. C.; * but he was not cognisant of the fact that the
vernal equinox can be shown to have been in Mrigashiras

at the time when the Parsis and the Indians lived together,
In the light of this new evidence, there is therefore no rea—
sonable objection fo

r

carrying the periods o
f

the Vedic
literature further back b

y

over a thousand years o
r to about

4000 B
.

C
.

This period is further consistent with the fact
that in 470 B.C. Xanthos o

f Lydia considered Zoroaster

to have lived about 600 years before the Trojan War (about
1800 B.C.);t for according to our calculation the Parsis
must have separated from the Indian Aryas in the latter
part o

f

the Orion period, that is to say, between 3000 to
2500 B.C.; while, if we suppose that the separation occurred

a
t
a considerably later date, a Greek writer in the fifth

century before Christ would certainly have spoken o
f it as

a recent event. Aristotle and Eudoxus have gone still
further and placed the era o

f

Zoroaster a
s much a
s

6000 to
5000 years before Plato. The number o

f years here given

is evidently traditional, but we can a
t any rate infer from

it this much that at the time o
f

Aristotle (about 320 B.C.)
Zoroaster was considered to have lived a

t

a very remote
period o

f antiquity; and if the era of Zoroaster is to be
considered so old, a fortiori, the period o

f

the Vedas must

b
e older still. Then We have further to consider the fact

that an epic poem was written in Greek in about 900 o
r

1000 B.C. The language o
f

this epic is so unlike that of
the Vedic hymns that we must suppose it to have been
composed longtime after the Greeks left their ancient home

and travelled westward. It is not, therefore, at all impro
bable that they separated after the formation o
f

the legends

* Dr. Haug's Intr. to Ait. Br., p
.

48.

† See Dr. Haug's Essays on Parsis, p
.

298.
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of Orion and before the vernal equinox was in the Kritti
käs, that is

,

between 3500 to 3000 B
.

C
. Finally, we can

easily understand how the acutest and most learned o
f

Indian theologians and scholars believed the Vedas to have
come down to them from a

n unknown period o
f antiquity.

A revelation need not necessarily be and di, or without a

beginning. The history o
f

the Bible and the Koran shows.

u
s

that a revelation can be conceived to be made at a par
ticular period o

f

time. If so, the mere fact that it is be
lieved to be revealed does not account for the opinion

entertained b
y

the Hindu theological writers that the Veda
has come down to them from times beyond the memory o

f

man. Some of these writers lived several centuries before
Christ, and it is quite natural to suppose that their opinions
were formed from traditions current in their times. The
periods o

f

the Vedic antiquity we have determined render
such an explanation highly probable. According to the
Christian theology, the world was created only about 4000
years before Christ ; or, in other words, the notions of
antiquity entertained b

y

these Christian writers could not
probably go beyond 4000 B.C. and not being able to say
anything about the period preceding it

,

they placed the
beginning o

f

the world at about 4000 B
.

C
.

The Indian
theologians may be supposed to have acted somewhat in the
same manner. I have shewn that the most active of the
Vedic period commenced at about 4000 B.C., and there
are grounds for carrying it back still further. The form of
the hymns might have been more o

r

less modified in later
times; but the matter remained the same, and coming down.

from such a remote antiquity it could have been easily

believed by Jaimini, Pānini, and the Brahmavadin of old to

have been in existence almost from the beginning o
f

the
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world, or rather the beginning of all known things. We
can thus satisfactorily account for all the opinions and
traditions current about the age of the Vedas amongst
ancient and modern scholars in India and in Europe, if we
place the Vedic period at about 4000 B.C., in strict accord
ance with the astronomical references and facts recorded in
the ancient literature of India. When everything can thus
be consistently explained, I leave it to scholars to decide
whether the above period should or should not be accepted

as determining, as correctly as it is possible to do under the
circumstances, the oldest period of Aryan civilization. It
is the unerring clock of the heavens that has helped us in
determining it

,

and it is
,
in my opinion, hardly probable to

discover better means for the purposes. The evidence was

in danger o
f being obliterated out o
f

the surface o
f

the
heavens, when the Greeks borrowed their astronomical
terminology from the Egyptians. But it has fortunately
escaped and outlived, not only this, but also another
threatened attack when it was proposed in England and
Germany to name the constellatiou o

f

Orion after Nelson

o
r Napoleon as a mark o
f respect for these heroes. The

bold and brilliant Orion, with his attendant Canis, pre
serves for u

s

the memory o
f

far more important and sacred
times in the history o

f

the Aryan race.
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Agrayana and Orion.

I have already stated in brief my reasons for provisionally
identifying Sk. Ágrayana with Gk. Orion; and here I wish
to examine the point more fully, not because my case rests
upon it

,

but simply with a view to indicate the real nature

o
f

the objections that may be urged against the proposed

identification. If philologists are still inclined to hold
that the identification is not even probable, we shall have

to look for some other Aryan derivation, as the similarity

o
f

the Eastern and Western traditions o
f

Orion is
,

in my
opinion, too strong to be accidental.

Ågrayana is evidently derived from agra and ayana. O
f

these ayana, which is derived from i,to go,may be represented

b
y

ion in Greek: cf
.

Sk. Öyus, Gk. aion; Sk. Comparative
termination (nom. sin.) yán, Gk. ion ; Sk, termination
àyana, a

s in Gargyāyana, Gk. ion, as in Kronion, “the des
cendant to Kronos'. The initial 6 in Sk. Ágrayana may also
become o in Greek; as in Sk. 7shayana, Gk. okeanos ; Sk. Ž

shu,GK. okus. Sanskrit A.grayana may therefore be represent

e
d b
y

Ogrion in Greek, and we have now to see if g may be

dropped before r and Ogrion can b
e changed into Orion.

It is a general phonetic rule in Teutonic languages that a

gutteral may disappear before a liquid, whether initially or

medially; cf
.

Ger. nagel, Eng. nail ; hagel and hail ; regen
and rain ; Sk. kravis, O

.

H. G
.

ro. Prof. Max Müller has
extended the application o
f

this rule to Latin and Greek,

and Latin and French in his Lectures o
n

the Science o
f

Language, Wol. II., p. 309. He compares Latin paganus
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with French paien, Gk. láchné with Lat. ltina ; and points
out that on the same principle lumen stands for lucreen,

eacamen for eacagmen, fºamma for ſtagma, K. Brugmann
(Com. Gr. I.

,
§ 523) would derive 0
.

Ir. Wr, Cymr. aer
from "agro on the same principle. This shews that Sk.
agra may be easily represented b

y

drin Teutonic languages.

We may account for the change in two ways. We may
either suppose that the final gutteral o

f
a root is sometimes

dropped before terminations beginning with a liquid and
thus put luc-men’=lu-men, fulg-men =ful-men, flag-men =

..fa-men, ag men = a-men, ag-ra =7-ra (With compensation

vowel lengthening ; Bopp derives Sk, roman, a hair from
ruh-man growing, on the same principle); o

r

we may suppose

that the change is in accordance with the general phonetic

rule which sanctions the omission o
f
a gutteral before a

liquid in such cases. But whichsoever explanation we
adopt, there is no question as to the change itself. It must
not, however, be supposed that the rule is an uninflexible one
and that a gutteral must always be dropped before a liquid;
for we find that a gutteral in such cases is often either
retained o

r labialised, cf
. Sk, grâvan, O
.

Ir
.

broo, bro,
(gen. broon), Cymr. breuan ; Sk, grindmi, O

.

Ir. gair.
The proper rule to deduce from these instances would
therefore be, that grin Sanskrit may be represented b

y gr,

&
r

o
r r in Teutonic languages, and that all the three

changes are possible.

Can we not extend the rule to Greek and Sanskrit 2–

is the next question we have to consider. I do not mean to
deny that there are phonetic rules which are not univer
sally applicable to all languages. But the present rule can

b
e easily shewn not to belong to this class. Prof. Max
Müller has already extended it to Greek and Latin ; and
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Wararuchi, in his Prākrita Prakäsha IJ. 2, lays down that
g in ga may be medially dropped as between Sanskrit and
Prakrit, e.g., Sk. Ságara, Pk. 86-ara; Sk. nagara, Pk, na-ar,
eventually corrupted into mara, as in Jun-nara and other
names of cities. This is in fact the same rule which, when
applied to Teutonic languages accounts for the change of
segel into sail, nagel into nail and so on. Comparison of
Avestic tigra with Mod. Per. tir shews that a similar change
may also take place between those languages. We may,
therefore, fairly say that the rule about the omission of a
gutteral before a liquid obtains not only in Teutonic langu
ages, but also between Greek and Latin, Latin and French,

§anskrit and Old Irish, Sanskrit and Prakrit, and Avestic
and Modern Persian. In the face of these facts it would, I
think, be unduly restricting the applicability of the phonetic
rule if we refuse to apply it to Sanskrit and Greek. There
is at any rate no a priori improbability in expecting that a
similar change may take place as between Greek and

Sanskrit. Let us now see if there are any instances as
between Greek and Sanskrit to support such a conclusion.

Prof. Benfey compares Sk, grácan with Gk. laos (Lat.
lapis); and Sk. ghránſ, with Gk, ris, rinos. If this compari
son is correct, here at least we have two instances where a
gutteral before r in Sanskrit is lost in Greek. It is some
times labialised, as in Sk. Árinami Gk. priami; Sk, guru,
Gk. barus; and sometimes retained as it is, as in Sk. kratu,
Gk. kratus ; Sk, gras, Gk. grao, to swallow. From these
instances we may therefore infer that as between Greek
and Sanskrit, the initial gutteral in kr or gr in Sanskrit
may be either retained as it is
,

o
r

labialised o
r dropped in

Greek, the same rule which holds good, as shewn above,

in Teutonic languages. It may b
e noticed here that while
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grácan becomes laos in Greek, it is broon in Old Irish, that
is
,

while the initial g o
f
a Sanskrit word is labialised in Old

Irish it is dropped in Greek. This shews that the initial #r.
o
r grin Sanskrit may be differently represented in different

languages. Sanskrit krimis, Lat. vermis, Gk. elmis; and
Sk, klipta, Avestic kerepta, Gk. raptos, may, I think, also

b
e regarded a
s further illustrations o
f

the same rule. I

know that the connection between the words last quoted is

still considered doubtful, but that is because the rule about
the omission o

f
a gutteral before a liquid, as between Greek

and Sanskrit, is not yet recognised by scholars. If the
examples I have given at the beginning of this paragraph
are, however, sufficient to justify u

s
in applying the rule to

Greek and Sanskrit, the instances last cited may b
e taken

a
s further supporting the same view.

With these instances before us, it would b
e unreasonable

to deny that the three possible changes o
f
kr and gr, which

obtain in Teutonic languages, d
o

not take place a
s

between

Greek and Sanskrit, at least initially ; and if these changes.
take place initially, analogy a

t

once suggests that they

would also take place medially. At any rate there is no
reason why they should not. It may b

e urged that a
comparison o

f

Sk. chakra with Gk. kuklos shews that a

medial kr is retained a
s it is
.

But as pointed out above
the argument is not conclusive. There may be cases where

Å
r
is retained as it is
.

But we have seen that b
y

the side

o
f

such cases, instances can be quoted where it is changed

to pror r initially ; and we may expect the same threefold
possible change medially. It is admitted that labialisation
takes place medially; and we have therefore to see if there.
are any instances where a gutteral is dropped before a

liquid in the body o
f
a word. K
.

Brugmann tells u
s

that
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at one period gn and gm came to be represented by n and
m in Greek ; cf

.

gig nomai and ginomai, stugnos and stumos.

Now this change in the body:of a
;

word is exactly similar to

that cfagmen into amen, and is evidently due to the same
rule, which accounts for the latter change. Similarly Gk.
amoos may b

e compared with Sk. affna, and Gk. arinos to

Sk, aghrána. But I do not lay much stress on these inas
much as these words may be supposed to have been derived
by the addition o

f

the prefix alpha to the already existing

Greek forms, and not directly obtained from Sanskrit ajna

and aghrána. The change o
f gignomai into ginomai, or o
f

gignosko into ginosko cannot, however, b
e

so accounted
for, and if g before n is dropped in the body of a word, there

is no reason why it should not be dropped before r on the
analogy o

f

the phonetic rule given above. Works o
n

philology d
o

not give any more instances o
f

such changes,

but as observed above, the attention o
f

Scholars does not
appear to have been directed to this point. Otherwise I

d
o

not think it was difficult to discover the similarity
between Gk. turos and Sk. takra. Takra is derived from

tanch ("teng) to contract, to coagulate o
r curdle, and

according to Fick the root is Indo-Germanic. It is an

old Vedic root, and we have such expressions. as dadhna,

àtanakti “ coagulates (milk) with curds' in the Taittiriya

Sanhità II. 5. 3. 5. Takra therefore literally means
‘curdled milk' and not ‘curds mixed with water” a

s this

word is understood in modern Sanskrit. Now, if we
suppose that the rule, which sanctions the omission o

f y or

# before r or m in other languages, also holds good a
s

between Greek and Sanskrit, not only initially (as in

grávan and laos) but also medially, a
s

in gignomai and
ginomai, Sk. takra may b
e easily identified with Gk.

turos meaning ‘cheese.’ Takra may thus b
e said to
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have retained it
s

root meaning in Greek. Turos is an
old Greek word used in the Odyssey, and it has not yet
been explained b

y anything in Indo-Germanic. Dr.
Schrader therefore records a suggestion that it should be
derived from Turko Tartaric turak. But if Sanskrit soºra
and sarpis are found in Greek oros (whey) and elphos
(butter,) it is not reasonable to suppose that turos alone was
borrowed from a non-Aryan source. Takra in modern
Sanskrit means ‘curds mixed with Water and churned’ and
perhaps it may be contended that we cannot identify it with
turos, which means ‘chees.' I have, however, shewn that
takra etymologically means ‘curdled milk' and not ‘curds
dissolved in water' which is evidently it

s secondary meaning.
Besides when We See that sára which in Sanskrit denotes

‘ curdled milk,’ has become oros = whey in Greek, and serozy,

in Latin, there is nothing unusual if we find takra and
turos used in slightly different senses in the two languages.

I have already suggested in the body of the essay that we
may identify Sk. Shukra with Gk. Kupris. Chakra =kuklos,

Shukra =
= Kupris, and takra = turos, may thus b
e taken to

illustrate the application o
f

the rule above discussed,

regarding the three-fold change o
f
kr o
r gr, to Greek and

Sanskrit medially; and instances have been already quoted

to show that the rule holds good initially as between Greek
and Sanskrit. We may therefore conclude that the change

o
f gignomai into ginomai is not a solitary instance, and that

a
s
a general rule 9 may b
e dropped, labialised o
r retained

before a liquid a
s

between Greek and Sanskrit whether a
t

the beginning o
r
in the body o
f
a word. We might even

discover further instances o
f

the applicability o
f

this rule;
for, if takra is thus correctly identified with turos, w
e may,

o
n the same principle identify Sk, agra with Gk. oros,
meaning top, Summit. It was impossible to represent
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Sanskrit agra by a separate Greek word otherwise. It
could not be represented by agros in Greek as the latter
word corresponded to Sk, ajra, a field ; nor can agra be
changed to akris which represented Sk. ashri. Sanskrit
agra, therefore, naturally came to be represented by oros.
Oros, meaning top or summit, has not yet been sattsfactori
ly derived in any other way.

It will be seen from the above that we have sufficient
grounds to hold that the rule about the omission of a gut
teral before a liquid, whether initially or medially, applies
to Greek and Sanskrit in the same way as it does to other
languages ; and if so, Sk. Agrayana can be represented
by Orion in Greek.

I have already quoted Brugmann to show that "agra be
comes àr or aer in Teutonic languages. Now further com
paring Lat. integru, integer with Fr. entier; GK. dahru
Goth. tagr with Eng. tear; pagan with paien and regen

with rain, we are led to infer that where k or g is dropped

before r or a liquid we may expect two contiguous vowels,
probably because this gr is at first optionally altered into
ger or gar. We can now understand why Orion was some
times spelt as Oarion ; and the existence of this double
form confirms, in my opinion, the derivation above sug
gested. As for Orion alone we might derive it from oros,
limit, or öra, Spring, and ion, going, thus giving the same
meaning, cig, the limit or the beginning of the year or
spring, as Agrayana in Sanskrit. But this does not account
for the double form—Orion and Oarion—unless the latter

be taken for a poetic or a dialectic variation of Orion. I
therefore prefer to derive the word from Sanskrit Ágrayana.



---------
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